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Preface

opposite; )ohn Cotton (1548— 1652), An

abstract or the lawcs of New England, as they are

now established (1641). This volume provides

an example of the direct derivation of law

from the Bible in certain of the early col-

onies. Its Chapter X, entitled “Of causes

cnmmall between our People and For-

rame Nations,” has the following provi-

sion; “Women, especially such as have nor

lyen by man, little children and cattcll, are

to be spared and reserved for spoyle.” The

source of this law is Chapter 20, “Laws re-

lating to war,” of the Old Testament Book

of Deuteronomy. (Liw Library Rare Book

Collection: lccn 040272J6)

THE L.y\v COLLECTION found in the Library of Congress— most

notably in the Law Library of Congress, the world’s largest law library— consti-

tutes a unique resource for Congress and the nation. Scholars, students, practi-

tioners, and researchers in law and related ciisciplines wall find thc-breadth of the

law collection, and in many areas its depth, unparalleled. The Library’s collections

are a premier source for information on law’, w'hether research is needed on

current legislation or some aspect of the legal heritage of the United States or of

other nations. Unknown to many is the fact that, beyond its role as national law'

library and curator of the written record of the world’s legal systems, the Law'

Library of Congress is also a legal research center for the federal government, and

Its stafd of foreign-trained attorneys from around the world and senior reference

specialists arc daily involycd m the interpretation of complex and dynamic legal

issues for government requesters, who include not only the members of Congress

but judicial and executive branch authorities as w'ell. The Law Library also assists

state goyernments and international organizations to the extent that its congres-

sional w'orkload permits.

The situation of the Law Library and the challenges the staff face today

seem infinitely different from those which confronted their predecessors in the

early days of this Republic. After the establishment of the mam Library of

Congress in 1800 in the Capitol building, the Library became a fashionable

gathering place for tourists and the local gentry. The crowded conditions that

resulted hampered the Library in carrying out its first major mission; serving the

legal information needs of the US. Congress. For this reason, the law' books

were ordered to be culled from the collection and set up m a separate room from

the main Library by an Act of Congress in 1852. The primary function of the

single “law custodian”— as the sole Law Library employee was then called—
was to deliver law books from this collection, w'hich numbered a little over two

thousand volumes, to the Congress as w'ell as to the Justices of the Supreme

Court, also located in the Capitol building.

While the primary mission of the Library is still to serve the Congress, the

task has become more varied w'lth the grow'ing intensity of the international legal-

political and legal-economic relationships worldw'ide. In carrying out its mandate,

the Law Library must meet the challenges of digital technology to ensure that the

online law sources available m the Library are as comprehensive, up-to-date, and

authentic as possible. Over half the collections in the Law' Library are in foreign

languages. Inasmuch as some nations have not been able to index their own laws,

the Law Library has taken the lead in establishing online legal research aids.
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Lunette with images of Law and justice

overlooking the Old Supreme Court

Chamber, one of the original sites of theO

Law Library of Congress when it was lo-

cated m the Capitol building. (C5. Senate

Curator’s Office')

including an international cooperative among parliaments of the world to

exchange authentic legal sources online under a partnership called GLIN, the

Global Legal Information Network.

The degree to which the practice of Law is a science or an art is open to

debate, but certainly research m the legal held often requires an approach that is

at once systematic and creative. Although the schematic arrangement and orga-

nization of the collections arc being constantly rehned for case of access and

retrieval, guidance m the use of the collection and in the interpretation of its

substance provided by the staff of the Library often constitutes the crucial

element necessary for a successful outcome in one’s research. The Library has

been fortunate m having been able to attract a unique staff whose expertise has

been able to interpret so much of the vast store of information contained in the

ever-expanding sources on law and its scholars-m-rcsidence pixagram has been a

mutually benehcial undertaking for participants and staff.

Law holdings m the Library of Congress have been assigneei by and large to

the care of the Law Library of Congress m the Library’s James Madison Memo-
rial Building. Custody over some of the rarest of the law holdings, however, is

shared by the Library’s Rare Book and Special Collections Division m the

Thomas Jefferson Building. Due to the w'ide-ranging nature of law, legal scholars

and students of the law' may also need to pursue tlaeir research m one or more of

8



the nearly two dozen reading rooms in the Librar\', especially for such subjects as

business, economics, government, political science, and the like. In some cases,

earlier collections of a given law-related subject arc maintained in the General

Collections even though holdings of the same subject arc housed in the Law
Library. Books on income tax law, for example, were assigned due to past collec-

tion policies to the Business Reading Room, but later receipts are now in the Law

Library. Much important material, especially related to colonial and U.S. law and

lawmaking, may also be found in the Manuscript Division in the James Madison

Building where papers of U.S. presidents. Supreme Court justices, and other prin-

cipals involved in court cases, law making, treaty negotiations and the like arc

kept. Legal documents which contain maps may be located in the Geography and

Map Reading Room in the same building. Certain law materials in non-Roman

alphabets are contained in area studies collections of the Library in the Adams

Building. General information about copyright law, both U.S. and foreign, may

be studied in the Law Library, but actual research into copyright records must be

carried out in the U.S. Registrar of Copyrights department, a separate entity

from the Law Library, also located in the Madison Building.

Because of the yast reach of the law, legal and legislatiye research may require

the need for broad subject expertise. Despite the ubiquitous presence and signih-

cance of law in interdisciplinary studies, howeyer, the fact that the law holdings

in the Library of Congress arc still for the most part held separately from the

main collection attests to the special requirements that the discipline of law

imposes on those who collect its sources. The authenticity of legal sources, for

example, is another requisite clement of legal and legislatiye research, which

exceeds the leyel rec|uircd of sources in most other areas, hence the entire subdis-

ciplinc of legal citation. Law is dynamic and cycr-changmg, and thus timeliness

and currency are vital aspects of retrieval and delivery. Such exigencies as arc

placed on those who need to maintain, retrieve, and analyze law sources and

legislative collections arc seldom demanded from those in other fields.

It is difficult to envision the law library of the future. One assumes that

converting paper to digital collections is a logical and essential way to proceed.

No matter what the future brings, as we move forward, the treasures depicted m
these pages wall remain timeless reminders of the richness and diversity of the

world’s legacy of law.

RUBHNS MEDINA

LAW LIBRARIAN OF CONGRE.SS
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Introduction THE NEED lor a law collection for the members of the U.S. Con^fress

was the original rationale for the creation of the Library of Congress. An early

proponent of establishing a legislative library, Representative Lldridge Gerrv of

Massachusetts, was appointed the head of the House committee to investigate

purchasing books for the First Congress. In a lygo report to the House, Gerrv

proposed that a congressional library be founded on the laws of the United States

and several European nations and should include among other things “a collec-

tion of treaties and alliances from the earliest periods . . . sundrv books on the

civil and comnitan law, etc. etc.” Limited by budgetary concerns, the members did

not act on Gerrv’s recommendation and made use instead of the New York

Society Library and the Library Company of Philadelphia, when the capital was

located m those cities. In 1800, faced with vet another move of the nation’s

capital— to Washington— and not wishing to have to transport “to the seat of

the General Government a considerable part of their personal library,” the

members of Congress passed a bill to establish a congressional library in the

Capitol building to be set up m 1801. A catalog of the period listed forty law-

related titles in two hundred sixty-si.x volumes; of these only two were produced

on American soil. Swift’s System of the Laws of Connecticut (2 v.) and Dallas’s Reports.

In 1814 when British troops attacked the U.S. Capitol in retaliation for the

.Americans' having previously torched public buildings in Toronto (then known as

Abrk ), the resulting hre destroyed much of the Library. All one hundred seventy-

four law titles It held by that time, including hve indigenous works among which

were )oseph Story’s Selections of Pleadings in Civil Actions (1805) and the early issues of

the first American legal periodical. Hall’s American Law Journal, went up in smoke.

The young nation was fortunate m having the opportunity to replace the

Library with the purchase of the personal collection of former President Thomas

jeflerson. A successful lawyer before the Revolution, {efferson had included m his

library four hundred seventy-five law titles in six hundred thirty-nine volumes. Of

these three hundred eighteen were English and sixty were American; the rest orig-

inated in Scotland, Ireland, or on the continent. English court reports were

contained in one hundred volumes, but there were only four American reports,

three from XArginia and the fourth was Dallas’s Pennsylvania Reports. Despite the

number of legal works in jefferson’s library, some debate ensued m Congress

about the suitability of the contents of his library for congressional purposes,

jefterson knew that an informed populace was the best guarantor of democracy.

“No one more sincerely wishes the spread of information among mankind than

I do, and none has greater confidence in its effect towards supporting free and

10



good government. Jefterson also firmly established the concept that a nation’s

legislators should have access to all disciplines, and with his vast erudition and

catholic interests, he successfully argued the principle that there was “no subject

to which a member of Congress may not have occasion to refer.’’ The purchase

of the Jefterson collection was concluded in 1815.

A year later. Representative Robert Goodloe Harper, a lawyer from Maryland,

made the first move toward creating a separate law department within the Library.

.Although Jefferson’s broad perspective established the foundation of the Library

of Congress that we know today, the very particular demands of the legal and

legislative work fueled this early, unsuccessful initiative. The attempt to introduce

a bill to separate the law collection was made for the benefit not only of the

Congress but of the Supreme Court and lawyers in the capital as well. Lawyer

Charles Jared Ingersoll, the U.S. District Attorney for Pennsylvania, noted in his

diary m 1823 that the absence of a law library in the capital was “deplorable.”

Charles A. Wickhffe, a Representative from Kentucky and later Postmaster

General, sought to put a measure through Congress to respond to the need for

a separate law library in 1826, 1828, and again in 1830. Senators Felix Grundy and

William Learned Marcy took up the challenge and on July 14, 1832, a separate law

library was finally established when President Andrew Jackson signed into law an

Act of Congress (currently cited as 2 U.S.C. 132, 134, 135, 137), directing that a

separate “apartment near to” the mam Library in the Capitol be set up to which

the law books wouLi be removed for the use of Congress and the Supreme

Court. In 1833, Law Library privileges were extended to members of the bar with

cases before the Supreme Court. Thus, the perseverance of several determined

legislators saw to it that the Library of Congress’s first separate department was

devoted to law and to the business of providing the nation’s legislators and

judges with the legal resources they needed for their vital tasks of molding

democracy and making it work.

The Library of Congress suffered a serious fire in 1851, but the law volumes,

by virtue of the Law Library’s separate locale, were saved. As its collections grew,

the Law’ Library moved from its original room adjacent to the Library in the

Capitol to a larger room opposite the Supreme Court chambers. In these early

years, the Senate chamber was on the floor above the Supreme Court, but when

the Senate wing was added to the Capitol, the Senate moved out to that wing,

allowing the Supreme Court to move upstairs to occupy the former Senate

chamber. The Law Library moved across the hall to the Supreme Court

chamber thus vacated and occupied that room from i860 to 1950. The room was

11



cvcnrually resrorcd to what it looked like in the days of the Supreme Court. Now
a prime tourist site in the Capitol building, this elegant space is known as the

Old Supreme Court Chamber. The Law Library gradually transferred its collec-

tions to the Thomas lefderson Building, after 1897, and then to the Madison

Building 111 1981. A Law Library satellite collection in the Capitol remained,

howeyer, only closing m 1989. Today’s Law Library houses most of its collections

on compact, mechanized shehang m the sub-basement of the |ames Madison

Memorial Building. The largest such installation m the world, it covers about

two acres and has sixty miles of shelving capacity'.

The need for foreign legal research sources, especially in times of hostilities

with other nations, intensihed the Law Library’s acquisition efiorts over the

years to such an extent that certain collections in the Law Library exceed those of

the countries of origin. Superb rare acquisitions entered the collection from

various sources donated or obtained by the Library of Congress, and many

included rare law volumes. The Joseph Meredith Toner collection came to the

Library in 1882; the John Boyd Thatcher collection in the 1910s and 1920s, the

Otto \Wlbehr collection and the Paul Kriiger collection— with a great Roman
law component— both in 1930. The Lessing J. Rosenwald collection gradually

increased between 1943 and 1975 and in 1979 became part of the Rare Book and

Special Collections Division. During the tenure of highly respected Law Librarian

John C. Vance (1924 — 43) the Law Library collection doubled m size.

In building its collections, the Law Library seeks to obtain all possible

primary sources and as many important secondary sources concerning the law' of

as many nations and legal systems m the w'orld as it can; the number of jurisdic-

tions represented is approximately two hundred sixty. Materials on colonial and

historic regimes are also housed m the collection. Although some translations of

certain foreign laws may be found m the Library’s collections, one may assume

that foreign law sources will, as a rule, exist only in the official language of the

country of origin. In situations involving a court case, researchers may need to

determine w'hether a translation w'lll be deemed accurate enough to be accepted

by the court.

Among the types of materials that the Law' Library specifically collects arc

official law gazettes, constitutions, and the proceedings of constitutional conven-

tions; codes, compilations, and consolidations of laws; law revisions; chronological

publications of law's and session law's; hearings and various legislative materials;

court decisions and reports; and decisions and rulings of administrative courts that

have the effect of judicial decisions. Among the very important categories are the

12
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“finding aids,” such as citators; digests and noter-up'>s; and indexes to laws, rules,

and regulations, as well as to the decisions and reports of courts and administra-

tive courts and agencies. Next in importance after law and legislation are the

learned commentaries and the monographic literature on all subjects of the law

from all major national and many local jurisdictions. Another genre, assiduously

collected, is that of legal periodicals, which are for legal discussion and develop-

ment, conference proceedings, and generalia, such as legal bibliographies, legal

encyclopedias, dictionaries of law and dictionaries of words and phrases, catalogs

of law' library collections, and finally, biographies of lawyers and jurists and

directories of the legal profession.

The works featured in this Guide are of course merely indicative of the

Library’s rich collections, both modern and historic, and their vastness makes

creating a representative sampling a daunting task.

The Kormchaia Kni^a
(
Pilot Book) is a

compilation of Lcclcsiastical and (avil Laws

made in By'zantium in about the ninth cen-

tury and first printed in Russia in 1650. As

a result of reforms that precipitated the

schism in the Russian Church, the first

printing was recalled and alterations were

made to the first edition. The volume

shown here is the 1650 printing with omis-

sions and some adeLtions made hy Patri-

arch Nikon m 1653, and with further al-

terations. (Lnv Library Rare Book Collection;

i.ccN 2004J74704)
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PHILOSe^PHY OF LAW

Law in General

The Library has a vast array ol legal titles of broad scope. Overarching subjects

and fields of learning include, for example, the history of law, philosophy of law,

ethnological jurisprudence, comparative law, and international law. Many first

and subsequent editions of books on jurisprudence, law and society, and
lawmaking by eminent authors may be found in the Law Library' and, in some
instances, in the Rare Book and Special Collections Division. The first edition of

John Lockes Two Treatises on Government (London, 1690) is found in the Rare

Book and Special Collections Division. The works of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich

Hegel, Baron de Montesquieu, Christian Thomasius, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and

Rudolf \'on Jhermg may be consulted in the Library. Here, too, one finds works

on global issues, tracking closely the work of international organizations and

institutions. The titles span legal systems, languages, and time periods, and

include remarkable and special collections of rare books dealing with Roman,

Customary, or Religious Law. One example is the sixteenth-century Tractatus

universi juris (Vemce: Franciscus Zilettus, 1584-86), published in twenty volumes

under the auspices of Pope Gregory XIII (1502— 85) and including seven hundred

fifteen treatises of the most prominent jurists of that period.

The subject of Natural Law may be found in the Library’s numerous titles by

famous European thinkers. The German jurist and historian, Samuel Pufendorf

(1632— 94), who was the first professor appointed to the Chair of Natural Law in

1616 at the University of Heidelberg, is best known for his Elementorwn jurispriiden-

tiae universalis lihri II (Elements of universal law. Cambridge, 1672) and Dcjure naturae

et gentium lihri octo (Of the law of nature and of nations. Lund, Sweden, 1672); this

work was written while he held the Chair of Natural Law at the University of

Lund in Sweden. At the same time, Pufendorf published an excerpt entitled De

ojfficio hominis et civis juxta legem natutralem lihri duo (Lund, 1673). The Library' holds

many Prench-language editions prepared by Jean Barbeyrac (1674— 1744) and

several English translations of this title. Among the one hundred four titles of

Pufendorf ’s in the Library', the Law Library holds the first edition of those

mentioned above; these works were widely studied and served as an inspiration for

clergyman John Wise, who later was to champion civil and religious rights in the

American colonies.

Pufendorf was in good company. His contemporaries were such philosophers

and publicists as: Christian Thomasius (1655—1728), author of Institutionum jurispru-

dentiae divinae lihri tres: in qitihus fundamenta juris naturalis secundum hypotheses illustris

Pufendorffii perspicue demonstrantur (Halle, 1717); Christian Ereiherr von Wolff

opposite: The Library holds several in-

cunabula of the Decretiim Cratiani. This

handsome edition was published in Venice

in 1514. It also has illustrative woodcuts of

the Arbor consanguinitatis and Arbor aj^nitatis

(leaves 594b and 595a). {Law Library Rare

Booh Collection; lccn zoozjjg^oSj
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(i679~i754)>/*'-^ lucthodo scinilificct pcrtmctatum (Frankhirr/Lcipzi^, 1740—48);

Gottfried Wilhelm Freiherr von Leibniz (1646—1716), Codex juris gaUium diplo-

maticus (Hanover, 169^— 1700); jean Domat (1625—96), Lcs loix civilcs dans lair erdre

nature! (Luxembourg, 1702): and Jean Jacques Rurlamaqui (1694— 1748), Priuapes du

droit naturel (Geneva, 1748— 84) or the Latin-language title Juris naturalis elementa

(\ cmice, 1757). In the ranlcs of the ninctccnth-century philosophers and inllucntial

law reformers the name ol the German Paul Johann Anselm von Feuerbach

(1775—1855) stands out. He is considered one ol Germanv’s most notable jurists of

the nineteenth centurv, writing on Natural Law
(
Kritik des iiaturliehen Reehts als

Propadeutik zu einer Uissensehaft der natiirliehen Reehe. Altona, 1796) and pioneering crim-

inal law and criminology. Of course, the La\t' Librarv is an excellent source for

holdings on twentieth-century philosophical schools and movements as well,

such as the Free-law Movement, Neo- Fhomism, and the “Positivists” of whom
Hans Kelsen (1881 — 1975) with his Reiue Rechtslehre (The Pure Theorv of Law.

Leipzig and \henna, 1954) is probably the most renowned.

General Law collections include such specific subjects as crime and punish-

ment, e.g., Gesare, marchese di Beccaria (1758— 94), Dei delitli e delle pene (Of crime

and punishment). The Lilararv has all eighty-four editions of this title, beginning

with a copy of the scarce first edition of 1764. At a voting age Gesare was intro-

duced to the harsh prison conditions in Milan. He protested the cruel and inhu-

mane treatment of prisoners, particularly by torture, and the arbitrary power of

judges w'hen they allowed their cJiscretionary powers to lie swayed by political

concerns or the social status of offenders. As a strong and successful advocate for

the balance of crime and punishment and improvements of prisons, he greatly

influenced the rulers of Furope and legislators of the eighteenth-century revolu-

tions as well.

Another subject of the many in the realm of General Law is that of dueling.

Dueling as a means of settling a dispute or avenging one’s honor has a lengthy

historv and was resorted to by opponents m many eras under various legal

systems. The Library has, for example, two copies of the record of a case

concerning dueling in which Francis Bacon argued for the Grown, The eharge of Sir

Francis Bacon knight, His Maiesties attourney gcnerall, touching duells, upon an information in the

Star-ehainher against Priest and ]\right (London, 1614).

One set of rules of dueling, known as the Code Duello or the “26 Gommand-
ments,” was ctadified by the Irish m 1777 at the Glonmel Summer Assizes, for

application m Fipperary, Galway, Mayo, Sligo, and Roscommon. Generally, the .

right to legal duels was given Liy a king or a judge, who determined the rules for



such confronrations, including the time, place, and weapons to be used. The Law
Library also holds a work on dueling by John Selden (1584—1654), The Duello

(London, 1711?).

.Although those who took part in duels of honor in the United States were

castigated by many, dueling was not outlawed until close to the 1890s, and partic-

ipants and onlookers often included well-educated persons who held responsible

positions m society. In the case of Burr and Hamilton, the duel was set m New
lersey, as dueling had already been outlawed in New ALrk. The two antagonists,

who were rowed m separate boats across the Hudson River, called their meeting

for this reason an "interview.” In some instances, before killing erne’s opponent

in a duel became an act of murder, lesser punishments were enforced m various

quarters, such as disqualihcation from office or the like (cf. The Code Duello, with

special reference to the State of Virginia, by Archibald Williams Patterson. Rich-

mond, 1927; I.CCN 28002816).

One of the most famous duels m the

United States occurred between two suc-

cessful lawyers who shared a law practice

in New York and also both served in high

political offices. \'icc President Aaron Burr,

a Princeton alumnus, fatally wounded for-

mer Secretary of the Treasury Alexander

Hamilton on Inly ii, 1804, on a cliff ledge

below Weehawken, New Jersey, in revenge

for Hamilton's having thwarted Burr’s po-

litical aspirations at various points in Burr's

career. (^Prints and Photographs Division)
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AUXILIARY, REFERENCE, AND POPULAR Wt^RKS

Inasmuch as the legal profession is intimately and forever concerned with the

definition of words and phrases and interpretation of their meanings, the fields of

legal lexicography and legal semiotics have an ancient historv. Legal dictionaries,

commentaries on language in various legal contexts, and other reference aids

abound in the Library’s collections in many languages, including, for example, an

Albanian-Hnglish legal dictionary. Some of the earliest of such works found in the

Law Library come from the pens of Roman Law jurists and canonists, such as

Albencus de Rosate (1290—1360) (J^ictionarium juris cmlis et canonici. Pavia, 1498 and

Milan, 1485), Jean Juvenal des Ursins (1388— 1473), Andrea Alciati (1492— 1550) (Dr

verherx’m significatione lihri qvatvor. Eiusdem, in tractaturn eius argumenti ucterum iureconsulton,

commentaria. Lyons, 1530), and Bartolo of Sassoferrato (1314— 57) {Repertorivm locv-

pletissimvm in onmes Bartoli a Saxeferrato lecturas. Venice, 1580). The Library’s Rare Book

and Special Collections Division has several copies of one of the earliest works on

the use of correct legal language in writing and speech by Friedrich Riederer (fi.

1493), Spiegel der waren Rhetoric (Mirror of proper Rhetoric. Freiburg, 1493).

Except for numerous incunabula of this work, the custody of which is shared

between the Law Library and the Rare Book and Special Collections Diyision,

the many subsequent editions through the seyenteenth and eighteenth centuries

are all found in the Law Library (e.g., by Alexander Scot, fl. 1591, and Beat

Philippe Vicat, 1715— 70?). Most of the sixteenth-century editions include the

Lexicon iitris civilis, another widely used law dictionary, created by the Spanish lexi-

cographer Antonio de Nebrija (1444?— 1522). The latest edition of this popular

reference work in the Law Library’s holdings was published m 1805.

In the same category of legal auxiliary or reference literature fall such genres as

the repertoria and indexes, the fiorilegia (e.g., Flores leguni. Venice, ca. 1497 and subse-

quent editions), and the margaritae, hrocardica juris, etc., which are usually extracts from

indmdual or seyeral works of Roman, Canon, and Civil Law provenance, cast into

definitions or legal maxims. If the material lends itself to it, the arrangement is done

by kev'word in alphabetical order. One genre that stands out is the Regulae juris (Rules

or principles of law and procedure). The 211 rules in the Digest oi Emperor Justinian

(Digesta book 50, 17, De diversis regulis juris antiquij and the 88 rules formulated at the

end of book 5, title 12, of the Liber Sextus decretalium (the decretal compilation of Pope

Boniface \dll, 1294—1303, part of the Corpus luris Canonici) haye attracted the best of

Roman and Canon Law commentators and compilers up to recent times.

The numerous editions of Dintis de Mugello (1254— ca. 1300), Commentarius

inirahilis super titulo De regulis juris (Canon Law); of Phihppo Decio (1454— 1536), In

Eorms of Legal

Literature

opposite: Vocabularius utriusque juris, an en-

cyclopedic dictionary of Roman and

Canon Law, attributed to Jodocus Erfor-

densis (fl. ca. 1452), written pirohahly in

Erfurt around 1452, is one of the Library’s

earliest law books concerned with legal

definitions. The presumed first printing

dates from 1474 to 1475; the page pictured

here with its elaborate initialing is from

the Law Library’s 1475 Basel edition. (Liw

Library Rare Bock Collection; lccn 8/465404)



titiihini Dioestorum Dc regulis tuns (Roman Law), and the entire line of other illns-

trious editions spanning four centuries, testify to their great popularity. The title,

which appears prominently in the seyenteenth-century Regiilae iiiris utrmsque, coyers

compilations of earlier comparatiye studies and is another example of the inte-

gration of Roman and Canon Law. A recent important work in the collections of

the La\y Library is a historical comparatiye study by \Ttorio Bartoccetti, De regulis

juris caiioma: rcgulanun in I.ihro M Dccretaliuin eanunque pracscrtini ami Codicc J.C. rcla-

tioinun brevis explanatio (Rome, 1955), including the text of the Rcgiilac iuris canonici

compared to Roman Law and the Codex Iuris Canonici of 1917.

The held of law is notorious for its plethora of forms. Manuals such as form

books or formularia for different courts and procedures, for trial lawyers and

notaries, haye been m use since the Middle Ages in yarious legal systems and juris-

dictions and arc present m the Law Librar\', both in its modern and rare book

collections. One such title is the Fornntlarnnn instrumentonnn ncenon artis notariatus in

oyer twcnty-iiyc pre-1500 editions.

LEGAL SYMBOLISM AND ARS MEMCIRATIVA

The Library holds a host of literature, the classical “how to” books, as well as acad-

emic learning aids and guides ( introductions) for law students. Larly works in this

field arc c.xcmplihed by the Modus studendi (^in utroquejure) et vita doctorum (d he right way

to study Roman and Canon Lavy. Bologna, 1499) by Gioyanni Battista Caccialupi

(d. 1496), or the work of Wernherus of Schussenried ( fifteenth century). Modus legendi

abbrcx’iaturas passim m lurc lam civile quam poii/i/in (^Introduction to Latin abbreyiations in

Civil and Canon Law. Strasbourg, i494).The Law Library has several incunabula

and a number of sixteenth-century editions of this work. Lhc dr5 dietandi (ms.,

ca. 1500), a tabular manual on how to compose letters, salutations, etc., to clergy and

nobles of high and low rank and to formulate letters for all occasions and the Ars

Dieendi siue perorandi (Manual on textual composition for speeches or public addresses.

Cologne, 1484) are other examples with a long tradition in the classroom.

The entire category is closely tied to the /lr5 memoraliva (Art of memorizing)

—

the earliest dating back to the thirteenth century— the study that ree]uircs disci-

plined exercises in memorizing, writing, and (mental) composition. Although

memoria in the Middle Ages address both the written and oral culture, mnemonic

devices or systems for formulation, recollection, and retention of written thought

appear as various schemes, including the order of numbers and text, location on the

page, and so forth. They were applied particularly in the fields of law and theology
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as well as philosophy (cf. Mary
J.
Carruthers, The Book ofMemory. Cambridge, 1990).

\dsual aids and pictorial diagrams as mnemonic compositional aids have

been major devices used m law books since the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Such graphic explanations of textually presented legal concepts, institutes, or

inter-relationship of “parts” have appeared commonly as genealogical charts,

“ladder’ diagrams, tree diagrams (^arhores), or diagrams composed of circles or

columns, with or without artistic elaborations. A favorite of the classroom, their

common purpose has been to aid m memorizing and interpreting legal informa-

tion and, subsequently, in application of the law.

The pictorial diagrams (line drawings) shown on page 23 are reproduced

from thirty-nine woodcuts that illustrate two chapters in DeJhiminibus sen Tiberi-

adts: De allitvione (Of alluvium, i.e., deposits made by running water) and De insula

(Of islands), both contained in Consilia, qiiaestiones et tractatus of Bartolo of Sasso-

ferrato. These were graphic aids for Bartolo ’s discourse on land rights of riparian

owners; the complex questions of private property rights on exposed land along

the river vs. the use of land submerged under the river (public property); and,

further, the equitable division of the alluvium between riverside land owners and

ownership on islands m the middle of a river formed either by erosion or by silt

deposited by the current. Included are notes on land surveying.

Probably the most interesting and varied technical didactic aids are the widely

used stemmas and schemas in the form of trees (^arbores). The arbor motif is

present m a wide range of literature m the Library’s collections, e.g., as a

“genealogical tree” patterned like the theological Compendium Historiae in Genealogia

Christi of Peter of Poitiers (ca. 1130—1205) or the Arbor scientiae venerabilis by Ramon
Lull (d. 1315). However, appearing in the medieval and Renaissance literature of

Roman or Canon Law provenance, they are akin to both symbolism in law and

mnemonic aids. Their importance m the field of law and their rich representation

in the Law Library’s holdings deserve special attention. Family relationships

determined by the degree (^gradus') of closeness between individual members of a

family posed a particular problem for the teaching of law.

One had to distinguish between the agnatic line (relating to members of the

patriarchically defined household) and the cognatic line (relating to the mother’s

blood line), both of importance in law of inheritance and succession, depending

upon whether the subject taught addressed Roman Law, Germanic, or Roman/

West Germanic Law (Leges Romanae barbarorum). In the latter group, the Lex

Romana Visigothorum (Breviarium Alarici, 506 a.d.) or the Lex Visigothorum (seventh

centurv a.d., translated in the thirteenth century from the original Latin text
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opposite: Bartolo of Sassoferrato (1314—

57) was probably the most illustrious

commentator of his time on lustmian

Law. The illustrations for the "Tiberi-

adis” are taken from the Venice 1495 edi-

tion of his Consilia, quaestioms et tractatus.

The Law Library holds several sixteenth-

century editions of this work. (Liw Library

Rare Book Collection; lccn yyyoiyio)

into vernacular Spanish as Fiiero jiizgo) are jusd two examples and appear in

manuscripts from the sixth to the eleventh centuries.

On the other hand, the first simple tabular or schematic presentation of rela-

tionships IS older still and can be traced to Mesopotamian/Babylonian antiejuitv

and to Roman Law in the first centurv B.c. In the Jewish strain of ancient law,

genealogical tables or schemas, however, do not delineate familv relations to deter-

mine the string of succession and inheritance, but to aid in determining marriage

impediments, i.e., a condition that leads to forbidden, incestuous martiages. The

carrv'ovcr of telationship schemas— together with the law governing marriages—
into Canon Law mav be based on the fact— as John Selden, the noted Oxford

jurist, polyhistor, and Hebraist stated— that Judaism is the parent of Christianity.

In Canon Law, tree motifs, such as arbor consanouinitatis (tree of consanguinitv or

blood relationship) and the arbor aj^nitatis (tree of afhnitv), have appeared regularlv

since the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Among the most prominent and artisticallv

elaborate are those found in Gratian's Dccrctwn (1140). The tree with its organic struc-

ture of trunk and branches offers itself naturally for the "organic order" of system-

atic contents. It is up to speculation whether the highly svmbolic and spiritual “tree

of life in paradise” influenced since the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the figura-

tive arbores in legal treatises on family relationships as well. Examples of prominent

works in the Library’s collections arc the Somme rural of Jean Boutiller (d. 1^95 or ppb),

representing family law of France and the Netherlands, or Nicasius de Voerda of the

Netherlands ( d. 1492), Ixctiira arboriim trnim eonsanguimlatis, affitiitatis, cognationisque spiri-

tualise printed 1502 and in maiw subsequent editions. The 1566 Lyon edition has an

interesting arbor diagram in the shape of a menorah grow'ing out of strong roots.

The best-known treatise on consanguinity and affinity, always accompanied

by artistic renderings of such arbores, was the Leetura super arboribus eonsanguinitatis et

a^nitatis by the canonist Giovanni d’Andrea (ca. 1270— 1^48).

The Latin text of the work, from which the illustration on the opposite page

is reproduced, is an anoiwmously expanded version of Giovanni d’Andrea’s Ijctura,

which also contains three “enigmata” exemplifying legal or spiritual relationships

other than consanguinity and affinity (e.g., the relationship established at baptism

between the child and the godparent j. These diagrams are not in the shape of a

tree but are rather simple line drawings. The arbor illustrations themselyes are the

same as those of the 1505 Nuremberg edition.

By mid-sixteenth century, the woodcut arbor diagram had developed into a

fixed tvpe that was used until the last authotitative Leipzig edition of the Corpus

luris Canomei by Emil Lnedberg m 1879.
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The reproduced arbor is from Giovanni

d'Andrea, Arhonun cousanguiuitatis ciffhiimtis,

coguattoms spnituiilis et legalis lexliis . . . nuni-

liitiis, ac hem correctus: euigmatihusque . . . iiddt-

tis (Nuremberg, 1517). The art work is

supposedly of Hans Baldung Grien, a con-

temporary of Albrecht Diirer (1471 — 1528)

and an artist of equal standing. (Gf. Her-

mann Schadt, Die Dantellimgcu der Arhores

Cousanguimtatis and der Arhores Ajfuiitdtis. Bild-

schnuata w jiirisatischeu Haudschriften. Tiibin-

gen, 1982.) (/.i7w Library Rare Booh Colleetion;

LCCN 2002444962)



Giovanni Cnspo de’ Monti, Repetitio titiili

de hereddms et degradihus (Venice, 1490). This

arbor illustrating relationships with ref-

erence to inheritance (Roman Law) is very

unusual in size and content. All three

schemata for consanguinity, affinity, and

succession grow as little trees out of the

head and hands of a man, alluding to the

“tree of life” symbolism and, to some ex-

tent, of the Greek myth m which Daphne

escapes the attentions of Apollo when she

is transformed by her mother into a lau-

rel tree. (L<nv Library Rare Book Collection;

LCCN 77JO27/4)



Another example of this motif in the Law Library’s collections is the arbor

hioaviiae, exemplifying the marriage impediment of bigamy in case of a sticcessiye

marriage of one of the partners after dissolution of the marriage by death.

\hriant forms of the arbor diagrams, often stripped of artistic elaborations,

can be found in many German custumals, most importantly in the Sachsenspiegel,

Schwahmspieocl, and the Layciispicgel of Ulrich Tcngler (^d. ca. 1511), and in other

popular works such as johannes Lindholz (^d. 15^5), Arhorcs comanguinitatis, affinitatis,

cognatioms spiritualis atquc legalis (Strasbourg, 1516).

Numerous other arbor diagrams are present in the Law Library’s collections.

The arbor patrouatiis represents the canon doctrines of benefices and patronage,

found m the Clemcntmac, i.e., the Constitutions of Clement V^.

The arbor actioiuini was a type of flowchart used for the yarious kinds of

actions and defenses and yarious stages of procedure in Roman Law.

A modern special format item in the Law Library is the packet of graphic

and textual materials, published by the Centre for Structural Learning. It provides

an innoyativc approach to the teaching of case law.

CONSILIA

Consiha form one of the core collections of the rare book holdings of the Law

Library, but as a separate genre they are not widely studied in U.S. law schools.

Consilia, i.e., expert opinions, emerged in Europe in the late 1200s. As a legal liter-

ature form, they remained essentially the same until the mid-eighteenth century. In

their earliest and simplest form, consilia were formal analyses of points of law

written by legal experts. Requests for these analyses often came from magistrates

or itinerant judges who sought such local expertise m helping them decide a case.

Other types of consilia were those provided to a party in a case and the allegatio, a

more partisan form of consilia, similar to a defense brief. Consilia represent a fusion

of influences, including Customary Law, Canon Law, Roman Law, the Scriptures,

and even the works of some classical authors. Their growth contributed to the

systematization of Ci\'il Law in response to the growing complexity of European

legal infrastructure and society. The content of most consilia includes much ancil-

lary information, biographical and legal comparative material placed in local,

national, or international historic context for the case at hand, which makes them

a valuable source for social and intellectual as well as legal historians. Among the

issues treated in consilia were some of the weightiest legal matters— the Investiture

Controversy, the marriage of Henry V^III to Catherine of Aragon, and the status
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of women— anJ more mundane concerns, such as court procedures or local

water and pasturing rights.

The Library’s Consilia collection contains over twelve hundred separate volumes

by approximately three hundred hftv authors of Italian, German, French, Dutch,

Portuguese, and Spanish origin, and other continental legal scholars. It is the largest

single collection in the United States and one of the foremost such collections in the

world, with several incunabula consilia and a fourteenth-centurv manuscript. Most

consilta arc held in the Law Library and consist of printed volumes dating from the

sixteenth centurv, including the edited works of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century

jurists. Baldo degli Ubaldi (1327?— 1400), an outstanding jurist of the Bolognese

tradition, is probably best known for his consilia on Roman and Canon Law.

An extremely rare original manuscript consilium in the Law Library was

rendered by Baldo in Perugia, ca. 1370, concerning certain disputed privileges and

immunities which had been granted by Pope Urban (1310—70) to the city of

Recanati, Italy, in return for the city’s assistance in restoring his power over the

Papal States. It appears to be the earliest example of such a signed and sealed

expert opinion in the Library’s collection. Interestingly, both of Baldo’s brothers,

Angelo (1328— ca. 1407) and Pietro degli Ubaldi (d. ca. 1407?), signed the docu-

ment in confirmation of Baldo’s opinion. Neither had gained the same fame as

Baldo, but they were counted among the noted “doctores” of the time. The Law

Library holds incunabula and numerous other works on Roman or Canon Law by

each of them. Other important, printed volumes in the collection include Baldo’s

five-volume Consilia (Venice, 1475). Library of Congress publications about consilia

include Jolande Rummer Goldberg, “A Fourteenth-century Legal Opinion,” Library

of Congress Quarterly Journal, v. 25 (1968) pp. 179—91, and Peter R. Pazzaghni and

Catharine A. Hawks, eds., Consilia: A Bibliography of LioUings in the Library of Congress

and Certain Other Collections in the United States (Washington, D.C., Library of

Congress, 1990).

LEGAL PERIODICALS

Law advances in numerous ways. One of the most important is through analysis

and counter-analysis in the forum afforded by law reviews and journals. The Law

Library’s periodical collection, ca. forty-three thousand, includes English and

foreign-language periodicals from all the major and many less well-known juris-

dictions of the world, on general and on highly specific legal topics, including

Year Books, and ca. three hundred Religious Law periodicals.

BALDVS VBALDVS PERVSINVS
iW M • CCCI.XV-

Portrait of the famous jurist Baldo degli

Ubaldi taken from Marco Mantova Bene-

vides, Illustrimn iureconsultoruni imagines quae in

eniri potuenint ad vivam effigiern expressae (Rome,

1566). (Law Library Rare Book Collection)
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MANUSCRIPTS

As mighr be expected, the majority ot the Library of Congress manuscripts are

found m the Manuscript Division. The bulk of that collection with a legal

content or related to matters of law focuses on papers relating to American

constitutional history, or legal issues contained m the papers of U.S. presidents,

federal justices, or members of Congress. The Law Library Rare Book Collection

houses approximately two hundred hfty legal manuscripts or research papers

(e.g., the Paul Kriiger Collection). The manuscripts date from the thirteenth to

the twentieth centuries and are mostly from Continental Europe. The collection

IS stronsaest m the Medieval and Renaissance eras, particularly in Roman, Canon,

Feudal, and Customary Law. Some of the earliest manuscripts arc among the Law

Library’s most treasured holdings.

Other splendid examples of the Law Library’s manuscript holdings are the

fourteenth-century Ordenamiento dc Alcala (also known as Libro del ordcnanijaito real)

of King Alfonso XI v^i^ia— 50) of Castile (Spam), and the Coutumes de Normandie,

an outstanding manuscript ycrsion of the Grand Coiitiunier, vycll worth being

counted among the crown jewels of the Library of Congress.

INCUNABLKS

The La\\’ Library holds approximately two hundred and hfty law or law-related

incunabula, i.c., prc-isoo printed books. Researchers will hnd such early printed

legal materials in the yast Rare Book and Special Collections Division, especially

in the Rosenwald, X’bllbchr, and Thachcr Collections, including diftcrent editions

of the same works. The Law Library’s discrete collection of incunabula is

arranged according to the standard text incunabula in American Libraries: A Third

Census of Fifteenth-century Books Recorded in North American Collections, compiled by Fred-

erick Goff, former Chief of the Rare Book Division of the Library of Congress

(New ’Cork, 1964) and its Third Supplement, in which the Law Library is desig-

nated as LC(L). The Law Library incunables include mainly coutumes— French

Customary Laws— and Roman, Canon, and Feudal Law, and derive from

mcLinabular presses in cities throughout Continental Europe and England. The

variety of subjects and the number of the incunabula collections render it difficult

to generalize about the collection. Suffice it to say that the holdings of the Law

Library, both in Latin and national languages, offer scholars a wide range of

subjects and jurisdictional sources. Examples of famous mcunabular texts are

given below in the sections discussing specific legal systems or topic areas.
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This extremely rare original consilium (le-

gal opinion) by the jurist ot Bologna,

Baldo degli Ubaldi (1327?— 1400) is an ex-

ample of a fourteenth-century Northern

Italian manuscript. The document bears

the only known Baldo seal. Judging by

the still visible colored marks left behind,

the seals of his two brothers, Pietro and

Angelo degli Ubaldi, must originally have

been affixed to this document as well.

{Law Library Rare Book Collection; lccn

zboijj40Z3)



Capitiilare officialiiim Urhis Venetiariiin. This

fourteenth-century manuscript book on

vellum is a collection of legal measures on

contraband issued by X^enetian officials,

known as catlaveri, who supervised all

trade. (^Law Library Rare Book Collection; lccn

zo04jy4JOl)
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This edition of the VocabuLiriiis ittriusque

juris (\dncenza, 1482), apparently the sole

known copy in the world, is bound in a

manuscript of liturgical music written on

vellum. (Law Library Rare Book Collection:

LCCN Slefjjgi^)



MINIATL'RE LAW BOOKS

For the most part, books measuring ten centimeters or less in height arc main-

tained m the Rare Book and Special Collections Division, but the Law Library

Rare Book Collection has numerous miniature law books Rom around the world.

Miniature book publishing in the held ol: law has had a spccihc relevance

throughout bistort' for several reasons. Law books or codes were produced in

miniature in the era when judges and lawyers, riding their circuits, or sheriffs,

overseeing their jurisdiction’s law enforcement, rode on horseback and needed law

books that would ht into saddlebags. Miniatures have also been published as

dcltLxe celebratory editions to mark the adoption of an important law reform or

a new code. A miniature edition of a country’s constitution was also done for the

same reason or simply to make a smaller, more affordable copy of a nation’s basic

law available for broad distribution.

JUVENILE LEGAL LITER.XTURE

In addition to its many august, historic legal treatises and treasures, the Law

Library also collects juvenile legal literature from the United States and abroad.

Shh! We’re Writing the Constitution (New dork,

Putnam’s, 1987) is an illustrated history of

the birth of our nation's Constitution for

young readers. (Law Library Collection; lccn

86ozz^z8)

Shh!

We reWriting the

Constitution

by Jean Fritz

pictures by Tomie dePaola

G.P Putnam’s Sons

New York



This poster, concerning the issue of le-

galizing marijuana, is an example of

graphic elements used m campaigns to

sway public opinion concerning a head-

line legal issue. PLO Poster, ca. 1975

(Frankfurt, Germany, by Kakutti Burhan,

19^2— 2003). (^Prints and Photographs Division^)

POSTERS

Controversial legal topics are often the subject of high profile campaigns to sway

public opinion and ultimately to gain the attention of the legislature. A graphic

record of some of these kinds of campaigns as well as the popular portrayals of

general legal themes may be traced in the poster collections in the Library’s

Prints and Photographs Division, especially in the hanker Collection. This

collection includes more than three thousand political propaganda and social

issues posters and handbills, dating 1927 to 1980, from the United States and

fiftv-five other countries as well as from the United Nations.
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wy y ORRS ON RELIGION are found in many different collections of the

Library of Congress. Works on the rules and “canons” governing the religious

aspects of life and shaping religious institutions, such as Canon Law or Ecclesi-

astical Law, the manifestations of state and church interaction, as well as other

Religious Law may be found in large part in the Law Library. For certain reli-

gions, such as Buddhism, the subject of “law,” mainly ritual law and prescriptions,

IS so integral to the faith that works of a unic]uely legal character— other than the

rules for daily life encompassed in the major tenets of the creed— do not exist in

the law collections. Materials for such faiths are more likely to be found in the

Library’s Area Studies reading rooms.

The basic text for the Judeo-Christian faiths is included in the Library’s Gain

C.oUections. On permanent public display in the Great Hall of the Thomas Jefferson

Building are two of the Library'’s most valuable biblical treasures, a fifteenth-century

manuscript, the Great Bible ofMainz, and the printed Gutenberg Bible of 1453. The latter,

the first book printed with movable metal tv'pe, a process invented bv Johann

Gutenberg, is one of only three known perfect vellum copies in existence.

The reader interested in comparative studies on Religious Law, especially in

the context of Ancient Law, may want to examine works in the collection of

Comparative Religious Law which branches off into interdisciplinary studies. The
discovery in igoi/1902 of the Hammurabi stele in the Acropolis of Susa, on which

the Gode ofHammurabi is engraved, generated tremendous excitement among Assyri-

ologists and legal scholars and opened a window on Ancient Law in the Meso-

potamian region. : Hammurabi was Ring of Babylonia, ca. 2250 B.c.) The first

photographs and transliteration of the Akkadian cuneiform inscriptions on the

stele and the translation were the work of Vincent Scheil (1858—1940): Gode des Lois

(^droit prive) de Hammurabi, roi de Babylon, vers I’an 1000 avant Jesus-Ghrist, in Textes

elamites-semetiques (Delegation en Perse. Memoires. t. I\’. Paris, 1902—). Since then,

the Gode of Hammurabi, a legal source of timeless importance, has been the subject

of numerous investigations comparing it with other Ancient Law, and especially

with the Law of Moses. The Law Library holds leading works on these subjects,

among them those of Robert Francis Harper (1864— 1914), The Gode of Hammurabi,

King of Babylon (Chicago, 1904). This work was reprinted several times, most

recently in 1999. One edition consists chiefly of illustrations, the Godex Hammurabi:

textus primigenius by Etigen Bergmann (d. 1965), in Scripta Pontifcii Instituti Biblici, v. 51

(Rome, 1953). The Faw Library also holds the six-volume set Hammurabi’s Gesetz

(Leipzig, 1904— 23) edited by Josef Kohler (1849—1919), Felix Ernst Peiser (1862—

1921), Arthur Ungnad (b. 1879), and Paul Koschaker (1879-1951). Of the latter, the

Rein lOUS Law

opposite: Decretalium Dfomijni Pape Gregorij

Noni cofmjpilatio accurata diligentia emendate

su[m]moq[iie] studio elaborata et cu[mj Scrip-

tiiris Sacris aptissime [corijcordata, known as

Decretales Cregorii IX. This incunabulum

was issued in Basel by Johann Froben, on

May 15, 1494- (Law Library Rare Book Col-

lection; LCCN 85 / 67796)
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Plate I, from a set of eightv-tvvo plates, of

the Code of Hammumhi, Kiu^ of Babylon: about

22^0 B.c: autographed text, transliteration, glos-

sary index of subjects. . .

.

(edited hv Robert

Francis Fdarper 1864 — 1914) (Chicago,

1904). The text of the eighty-two plates

has been reconstructed and edited by

Fdarper from the photographs published

by Vincent Scheil. (Liw Library Rare Book

Collection; lccn 99024953)

La\t' Librarv’ has Rcehtsverglcichauie Studim zur Gesetlgehimg Hanwntrapis (Leipzig, 1917).

Another work in the Law Library's collection is a comparison of Fdammtirabi,

Mosaic Law, and Roman Law (Lev ehiodccim tabiiLmim), Die Gesetze Hammurahis iind ihr

I 'erhiiltius zur Mosaischm Gesetzgehung sowic zu den XII Tafcln (Amsterdam, 1975; repr. of

Wien, 190^ and 1905 editions^ by David Fdeinrich Muller (1846— 1912), who estab-

lishes the similarity in content and form of Hammurabi’s Godc and the Mosaic Law

found m the Pentateuch, the first part of the Bible. The Mosaiearutn et Ronumruw Icgum

eollatio, fragments of Roman and lewish Law (Paris, 157^), is another famous compi-

lation in the Law Librarv, also in many later editions.

JLWISH LAW

The Israeli and lewish Law' collections m the Librarv of Congress are among the

best in the w'orld. Whereas tlie Library’s historic treasures offer unique sources in

Jewish law observed by Jews m the diaspora for many centuries before the estab-

lishment of the State of Israel in 1948, the modern era collectieans enable jurists

and practitioners to determine what is the applicable law m Israel today. As for

most other developed nations, the Law Library maintains up-to-date collections

of all Israeli official gazettes, primary and secondary legislation, court decisions,

legal periodicals, and treatises m all areas of law'.

Collections of sources of Judaism, including all of the traditional or ritual

Jewish Law Qmlakbah'), are found m the Hebraic Section of tlie Library’s African

and Middle Eastern Division; w'orks on the Jewish Law' corresponding to

concepts of Civil Law' and halakhie interpretations of contemporary legal concepts

and rules for societal interactions arc housed m the Law Librarv.

The Rare Book and Special Collections Division houses the incunabular edition

(Bologna, 1482) of the Humash (i.e., Torah or Pentateuch). It includes the commentary

of Rashi (1040— 1105) and— side by side with the main text— the Targuni Onkelcs,

which is the ancient and authoritative translation of the Pentateuch into Aramaic.

Among the large collection of rabbinical literature in the Library of Congress,

many historic editions of the Jewish compendium of law's, the Talmud (both the

Babylon and the Jerusalem TalnnieP) may be found. Unlike the immutable law' that

makes up the Torah, the Talmud represents a collection of previously unw'nttcn oral

laws and traditions of the jew'ish people that were modified to rctJect societal needs

as they historically evolved. An extremely rare edition of the Babylonian Talmud

(Talmud Bavli) in the collections of the African and Middle Eastern Division’s

Hebraic Section w'as printed betw'een 1520 and 152^ by Christian Daniel Bomberg
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(1485— 1553’) Venice. His press became the foremost Hebrew press in sixteenth-

century Europe. Among the most significant publications was the first complete

edition of the Talmud in twenty-four volumes, w'hich set the standard for layout and

pagination of the Talmud.

For Judaic legal studies, the collections on the “restatement” of Jewish Law

{
Posekimy commonly treated, or referred to, as “codes,” are extensive and impor-

tant. They comprise works by Isaac ben Jacob Alfasi (1015 — 1105, his Halakhot

editions), Jacob ben Asher (ca. 1269 — ca. 1340), Moses Maimonides (1155— 1204),

and Joseph ben Ephraim Karo (1488— 1575). Among the five hundred forty works

covering Maimonides’s Mishneh Torah are six incunalaula. The Lil'irary has fifteen

early sixteenth-century editions of the Arha’ah Ttirim by Jacob ben Asher and over

two hundred ninety editions, including individual parts and selections, of the

Shitlhan ‘aruk Jay Joseph ben Eiphraim Karo, a leading rabbinical scholar born in

Toledo, Spam, m 1488.

Noteworthy for its historical interest and currency is the rich and large

collection of Rcspoiisa, the comprehensive treatises on many subjects of religion and

law. Among many other oJajects of interest, a Hebrew translation of the Qur’an has

Jaeen added to the collections.

Numerous sources are availaJalc for readers interested in HeJaraic/legal studies.

Among many others are those of Englishman John Selden (1584— 1654), whose

works are well represented in the LibraiTS Renaissance and humanist treatise collec-

tions of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. A law student at Oxford,

Selden was attracted early on by Judaic and Semitic studies already flourishing at that

time. Self-taught in Hebrew and Aramaic and well trained in Roman and Common
Law, Selden made important contributions to Christian Hebraism through his

own comparative observations on the Bible vis-Tvis the Roman Twelve Tibles, and

on the Talmud (Babylonian or Jerusalem) compared with the Pandects (Digest) of

Justinian, ultimately establishing the theory of the “civil” character of Jewish Law,

in essence not different from other Civil Law. The sole exception was that it was

given or set by God, the ultimate authority, in contrast to the law developed in the

Christian Church. This is reflected in his first major treatise, Dc successionibus in bona

defunct! ad leges Ehraeorum (Concerning succession according to Jewish Law), of which

the Library holds several editions, including the enlarged 1658 Leiden edition. His

most important work, Dejure naturali &gentium juxta disciplinam Ehraeorum (Concerning

Natural Law and Law of Nations according to Jewish Law. London, 1640), may be

found in the Law LiJarary. At first glance, this work contains much natural histcary

rather than Natural Law. He describes in detail the lunar orbit on which the Jewish
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calendar is based and die traditional holidays, such as the Jewish New Year i^Rosh ha-

Shanah). In tact, he outlines Natural Law as the “universal law” bestowed on the

hunaans at creation, ordering the universe as well as inter-relationships between

liumans and among nations l^iiisgmtiiwi), either by custom or agreement. Dc Syncdriis

leteriim Ebraeorwii (The Sanhedrin ot the Ancient Hebrews. London, 1650—55), also

in the holdings ot the Law Librarv, is a treatise on the character and jurisdiction ot

the Great Sanhedrin to draw conclusions ot what constitutes a court and jurisdiction

in secular and ecclesiastical/religious matters.

Selden’s oeuvre is important in the context ot the Parliament/Westminster

debate on religious issues and on the church and state relationship, still unresolved

since the final break ot England with Rome a centtiu’ earlier. As a longtime lav dele-

gate to the Westminster Assembly (the last time appointed in 1645 as one ot thirtv

lay delegates), Selden was very much part ot the debate on the tuture ot the Church

ot England. His observations weigh in on questions ot new organization, jurisdiction,

and institutions ot the Church, but also on controversial questions ot retorm, mainly

ot marriage and divorce, then still governed by Canon Eaw. Selden’s work at the

height ot his career in judaic-Christian scholarship, the Uxor Hehmica, sen dc Nuptiis ct

Diwviiis ex Jure Civili, id est, Divine et Tahmtdieo letcruin Ehraeorwn (The lewish wite, or

Marriage and divorce according to civil, i.e. divine and Ttlmudic Eaw; ot the Ancient

Hebrews. Eondon, 1646; ct. supra, Ars memorativa) including later editions, was

published during the controversy surrounding the legal tormation ot the Church ot

England. By itselt, it is an outstanding piece ot scholarship, uncovering similarities

with other ancient legal systems and erudite parallels between doctrines ot the

“parent” religion (^ludaism) and contemporary Christian/Canon Eaw doctrines.

The Eaw Eibrarv holds an English treatise Ehc Hebrew ]\ife: or, Ehc law of

marriage, examined in relation to the lawfulness ofpolygamy, and to the extent of the law of incest,

by Sereno Edwards Dwight (1786— 1850), based on John Selden’s Uxor Ebraiea

(New York, 1856; lccn 99478505), and a more recent English-language edition by

lonathan R. Ziskind: John Selden on Jewish Marriage Eaw: Ehe Uxor Ebraiea (Leiden,

1991), based on the 1646 edition ot the work and accompanied by an extensive

essay on Selden (lccn 90042592). All three works are held by the Law Library.

Selden’s hidden agenda was to intuse the parliamentarv debates on the divorce

issue with the notion that— betore Canon Law— marriages could be dissolved

because marriage was a human contract and as such void ot sacramentality. On
the other hand, concerning marriage impediments, i.e., the law ot consanguinitv

and affinity and the rules ot incest, one can easily discern that the rules ot the two

religions are nearlv congruent.
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CANON LAW AND CHURCH LAW

The Canon Law Collection is one of the better developed collections in the Law
Library with an extensive and rare source component. The term Canon Law refers

in general to the law of the Catholic Church in its entirety, both the Roman
Catholic and the Eastern Churches. The Canon Law Collection in the Library of

Congress contains primarily Roman Catholic Canon Law. Occupying the central

position among the foremost Canon Law sources is the Decretnm Gratiani (1140)

and the subsequent decretal collections of Pope Gregory IX (1227— 41), Pope

Boniface \dll (1294- ip^), and Pope Clement V (1^05—15). These sources and

the commentaries by the early decretists and decretalists tracking the Decretnm or papal

decretals, and all the works of post-Tridentine canonists, account for the richest

part of the Law' Library collection on canonical jurisprudence, although the

wealth of pre-i5oi prints is shared with the Rare Book and Special Collections

Division. The Law’ Library holds numerous bullaries, forerunners of the official

gazette of the Holy See containing papal legislation, as well as the official gazette,

the Acta Sanctae Sedis, established in 1869—the year of the first Vatican Council

—

and in 1904 superseded by the Acta Apostolicae Sedis.

Compilations of the acts and decrees of ecumenical councils as well as provin-

cial councils and synods are also found in the Law' Library', among them sixteenth-

and seventeenth-century editions. The Council of Constance, which opened on

November 5, 1414, and closed on April 22, 1418, was an extremely important

council, the purpose of which was to put an end to the Great Schism of the West

and to institute certain reforms w'lthin the Church. It is reported that the Council

was attended by more than a thousand persons. The eyewitness account of Ulrich

von Richental provides important information for the history of both book illus-

tration and heraldry in that he renders naturalistic illustrations of the arms and

costumes of the participating clergy and nobility (including those of the Emperor

and the Pope).

Tw'o interesting incunabular editions of the decrees of the Council of Basel

(14^1 — ^7) were edited by Sebastian Brant (1458— 1521) and include the Bulla super

approhatione actorum et gestorum in Concilio Basiliensi by Pope Nicholas (1447 — 55).

They are held by the Rare Book and Special Collections Division (lccn

72207032). Works bv the Portuguese canonist Augustinho Barbosa (1590— 1649),

including the 1643 edition of the Collectanea doctorum, qui suis in operibus Concilii

Tridentini loca referentes, are among the Eibrary’s source materials relating to the

famed Council of Trent.
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OECRETUM GRATIANl

Among the most significant works in the Law Library’s Canon Law collection are

those ol Gratian, a Camaldolese monk who compiled some thirty-eight hundred

texts ol earlier Canon Law sources and harmonized them into a text formally

known as the Concordia discordantiiiin canomtm (Concordance of discordant canons),

customarily referred to as the Decretiim Gratiani (the Decree of Gratian).

This text, completed m 1140, was for centuries thereafter the chief source

of Canon Law. Important Law Library holdings by or related to Gratian

include two manuscripts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (lccn

2004574708 and LCCN 2004574709) and a manuscript epitome of the Decretiim,

Flores sive Decretonim (ca. 1260). The wealth of early print editions of the Decretiim

between 1471 and 1600 from printing houses in Mainz, Nuremberg, Stras-

bourg, Basel, Pans, and Lyon, and ecLtions from 1600 on to 1879, separate

editions or as part of the Corpus Iiiris Canoniei, is shared between the Law
Library and the Rare Book and Special Collections Division. The Decretiim is

among the earliest canonical compilations in the West, succeeding compilations

such as the Decretiim of Burchard, Bishop of Worms (965—1025) or the Decretiim

of Ivo, Bishop of Chartres (1040— 1116). Composed of different texts, e.g., apos-

tolic constitutions, canons of the councils, etc., accompanied by Gratian’s

systematic comments, the Decretiim is considered the pivotal source for the

dev'elopment of Civil Law m Europe.

CORPUS lURIS CANONICI

Following the Decretiim, new decrees issued by succeeding pontiffs resulted in

the need for new compilations of laws. This work, undertaken first by Pope

Gregory IX (1227— 41), is represented in the Library by many editions of his

Decretales (or Dher Extra^ The Law Library holds two incunabular editions

printed in Basel in 1494. Liher Sextus decretaliiim (or Sext^ was subsequently

compiled by Pope Boniface VIll, followed by Constitutiones Clementinae of Pope

Clement V, the Extravagantes Joannis (Pope John XXII), and last the Extravagantes

communes (late fifteenth centurv').

The first comprehensive edition, including the Decretiim and subsequent decre-

tales collections, was procured in Paris in 1500 and 1501 by the French jurist Jean

Chappuis (fl. 1500). His original arrangement, adopted by Pope Gregory XIII in

opposite; This illustration is from the

Chronicle oj the Council Constance, held from

1414 to 1418 (Augsburg, 1485), as described

by Ulrich von Richental (ca. 1565— 1437?).

This volume, one of several incunabula

editions in the Library, is illustrated with

hand-painted woodcuts. The reproduced

page depicts a jousting match—one of the

rephrased entertainments m conjunction

with the Council. (^Rare Book and Special Col-

lections; LCCN ej.80/J.Z} 1 7)
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1582 and to be known as the Corpus luris Cauonici, has set the standard for all subse-

quent editions. Now extremely rare and important inctinabular editions, the

Coustitutioncs Clementinae (1500), Extravagantes Joannis XXII (/yoo), and Extravagantes

communes which were parts of Chappuis’s original Pans edition, are held by

the Rare Book and Special Collections Division (lccn 68o52c)52, 68052954, and

68052955).

The Law Library holds the Dccretum Gmtiani: cmeiuLjtum . . . Gregorii XIII Pont.

Max. ntssu editum (Rome, 1582; lccn 97126289), the first quasi-ofheial Roman
edition. The Decretum was never promulgated separately, but was part of the

Church-controlled emendation of the Corpus luris Canonici of 1582 of which the

Law Library holds a 1605 copy (^Corpus ivris canonici emendatum et notis illvstratvm

Gregoru XIII Pont. Max. lussu editum, Lvgduni, 1605). This compilation constitutes

the pre-1918 law of the Catholic Church, until it was superseded in the twentieth

century by the Codex luris Canonici (Code of Canon Law, 0)17/ 18).

Apparatus super prinio et sceundo lihro decretalium, an early fourteenth-century

Italian manuscript of great authority m the Middle Ages and an indispensable

source today in the interpretation of Medieval Canon Law, is another note-

worthy Law Library Canon Law resource. Other books of interest to students

of Canon Law are the Library’s various editions of the Speculum iudiciale by the

renowned canonist and French prelate Guillaume Durand (ca. 1250— 96). Several

incunabula and numerous sixteenth-century and subsequent editions of his

encyclopedic treatise of Canon Law (and to some degree Civil LawA from the

perspective of court procedure, as well as other related works, may be found m
both the Law Library Rare Book Collection and the Rare Book and Special

Collections Division.

One of the more popular canonists was Giovanni d'Andrea (ca. 1270— 1548).

F4 e taught at Bologna during the second period of canonical jurisprudence,

which coincided with the publication m 1298 of the Eiher Sextus decretalium of Pope

Boniface \dll, mentioned above. Of dAndrea’s eighty-six works in the Library of

Congress’s collections, fifteen (mostly incunabula) are editions of the Eectura

super arhorihus eonsanguinitatis et affinitatis, a commentary on the doctrine of family

relationships with a view towards “allow'ed” and “disallowed” marriages. This

particular work of d’Andrea, for the use of the clergy, local courts, notaries, etc.,

enjoyed tremendous popularity and had wide circulation throughout Europe. In

short sequence, new editions, some with expanded text or commentaries,

appeared m Latin or vernacular translations, such as Dutch or German. In
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Nuremberg, the Lcctura was printed six rimes in 1477 alone. About fortv-six

independent editions are known prior to 1500. The Lectura of dAndrea with

arbor diagram appears in the Library’s incunabular edition of the Coustumes du

pais de Normandie (Paris, 1485) and, beginning m 1465, was regularly included m
subsee]Lient editions of the Liher Sextus.

With the Reformation, hope for a uniform European Marriage Law had

vanished. The reformers invoked “Mosaic Law,’’ which they considered the law

of God and Natural Law that affected the established canonical relationship

degrees and the doctrine of marriage impediments. Marriage was stripped of the

sacramental character and insolubility. As a consequence, the Lectura of dAndrea,

which was for so long a time the basic treatise on marriages in Europe, fell into

oblivion.

Erom Roman Catholic England (to about 1559) the Provinciale, sen Constitu-

tiones An^liae (short; Provinciale'), an interesting compilation of the Canon Law,

w'as enacted by some of the Legatine councils, i.e., English provincial councils

under the Archbishop of Canterbury. Most of the editions the Law Library

holds were collected, abridged, and commented on by the great English canonist

William Lyndwood (ca. 1^75— 1446). The Law Library Rare Book Collection

includes the 1679 Oxford edition m addition to an incunabulum and several

sixteenth-century editions.

The Canon Law Collection is strongest in the works of seventeenth- and

eighteenth-century Roman Catholic canonists, among them Cardinal Giovanni

Battista De Luca (1614— 83), at one time auditor at the Rota Romana, the papal

court. De Luca, though not an academic teacher, ranks among the outstanding

canonists of his times. His Theatrum veritatis & Justitiae is organized by subject and

includes decisions, consilia, and svstematic comparative treatises on Canon and Civil

Law. The Law Library holds a beautifully embellished copy of the first (1669)

printing of the sixteen-volume work and copies of each of the subsequent print-

ings between 1706 and 1726, as well as the Summa sive compendium Theatri veritatis

(Rome, 1679). These and other titles from De Luca’s pen, such as the Commentaria

ad constitutionem sanctae mem. Innocentii XL de statutariis successionihus (in several printings

between 1684 and 1758) and Decisiones from the time he served as auditor on the

Rota Romana, form a collection of encyclopedic dimensions on comparative and

early European Civil Law in the Law Library’s holdings. De Luca’s works in the

Italian language also give evidence of the trend away from Latin towards the use of

the vernacular in the scholarly community of his day.

THEATRVM
VERITATIS , ET IVSTITIAE

SIVE
DEGISIVl DIS C VRSVS

Ad vcritatcm cdtti in forcofibas conirouerfijs Canonicls ,& Ciuilibus,

qmbusdn Vrbc Aduocaius,pro vn.i pamum fcripfit , vcl

confultus rcfpondic

10 BAPTISTA DE LVCA
VENVSINVS.

Per mattriai f<u litules difiinHi iuxiti ferient Jeejtta pro.xfMt.

LIBER PRIMVS
de fevdis, £t bonis IV risdictionalib vs

E T A-V"

BVLLA BARONVM ’ C
^

Cum viiici dccifioric fciidali M. C. Siciliar, ct Difccpfatioiif fcud.di
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Giovanni Battista DeLuca (1614— 1683), Lhe~
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The Deasiones Rotae Romanae represent a large special collection in the held

of Canon Law composed of an uninterrupted line of important and well-

known editions up to the twentieth century, commencing with incunahiila.

Included are contemporary commentaries and other secondary sources. Cases

before the Rota Romana, originally the central court of the Roman Catholic

Church with uniyersal jurisdiction, were heard by the Rota auditors (tradi-

tionally cardinals) who prepared their legal opinions (^decisiones) for the actual

decisions by the court.

Modern Canon Law, the international collection of the dehnitiye Codex Iitris

Camnici (1917) superseded by the reyised edition of 1983, and a mint collection of

the works— precursors to the codiheation of Canon Law—by a slate of inter-

national noted jurists and canonists are also worth consulting. Equally interesting

are collections on present-day, headline issues of concern.

In addition to the law of the Roman Catholic Church, Canon Law also

encompasses the laws of the Eastern Catholic Churches, including those of

Ale.xandria, Antioch, Armenia, Byzantium, and Chaldea— all of which recog-

nize the Pope m Rome but are separate churches within the uniyersal Roman
Catholic Church. Within these yariotis Catholic Churches there are numerous

rites— I. Coptic and Ethiopian; II. Malankara, Maronite, and Syrian Ortho-

dox; III. Armenian Catholic; I\^. Albanian, Belarusian, Bulgarian, Georgian,

Greek, Hungarian, Italo-Albanian, Melchite, Romanian, Russian, Ruthenian,

Slovak, Ukrainian, and Yugoslay; as well as \^. Chaldean, Syro-Malankarese, and

Nestorian. Works concerning the law of Eastern Catholics represent about two

percent of the Eaw Eibrary’s Canon Eaw holdings. A useful guide to distin-

guishing among these churches is included m The Eastern Christian Churches: A

Brief Survey, by Ronald Roberson (5th ed., Rome, 1995). The laws of various

Orthodox Christian Churches may be found in the Eaw Eibrary (see the

section on Russian Eaw below). Rare Book and Special Collections Division,

and m various Area Studies reading rooms of the Eibrary.

Overall, this collection holds an estimated thirty thousand titles predomi-

nantly m Eatin and other European languages, among them important manu-

scripts and oyer one hundred Canon Eaw books printed before 1500, with many

titles accounting for capacious multi-yolume folio sets or serial publications.

Complementing the Eaw Eibrary’s collections, notable Canon Eaw books may

be found in the Rare Book and Special Collections Diyision, especially in the

Thatcher, Vollbehr, and Rosenwald Collections.

opposite; Illustrating this incunabular edi-

tion of the Decisiones Rotae Romanae (Rome,

1475) are elegant initials on leaves lob and

iia. This edition is the earliest printed in-

stance of this group of fourteenth-century

decisions (known as novae, antiquae, and an-

tiquiores decisiones, compiled from Thomas

Falstolus, the “Fastoli”) being issued to-

gether. (Law Library Rare Book Collection,

LCCN 76716271)
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CHURCH LAW

The various Protestant taiths and other creeds may be researched under the

specific name of the faith about which information is sought. Early Church of

England and Scottish Church Law materials and, of course, works on the

German Protestant Church [Augsburg Confession and Evangeltschc Kirche Dcutsch-

hmcis) are the more numerous. Interesting literature published after the Peace of

Westphalia in 1648 includes comparative works on both Catholic and Protestant

denominations and religion and the state, i.c.. Constitutional Law, or Religious

Law and International Law. The Librarv’s resources provide legal scholars and

others with arresting material on how religious struggles and wars from the

sixteenth century on deeply affected the development of law, and on the long-

range effects the Reformation had on almost every branch of law. The Augsburg

Religious Peace of 1555 [Augsburgcr Rcligionsfricdcn) added yet another dimension to

the century-old issue of “church and state,” namely the issue of freedom of religion

for the various classes. The territorial rulers, possessing now the ius reformandi

(^religious ban), could determine the religious faith in their territories— Catholi-

cism, Augsburg Confession or, just mavbe, both. Lor many a subject it meant

freedom to leave, with or without possessions. Both the Augsburg Peace and, a

hundred years later, the Peace of Westphalia 1648 (^or: the Treaties of Munster

and Osnabriick), concluding the Thirty Years Whr, were in fact considered

imperial constitutions or fundamental laws. The treaty [Friedens Schhtss zwischen

denen Rom. Kayser-vnd Koniglichen Schwedischen Majestatten zu Osznahruck den 27 oder 16

August im lahr MDCXLVIIl dcutlich verlescn. . . . S.L., 1648; lccn 92152875) and

numerous, mostly European works on these subjects, including many works

treating this war as a subject of International Law, can be researched m the

Library’s General Collections or Law Library.

Much interesting literature was produced by jurists who are known
primarily through their works on Constitutional, Leudal, and Administrative

Law, i.e.. Public Law, such as Justus Henning Bohmer (1674 — 1749), Jus eedesias-

ticum protestantium usum modernum iuris canonici (Halle, 1731 — 36); Johann Schilter

(1632 — 1705), De libertate eedesiarum Germaniae libri septem (Jena, 1683); Johann Brun-

nemann (1608— 72), De jure ecdesiastieo; tractatus posthumus, in usum eedesiarum evangel,

dr consistoriorum concinnatus (Lrankfurt, 1686); Samuel Stryk (1640— 1710), 'Consi/w

Hallensivm ivreconsvltorvm (Halle, 1733— 34); Johann Jacob Moser (1701 — 85), Die Rdi-

gionsjreyheiten und Beschwerden dere Evangelischen in gantz Europa, besonders in Eeutschland

(Ebersdorff im \Cgtland, 1741), or his Corpus jvris evangelicorum ecdesiastici, oder

Sammlung evangdisch- lutherisch- und reformirter Kirchen-Ordnungen, wie auch dergleichen
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Armen-, classical-, ccnsistorial-, Ehe-, Gerichts-, Gymnasien-, Hochzeit-, Hospital-, Inspections,

Leichen-, preshyterial-, Schiil-, Superintendentz-, TauJ-, Visitations-, Universitdts-, Waisenhaus-

itnd andere solche Ordnungen. . . . (Ziillichau, 1737— 38). The last is a collection of

evangelical, reformed, and Lutheran church orders describing basically all the

functions the church fulfilled in the social sector at that time.

The typically lengthy titles of early works relate much of the historical

context surrounding their publication, such as this Church of England title

printed in London in 1661: “A collection of articles, injunctions, canons, orders,

ordinances, and constitutions ecclesiastical, with other publick records of the

Church of England, chiefly in times of K. Edward Vlth, Elizabeth, and

K. James; published to vindicate the Church of England and to promote unifor-

mity and peace in the same, and humbly presented to the convocation.” This

volume was intended for “the convocation holden at London in the year 1562”

(Law Library Rare Book Collection; lccn 76366651).

Among the British titles published over a century later, this one concerning

religion and law in the New World is equally descriptive: “A Draught of an act

of Parliament for tolerating the Roman Catholick religion in the province of

Lucbee [i.e., Luebeck, later Qtiebec] and for encouraging and introducing the

Protestant religion into the said province, and for vesting the lands belonging to

certain religious houses in the said province in the crown of this kingdom, for the

support of the civil government of the said province, and for other purposes”

(London, 1772; LCCN 10003716).

ISLAMIC LAW

Islam, originating in the seventh century, began as a system of religious beliefs

and duties that regulate practically every aspect of a Muslim’s daily life, with no

distinction between matters of faith and of law. Its revealed source, the Qur’an

{Koran), and its concrete source, the hadith or sunna (Tradition), remain the basic

reference for both. The Law Library holds a significant number of materials on

Islamic Law, i.e., on shari’a (the sacred law based on the Qur’an) and fiqh (the

science of law, or more precisely, the science of shari’a) in Arabic, Persian, and

Turkish. Among them are classical sources of Sunni and Shi'a jurisprudence,

although the collection is richest in analytical and historic works by nineteenth-

and twentieth-century scholars.

A large number of copies of the Qur’an may be found m the African and

Middle Eastern Division, together with general works on Islam and the social
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conditions of Islamic society (cf. The Holy Koran in the Library of Congress: A Bibliog-

raphy, compiled by Fawzi M. Titdros, Washington: Library of Congress, 199;?).

The Law Library collection includes copies of the Qnr’an as well to comple-

ment Its holdings on Islamic Law. The mam collection consists of legal treatises,

commentaries and super-commentaries (i.e., commentaries on commentaries),

and authoritative interpretations of Qur’anie and other revealed sources at the

hands of Islamic jurists. They span centuries of Islamic scholarship and are of

timeless importance. These works, which arc housed c.xclusiyely in the Law

Librar\% encompass a wide variety of what usually falls under the heading of

Islamic Law: the rules concerning man’s relation to God and the rules ordering

the family of man and his relations and interactions m society.

An important treasure in the Law Library is Burhan al-Din ibn Muhammad
ibn Ibrahim al-Halabi, Multaqa al-abhur (Ifhc Confluence of the currents. Rules

for daily living), compiled in 1517 and written m Istanbul. Al-Halabi was one of

the most learned legal scholars of the sixtccnth-century Ottoman Empire and

his tc.xt became an authonratiyc handbook of the Hanafi school of Islamic Law

as practiced in the Ottoman Empire until the reforms that occurred in the nine-

teenth century. The manuscript contains rules covering practically every human

activity: spiritual rites and prescriptions
[
ibadaf) and the traditional civil aspects

of persons, family, and inheritance (which form the core of Civil Law in all legal

systems). It also treats contracts and commercial transactions fnni’amalat) and

those rules governing the punishment of crimes fhndiidy

The process of legal modernization, which began m the nineteenth century,

saw simultaneous attempts at the codification of Islamic Law precepts and their

incorporation into modern codes based on their European counterparts. These

codes are found in the collection under the laws of a particular country, not

among works of “Islamic Law” or shari’a.

Today, Islamic Law governs in varying degrees the life of almost a quarter

of the world’s population. Wdiile the national legal systems in most of these areas

are today generally based on Civil or Common Law principles and practices,

traditional Islamic Law remains an important component in the makeup of their

legal culture and a principal source for their family and constitutional laws. The
Law Library’s collection, with its body of classical Islamic works, current codes,

and legislation of Islamic countries, together with the large selection of topical

monographs, periodicals, and official gazettes, constitutes a rich and important

resource for both research scholars and practicing lawyers.
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This manuscript copy of the Qur’an was

penned in 1152 by Mustafa al-Khatib in

Turkey (Sultaniyah Mosque) Ah/ 1739.

IS one of many rare and valuable copies

of the Qur’an in the collections of the

Library’s African and Aliddlc Eastern

Division. The Holy Koran in the Library oj

Congress: A Bibliography, compiled bv

Favvzi M. Tadros, Washington: Library

of Congress, 199^. no. 9)



Law of

Indigenous

Peoples

opposite: “Burning of the town Pilak-li-

ka-ha by Gen. Eustis.” This lithograph

shows the burning of Indian villages on

land in Floriela originally reserved for In-

dian use. The Seinmoles fought tena-

ciously to retain their land against white

encroachment, “legalized” by the Re-

moval Act of 1830, but the protracted Sec-

ond Seminole War ended when Chief

Osceola was captured while negotiating a

peace agreement. Most but not all of the

Semmoles agreed to make the arduous

trek west as a consequence. (^Prints and Pho-

tographs Division; LC-uszc/^-zyzy')

T̂JL-HE indigenous peoples referred to in this section are limited to those

present in the Western Hemisphere, as the previous sections of this guide have

touched on the Customary Law of early peoples in other regions of the world.

INDIANS OF AMERICA

Research tracking the legal history of indigenous peoples of the Americas with roots

deep in ancient customs, traditions, and rites— mostly without written record—
faces the same challenges as research m peoples’ early legal history in any giyen

region of the world. Therefore, early sources of Customary Law of specific Amer-

ican indigenous peoples and the sources defining their legal organization are sparse.

The Library of Congress, however, offers quite a range of resources for the

study of the encounters and legal relationships betw'een the indigenous peoples of

North and South America and the Europeans w'ho came eventually to occupy the

“New' World” in the sixteenth and subsequent centuries, as w'ell as for the study

of colonial and American Indian treaty law, of U.S. Federal and State Law'

relating to American Indians, and of current Indian constitutions and charters.

For both areas of research on w'hat has come to be called "American Indian

Law,” different collections have to be consulted. Earh' Customary Law may be

ascertained m relevant anthropological, archeological, or ethnological sources, but

IS found mainly m the old and large collection on the history of the Americas

(Native American Collection), all within the General Collections of the Library.

An interesting work by Hugo Grotitis (see below. Law' of the Netherlands)

concerns the origins of the American Indians [De origine gentium americanarum

dissertatio. N.p., 1642, reprinted in Amsterdam and Paris in the same year), probably

inspired by the excitement of that time over the reports on the explorations by the

Nedcrlandsche Wht-Indischc Compagnie ( 1621 — 75) and the Dutch colonization of w'hat

was to become New Netherlands (later New York). An Amsterdam and Paris

edition of the same year, as well as a comment on it, Notae ad dissertationum Hugonis

Crotii Dc origine Gentium americanarum (Amsterdam, 1645) by Johannes de Laet

(1595— 1649), and a translation On the Origin of the Native Races oj America by Edmund
Goldsmid (Edinburgh, 1884), are in the collections of the Eibrary. Another

example is Omnium gentium mores, leges, et nlii5 (Italian translation, Venice, 1564) by

Joannes Boemus (ca. 1485— 1555), a work on South American Indians’ Customary

Law in the anthropological collection (customs and manners).

The Native American Collection also contains some early and some current

works on the Canadian Inuit, e.g., Quebec limit Elders Conference (Kangirstijuaq/
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Qiiebec, 1983). The BiilUtin (Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnol-

os;v- Washmg;ton: GPO, 1903— 71) is another resource which is available in the

General Collections of the Librarv. The user may also contact the American Folk-

life Center at the Library of Congress.

The reader seeking source materials with a bearing on the legal situation vis-

Tvis various tribes in the earlier periods may hnd useful material in letters,

reports, and diaries of individuals whose papers are held m the Librarv’s Manu-

script Division.

Inasmuch as maps arc important for treaty research or border settlements,

the Geography and Map Division is a significant repository of such cartographic

information, c.g., on the westvwird expansion of the burgeoning white population

and their military operations. Present-day maps of U.S. states show the current

extent of Indian territory, which amounts to over fifty million acres, most within

the borders of reservations.

Likewise, for certain tribes or nations, British, Dutch, French, and Spanish

Colonial Law may need to be consulteci and these sources may be found m the

Law Librarv’s Foreign Law collections. For example, Spanish (Royal ordinances)

or early Mexican laws may ofher glimpses of customs and Tribal Laws of the

Pueblo or California tribes. One of the earliest legal cases in the New World is

documented in the Huexotzinco Codex of l‘)^l m the Library’s Manuscript Division.

The Codex— a document on pre-Luropean paper called amatl and made m
Centro-America— is part of the testimony in a case against representatives of the

colonial government in Mexico, ten years after the Spanish Conquest in 1521.

Additional documentation in the Library’s collections shows that, in 1538, King

Charles of Spain agreed with a judgment against the Spanish colonial administra-

tors who had unfairlv taxed the Nahua Indian people of the town of Huexotzinco,

Mexico, and that two-thirds of all tributes taken from the people of Huexotzinco

had to be returned, a rare turn of events in the history of indigenous people.

The library of Thomas Jefferson, whose collection was purchased by the

Library of Congress in 1815, containeci a significant source for historic Indian

treaty research: The Treaty Held with the Indians of the Six Nations, At Tancaster, in Penn-

sylvania in June tyzj.^ (Williamsburg, Virginia, 1744). Although Jefferson’s copy of

th IS book IS no longer extant, the text is available in several collections.’such as

the Early American Indian Documents: Treaties and Taws, l 6oi—lj8 g. Volume II (1984),

which is on the shelves of the Law Library Reading Room. It may be deduced

from these materials that in 1744 English colonists in North America did

regard the Iroquois, for example, as a major foreign power to be negotiated with
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under the principles of International Law, as they would negotiate with the

French or the Spanish. Other European colonial powers entertained the same

view as evidenced by the historv of treaty-making. This tradition was earned

over and practiced— after independence— by the United States, but often

with varvmg degrees of implementation.

Wath respect to Indian sovereignty, Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson

were among the framers of the Constitution who respected the position of Amer-

ican Indian nations and regarded them as a foreign power. In the Constitution,

the legal right to make treaties and regulate trade with the Indians, therefore, was

federally preempted or, in other terms, reserved to the federal government and

not left to the states. Less than a half centurv later, however. Justice John Marshall

declared m a landmark Supreme Court case in i8ti that Indian polities, such as

the Iroquois or the Cherokee, were not “foreign” powers and that an Indian

nation was rather a “domestic dependent nation governing itself ” within the

sovereignty of the United States

The Rare Book Collection in the Law Library is important for research on

Colonial and early American materials, including English acts of Parliament

during the Colonial period. Of the early nineteenth century, the Law Library holds

most of the laws and constitutions produced by the Cherokee, Choctaw, Chick-

asaw, Creek, and Seminole (often referred to as “the Five Civilized Tribes”), who

were forced to leave the Southeast for the Indian Territory after passage of the

Indian Removal Act in 18^0. Several volumes of this rare collection deal with the

Indian Territory, including the seven-volume Indian Territory Reports igoo—igog, as

well as twentieth-century constitutions and corporate charters for some three

hundred of the federally recognized nations, tribes, bands, and associated groups.

Three Seminole Wars between the United States and the Seminole Indians

of Florida were waged at various times between 1817 and 1858. Andrew Jackson’s

forces attacked and burned Seminole villages and seized Spanish-held territory of

Florida some thirty years after Congress issued the Northwest Ordinance of 1787,

vv'hich set forth admission procedures for new states entering the Union and

provided in its article
3
concerning Native Americans as follows:

The utmostgoodfaith shall always he observed towards the Indians; their lands and property shall

never he taken from them without their consent; and, in their property, rights, and liberty, they

shall never he invaded or disturbed, unless in just and lawful wars authorized by Congress; but

laws founded in justice and humanity, shallfrom time to time be madefor preventing wrongs be-

ing done to them, andfor preserving peace andfriendship with them.



An important item in the Law Library’s Rare Book Collection is the Collected

Laws of the Eastern and }\estern Cherokecs (^Tithleqtiah, Cherokee Nation, Indian Terri-

tory, National Cherokee Printing Office, 1871). This is one ol several nineteenth-

century editions of the laws of the Cherokee Nation to be printed in the Cherokee

language. It uses the syllabary invented by Sequoya (1770?— 184^). From 18^9 to 1906

the Cherokee in the Indian Territory (^now Oklahoma') operated their own judi-

cial system. The laws were drafted m English and later translated into Cherokee,

for the use of those (including some judges) who were not literate in English.

The most extensive collections are the federal source collections which offer

a broad spectrum on American Indian rights under U.S. Law and government

relations. The Senate has ratified three hundred scventv-hvc treaties, and

Congress has enacted over four thousand statutes concerning American Indians,

a number which is surpassed only by the mass of regulations and guidelines

implementing these laws, and by the number of reports on litigation over Indian

rights and resources. Research in these areas has to negotiate subliminally present

traces of old European precepts of Eeudal Law and laws of war and conquest.

A classic work listing treaties, statutes, executive actions, and miscellaneous

information on Indian affairs chronologically from 1778 to 1958 is the compilation

by Charles J. Kappler, Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties, 5 v. (^Washington, D.C.:

GPO, 1904— 41. Reprint. New York: AMS Press, 1972. U.S. Department of the

Interior'). Volume i lists over two hundred sevent\'-hve tribes and bands at the

turn of the century; volume 2 consists of a thorough compilation of Indian

treaties and has been separately reprinted (^Indian Treaties Ijy8—l88t,. New ’’lork:

Interland Publishing Inc., 1972; it is also available in the Law Library Microform

Consortium’s Native American Tegal Materials Collection as Title 4228\ The Kappler

set also lists other useful materials, such as charts of population figures and tribal

finances. Throughout the set, the texts of unratified treaties are listed as well. The

original five Kappler volumes were issued as part of the U.S. Congressional Serial Set

(see section 4.4.1 Covernment Doeiunents). See also Kappler’s Indian Affairs: Taws and

Treaties, 2 v. (Washington, DC.: GPO, 1979). These continuously paged volumes

provide a thirty-year update Through 1970) on the original Kappler work.

English colonial treaties are listed by Henry Earr de Puy in his A Bibliography

of the English colonial treaties with the American Indians, including a synopsis of each treaty (New
dbrk, 1917; reprinted hv the Lawbook Exchange, 2001). The Early American Indian

documents: treaties and laws, l6o'7—iy8g, by Alden T. Vaughan et ah, is a compilation

of (mostly) treaties in eighteen volumes. Another important North American *

treaty collection in the Library is The treaties of Canada with the Indians ofManetoha and
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the North-West Territories (^Toronto, 1880) by Alexander Morris (1826— 8g). Extracted

from this edition are The treaties between her Majesty, Queen Victoria, and the Indians of

British North America (procured by the Provincial Committee on Minority-Groups

. . . and the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians; Regina, 1961).

Other publications are the American State Papers. Documents, Tegislative and Execu-

tive, of the Congress of the United States Q 8 l^—l8zyj. Class II: Indian Affairs, 1 v. (Wash-

ington, 18^4); and Taws of the colonial and State governments, relating to Indians and Indian

affairs,from l6jj to l8jl, inclusive. . .
.
(^American Indians at law seriesj (Stanfordville, New

York, 1979, a reprint of the 1832 Washington edition); or Annotated acts of Congress,

edited by Clarence Lot Thomas (Columbia, Missouri, 1913).

After years of broken, often fraudulent treaties, the recognition of Indian

nations or tribes by the federal government formally began with the /9J4 Indian

Reorganization Act, providing for a mainstream legal framework for tribal govern-

ments subject to the U.S. Constitution, and an emphasis on a government-to-

government relationship. Today, there are some five hundred sixty federally

recognized sovereign Indian nations and tribes—under constitutions and char-

ters— operating within the U.S. federal and state structure, although certain

nations had constitutions much earlier than 1934. But only since the late 1960s

(during the Johnson Administration) has Congress promoted the sovereignty and

autonomy of tribal entities, and prohibited states’ exercise of authority over Indian

reservations and land deals. The constitutional organization of tribal entities is

expressed in the corporate component, such as Community, Association, or Community

Association, Native Village, Traditional Council, Ullage of Council, or Corporation added to the

name of the tribe. The U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C., maintains

and publishes the list of federally recognized “tribal entities, eligible for funding

and services from the Bureau by virtue of their status as Indian tribes” in the

contiguous forty-eight states and in Alaska in the Tederal Register.

These nations and tribes exercise constitutional and legislative powers; they

exercise self-government which is inherent in tribal culture; and they have their

own judicial system. The operations of these three branches of tribal government

have produced a body of laws (e.g., codes), administrative regulations, and judg-

ments by tribal courts that qualifies as primary law.

For a current evaluation and re-examination of Indians’ legal/constitutional

status within the United States, see The Rights of Indians and Tribes: The Authoritative

ACTU Guide to Indian Tribal Rights, by Stephen L. Pevar, 3rd edition (Carbondale and

Edwardsville, 2002); Tessonsfrom the Third Sovereign: Indian Tribal Courts, by Justice

Sandra Day O’Connor, in the Tulsa Taw Journal (\\ 33, i, i, 1997); or American Indians
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The Constitution and Laws of the Cherokee Na-

tion was originally published by the au-

thority of the National Council of the

Cherokee Nation in 1839; the edition pic-

tured dates from 1875. Written in the

Cherokee language and displaying the Na-

tion’s seal, this document is witness to the

advanced abilities of the Cherokee to meet

legal standards foreign to their own her-

itage. Unfortunately, neither the Chero-

kees’ political maturity nor their skillful

adaptability in creating a legal culture

based on European models worked to pre-

vent their being deprived of the use of

their original lands during the great push

westward by white society,
f
Prints and Pho-

tographs Division; LC-usz6i-6ii^ij
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“Indian Chiefs who counciled with Gen.

Miles and setteled [sic] the Indian War.

I. Standing Bull, 2. Bear Who Looks Back

Running, Has The Big Wdiite Horse,

4. Wdiite Tail, 5. Liver [Living] Bear, 6. Lit-

tle d hundcr, 7. Bull Hog, 8. High Hawk,

9. Lame, 10. Iraglc Pipe.” (Pn/1/5 mui Pho-

tographs Division; ic-t/szhz-^hyjj')

and Law Libraries: Acknowlcdgino the Third Sovereign, in Imw l.ihrary Journal [v. c)4, i, 7) by

Nanc\' Carol Carter; and a very recent work bv Robert N. Clinton et ah, American

Indian Law: Native Nations and the Federal System: Selected Lederal Indian Law Provisions

(Newark, New Jersey, 2004).

Tvv'o current serial publications are: The Native American Law Digest (began to

appear in 1991) and the Indian Law (Washington, 1974—).

The monographic legal literature ofders a great wealth of topical discussion

on many subjects of interest or urgency, such as rights to land and associated

natural resources, environment, and revenue, for example. Native American Natural

Resources Law: Cases and Materials, by Judith V. Royster et al. (Durham, 2004).

Among important standard reference works pertaining to Indian Law' are

two works of helix Cohen (1907— 5:5), who was at one point in his career the prin-

cipal drafter of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1954, namely the Handbook of Federal

Indian Law, 1982 edition (Charlottesville, Virginia), that can be consulted m



conjunction with the Statutory Compilation of the Indian Law Survey: A Compendium of

Federal Laws and Treaties Relating to Indians, 46 v. (Washington, 1940); and Index of Inte-

rior Department Rulings on Indian Law (Washington, 1940). In the bibliographic liter-

ature on North American Indian Law, the compilation American Indian Legal Mate-

rials: A Union List, by Laura N. Gasaway et ah, (Stanlordville, New York, 1980)

stands out and should be consulted.

A large-scale digital project of significant value, accessible to the public, is

Native American Constitutions and Law Digitization Project, coordinated by the Univer-

sity of Oklahoma Law Library and the National Indian Law Library of the

Native American Rights Fund (URL http://thorpe.ou.edu/). It provides access

to current full-text tribal codes, constitutions, and charters and other legal docu-

ments of the federally recognized tribes. It also provides updates on the status of

recent US. Supreme Court cases affecting Native Americans.

The Guide to Law Online, prepared by the Law Library of Congress Public

Services Division, is an annotated guide to sources of information on government

and law' available online. The Indians of North America page (http://www.loc

•gov/law/guide/mdians.html) includes selected links to useful and reliable sites

for legal information.

A Library of Congress reference work. Many Nations: A Library of Congress

Resource Guidefor the Study of Indian and Alaska Native Peoples of the United States, is a useful

introduction for researchers wishing to have a survey of the wide-ranging mate-

rials m the Library’s collections; one chapter of that work gives an overview of the

Library’s relevant law materials.

LAW OF HAWAl’l

Almost fifty years have passed since Hawai’i entered as the fiftieth state into the

Union of American States (1959). More than one hundred years have passed since

the 1893 overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy and subsequent formal annexation

of the islands by the United States m 1900. The Library of Congress holds an

extensive collection that illustrates the historv', anthropology, and ethnology of

Hawai’i and its people. The collection includes works on the genealogy of the

royal dynasty from before the discoyery of the Islands by Captain James Cook in

1778 through the periods of the Kingdom until the forced abdication of the last

royalty of Hawai’i, Queen Lili’uokalani, in 1894, and the history of the Territory

of Hawai’i from annexation to its statehood in 1959. It is the story of the steady

decline of a culture brought about by foreign economic and military interests.
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The loni^ record ot civil injustices, humiliations, exploitations, and strugi^les of a

people for preservation of their identity and cultural survival has preoccupied

historians, politicians, legal scholars, and judges. The environment created by the

Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples of 199^ has attracted civil

rights advocates as well (U.N. ESCOR, Comm’n on Hum. Rts . . . U.N. Li)oc.

E/CN.4/Sub2/i993/29. 199?).

For the carlv, pre-1800 Customarv Law of the Hawaiian people, written

sources are lacking, since the culture of Hawai i before the arrival of the early

missionaries was a non-script culture, based on oral traditions and ancient obser-

vances. Therefore, the researcher m the held of legal history, legal symbolism, and

legal archeologv has to resort to works on anthropology, ethnologv, and historv

in the Librarv’s General Collections; works such as History of the Hawaiian or Sand-

wich Islands: embracing their antiquity, niytholog\>, legends, discovery by Europeans in the sixteenth

century, rediscovery by Cook, with their civil, religious, and political history (Boston, 184^) by

James Jackson Jarves (1818— 88); and Colonizing Hawaii: The Cultural Power of Law

( Princeton, 2ooo( by Sallv Engle Merrv. Erquallv important is the literature on

social life and customs, and civilization and ethnology, such as Ancient Hawaii:

Words and Images (
Honolulu, 1997) by Herbert Rawainui Rane; Feathered Cods and

Fishhooks: An Introduction to Hawaiian Archeology and Prehistory (Honolulu, 1985) by

Patrick \dnton Rirch, and, by the same author an important work Anahulit: Fhc

Anthropology oj History in the Kingdom of Hawaii (Cdaicago, 1992). Other such works

include: Sacred Queens and Ilomrii of Conseqiicnec: Rank, Cender, and Colonialism in the

Hawaiian Islands (Ann AiTor, 1990) by Jocelyn Lmnekin; Symbols of Sovereignty:

Feather Cirdles of Fahiti and Hawaii (Honolulu, 1978) by Roger G. Rose; and Rethinking

the Native Hawaiian Past (New dork, 1998) b\' Ranalu G. Terrv doung, including

oral tradition. For the Hawaiian kings and ruling houses, and for dvnastic rules,

a sampling of works, some of a genealogical nature, may be considered, such as

Ruling Chiefs of Hawaii (Moolelo o Rameh.tmeha I; Honolulu, 1992) by Samuel

Manaiakalani Ramakau (1815 — 76); and Hawaiian Royal Genealogies: Charts and

Comments (Dallas, 1988) by the Oukah, Emperor of Tsalagi, the Cherokee

Nations. The Librarv also holds a Catalog of Oral History Collections in Hawaii

(Ethnic Studies Oral Historv Project, University of Hawaii at Manoa, 1982).

Most works have illustrations and maps.

Printed law sources I'lcgin to flow m the nineteenth century roughly covering

the periods of the Hawaiian Monarchy, from 1810 under Ramehameha I (1797
—

1818) to the abdication of Queen Lili’uokalani in 1894. The reader will And a fasci-

nating view on constitution, government, and foreign relations of the indigenous
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society of Havvai'i, throughout the General Collections and the Law Library. Of

the first printed works, the Library holds a facsimile of the first government

document (Honolulu, 1972), issued in 1822 from the first printing press in Hawaii

(Notice posted by order of King Kamehameha II, 1819— 24, to preserve the peace

of his dominions after disturbances on the shore and annoyance of the inhabitants

by the crews of different foreign vessels; lccn 98149513).

The compilations of Treaties and conventions concluded between the Hawaiian Kingdom

and other powers, since l8l^ (^Honolulu, 1875, expanded edition of 1887

including all treaties since 1825 to 1885) and other official and diplomatic docu-

ments show the Kingdom of Hawai’i as an independent sovereign nation enter-

taining foreign relations with more than fifteen nations. Between 1826 and 1893, the

United States— in diplomatic recognition of the Kingdom— concluded various

treaties and conventions of friendship, commerce, and navigation. The Annual

reports of the King to the legislature (Honolulu, 1852), Reports on the King’s personal accounts

by the Cotnnussioners of the King’s privy purse (Honolulu, 1853— 55), the Biannual report of

the commissioner of Crown lands, with maps (Honolulu, 18— ), and the Report of the Royal

commission on the development of the resources of the kingdom (Honolulu, 1877) are impor-

tant sources to be consulted.

A translation of the first constitution of the monarchy (1840) and a compi-

lation of Royal Session Laws, signed by King Kamehameha III (1824— 54), are

bound together and were published in 1842 as Translation of the constitution and laws

of the Hawaiian Islands, established in the reign of Kamehameha III, called now Hawai’i’s “Blue

Taws” (Lahainaluna, Hawai’i, 1842; lccn 37031612). This is a very important

source since it illustrates the adaptation of Indigenous Law to Christian princi-

ples. As the introduction by the compiler states, in these Islands law was some-

thing like a system of Feudal Law and Common Law, consisting partly m their

ancient taboos, and partly m the practices of their chiefs as handed down by

tradition, but at the same time, the principles of the Bible were already fully

adopted. Some of the laws were obviously proposed by foreign visitors, consuls,

or ship commanders, but were materially modified by the House of Nobles and

House of Representatives.

The constitution laid out the principles on which the dynasty was founded,

i.e., the rights of the people and the chiefs, and the prerogatives of the king.

Under the first king, Kamehameha I 1784— 1819), all land belonged to the people

and the chiefs in common; the king was only the head and administrator of the

land. In contrast, Kamehameha III retained private land (called Crown lands). He
had war and treaty powers, and was the supreme judge. The constitution also
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treats of: the rights of governors, of the House of Nobles and House of Repre-

sentatives and rules for their meetings, and of judges. Compiled statutes (mostly

dating from 1841) older a view on taxes (or tithes): a poll tax m money, and a land

tax paid in swine. Laws on schools and education were extensive. The laws on

marriage and divorce abrogated indigenous custom; marriages had to be con-

cluded according to the word of God.

A large selection of criminal laws, dating from 1842, as well as court regula-

tions and procedure laws, are also found in the collection. The reprints of the

Constitution (1852 and 1868 during Kamehameha Ill’s reign), a reprint of 1894 (after

Qtieen Lili’uokalani’s forced abdication) with the title: Hawaiis “blue’’ laws: Consti-

tution and laws of l8/fO. A practical illustration of the missionaries’ love for the Hawaiians

(Honolulu, 1894), and a collection of laws (codes), Ke Kuma kanawai, a me na

kanawai, issued under Kaniehanieha III
(
Honolulu, 1841; lccn unk8424i577), are in the

Library’s collection as well.

A yolume of Session Laws dating from the year 185^ in the Law Library gives

important insight into the country’s progressing organization— although the

Library falls short on earlier enactments for Kamehameha’s government organi-

zation (between 1845—47): the Act establishing a Supreme Court with a Chief Justice and

two Associate Justices (May 26, 1853), outlining the jurisdiction of the Court (Admi-

ralty and maritime cases, and cases affecting ministers, ambassadors, and

consuls); the 1853 Act on elections, election districts, and number of representa-

tives for each district; and the 1853 Divorce Act introducing now Western Chris-

tian doctrine of marriage impediments and “the nullity of marriage within the

fourth degree of consanguinity.’’ In 1859, all Session Laws— including those not

incorporated into the Penal Code of 1850— were compiled and enacted by the

legislature as the “Civil Code.” This Code and subsequent Session Laws, from

i860 to 1882, were compiled, edited in English, and published under the title

Compiled laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom: published by authority
(
Honolulu, 1884; LCCN

32008619) by Lawrence McCully (1831 — 92).

The Civil Code formed Section I of the compilation on the laws governing

particular subjects (c.g.. Family Law, Criminal Law and Procedure, etc.), as well

as on laws establishing and regulating government departments and their func-

tions. As one would expect, the careful reader will discover in the area of Civil

Law proper several prescriptions encompassing Customary Law, particularly on

marital property and dower, or laws on inheritance of real and personal property.

An Act of i860 decrees that wives and their legal children have to bear the

husband’s name, and that such names are reported to the census agent. According
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to a stature of 1862, children have to be reported to the birth registrar of the

district. To appreciate the developments on the area of real property (Land

Law), one needs to know that in 1848 a new land division (the Mahele) was

authorized by Ling Kamehameha III whereby the Islands’ landmasses, originally

divided among four high chiefs, were distributed now among the chiefs, the King,

and the government and— for the first time in Hawaiian history— included

private parties. The Act of 1850 with the Amendment of 1854, reproduced m the

compilation, “abolished the disability of aliens to acquire and convey lands m fee-

simple.” This encouraged capital investment in land by all residents, native or

foreign, but was, at the same time, responsible for the progressive loss of native

land to foreign agricultural and business interests, especially to the sugar industry,

introduced m 1830 and by then well established.

Maps are for study of the feudal land system and post-feudal development of

real estate by foreign interests of particular importance. The Geography and Map
Division may also be consulted for such cartographic information.

For the casual reader, this work portrays the organization of a modern,

western-style government. At second glance, however, the Session Laws from the

mid-i86os on begin to show the signs of internal erosion of the kingdom due to

foreign political and economic pressures. The census around 1850 had already

shown a significant decrease in native population. Acts of the years 1864 to 1868

decreed that natives were not allowed to leave the Islands, while a newly estab-

lished Bureau of Immigration encouraged and regulated the How of immigrants

and took measures to attract Polynesians of both sexes to prevent the “depopu-

lation of the Islands and diminution of the native race.” At the same time, the

Royal domains were relieved from encumbrances and rendered inalienable. In the

1870s, several acts dealt with licensing of firearms (for hunting), in order to

prevent poaching and the destruction of native fowl and “useful insectivorous

birds.” An Act of 1872 established a National Museum of Archaeology, Literature,

Botany, Geology, and Natural History. In 1880, the Boundary Commission’s

term w'as extended to facilitate the surveying and settlement of boundaries,

evidence of the progressive privatization of Hawaiian lands.

An official visit from King Kalakaua (1874— 91), immediate successor of King

Lunalilo (1872— 74), to the United States, was made from November 1874 to

February 1875. Upon his return he gave an account of his visit m a speech deliv-

ered at Kawaiahao in February 1875 (Kawaiahao, 1875; broadside, English and

Hawaiian m parallel columns; lccn 98130692). He impressed his refiection on his

people that the “vast wealth and prosperity of that Nation [United States] was
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the result of the industrious habits of these people . .

.

[and] created hv the culti-

vators of the soil and by men who toil with their hands. ... If we take a retrospect

of the past, we shall plainly perceive that a failure to put our hands and our facul-

ties to a popular use, has been one of the causes of the decline of our nation. . .

.”

An economically important treaty, the Reciprocity Treatv between Hawai’i and

the United States, was concluded shortly after, in 1875. It granted to the

contracting parties exemption from all dutv on goods and lifting of the tariff on

“Muscovado, brow'n, and all other unrefined sugar, known in the markets of San

Francisco and Portland as Sandwich Island Sugar” (^Treaties ami conventions concluded

between the Hawaiian Kingdom and other powers, since l8ij. Honolulu, 1887; lccn

01001042, copy 2).

This and the following events arc described m the Proclamation of a Provisional

Government, 189^ fPamphlct, signed by the members of the “Committee of Safetv”

1893; LCCN unk82o888io. See also The Hawaiian Kingdom,
3
vols., Honolulu, 1938— 67,

and other works by Ralph S. Ruvkendall, executive secretary of the Hawaiian

Historical Commission \ Because of a popular uprising and the desire of the

American and European residents, mostly sugar planters and businessmen, to gain

control of the government, Ralakaua was forced to make major changes to the

Constitution m 1887, amounting to voting rights for Americans and Europeans

regardless of citizenship and the exclusion of native Hawaiians from the recon-

stituted House of Nobles. In the same year, the revisited and expanded Reci-

procity Treaty of 1875 was concluded between Hawai’i and the United States,

ceding the e.xclusive right over Pearl Harbor to the United States.

Lih’uokalani (1838 — 1917), who succeded Ring Ralakaua upon his death m
1891 as Qticen of Hawai’i, attempted to revert this situation for her native subjects

with a new constitution, which she tried to promulgate in January 1893. In oppo-

sition to the Qiieen, a “revolutionary” group of American and European settlers

had formed the “Committee of Public Safety.” Supported by the US. Minister

m Hawai’i, John L. Stevens, and American troops already in the harbor, the

“Committee” deposed the Queen without the consent of the Hawaiian people

and the Hawaiian government. The Proclamation of Januarv i6(?), 1893, signed by

members of the “Committee,” reads: “i. The Hawaiian Monarchical system of

government is hereby abrogated. 2. A Provisional Government for control and

management of public affairs and protection of the public peace is hereby estab-

lished to exist until terms of union with the United States of America have been

negotiated and agreed upon” ^Proclamation. Hawaiian Islands. Provisional Govern-

ment, 1893— e)4; LCCN unk82o888io). Most offices continued their services, with
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exception of the Qtieen and her Cabinet. The laws consistent with the new order

remained in force until further notification. The Library holds the Order no. l.

Provisional Government of the Hawaiian Islands of January Ijth l8g^ (lccn 79:505670),

signed by the Executive Council and the Advisory Council with the request that

supporters report with arms at the Government Buildinij. There is also a small

collection of Rules and orders for conducting business by the Executive and Advisory councils of

the Provisional Government (Honolulu, 1895).

Despite President Grover Cleveland’s appeal to Congress to restore the

Qiieen to her position, the Provisional Government declared itself on July 4, 1894,

as the “Republic of Hawai’i.” The Library holds the Gonstitution of the Republic of

Hawaii, 1894 (Rare Book and Special Collections Division; lccn 06041096).

Article 95 of the Constitution laid down that the Crown lands were to become the

property of the Hawaiian Government. This constitutional proprietary land

Lili’uokalani, Qiieen of Havvai’i (1838—

1917), who succeeded King Kalakaiia upon

his death in 1891 as Qiieen of Hawai i,

was an ardent advocate for her native sub-

jects. Her attempts to promulgate a new

constitution in January 1893 and her sub-

sequent hesitancy in agreeing to grant an

amnesty to her enemies (the annexation-

ists) cost her the throne in 1894. (^Prints and

Photographs Division; LC-usz6l-lo^8gf)
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rig;ht was the basis for the Ltnd Act 1895 (lccn 070^9462) which sealed the ultimate

breakup and disposal of the native land by the Department of the Interior in

charge of public lands. When the United States in 1896, under President William

McKinlev', formally annexed Hawai’i as a Territory, the Republic of Hawai’i

ceded authority and 1.8 million acres (^almost half of the Hawaiian landmass) to

the United States without the consent of the Hawaiian people.

The most intriguing aspect of the story is that, despite all these political and

constitutional developments m the Islands, the early indigenous Civil Law,

enacted in 1859 as Civil Code, has survived. The Library holds an edition of The

laws of Hawaii: comprising the civil law ami the penal laws, compiled by Sidney M. Ballou

and published by authority in 1897, and the Session laws of l8g8: modified in conformity

with the recommendations of the commission appointed by the President of the United States to

recommend to Congress legislation concerning the Hawaiian Islands (Washington, 1898; lccn

77^79252). The text was only revised to reflect current terminology (e.g., “Repub-

lic” changed to “Territorv”; “minister of finance” to “treasurer”; “minister of the

interior” to “superintendent of public works,” etc.).

One could add on as a post-scriptum that the Hawaiian Homes Commission

Act of 1921 that addressed Hawaiians’ economic and social conditions had set

aside two hundred thousand acres of Territory lands as homeland for “native”

people of Hawaii with fifty or more percent of Hawaiian blood in their veins.

This blood, i.e., “blood quantum,” or race doctrine, as well as the legal status of

the “Hawaiian people” in the State of Hawai’i (1959 — ), compared to other

indigenous populations of the United States and their legal status, proved to be

one of the most complex and contested questions with considerable moment. The

combination of human rights, ethnological, and legal-ethical issues on the one

hand, and geographic-physical realities on the other, have— as one might

expect— generated a flood of literature, much of which is of a comparative

nature concerning all indigenous peoples in the Americas, and often critical of the

race consciousness and preoccupation with race in America of which the Polyne-

sian race is no exception. A few select titles must suffice here for the wealth of

literature on this subject: Institutional Racism: The Case of Hawai’i
(
Westport,

Connecticut, 1992) by Michael Haas; IVhite by Liw: The Legal Construction of Race

( New York, 1996) by Ian Haney-Lopez; Hawaiian Americans: An Accoiiitt of the

Mingling of Japanese, Chinese, Polynesian, and American Cnltiircs (Hamden, Connecticut,

1970) by Edwin G. Burrows; Hawai'i and Its Race Problem (United States. Depart-

ment of the Interior. (Washington, DC., 1932); and Native Hawaiian Data Book

(Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Planning and Research Office. Honolulu, 1994 — ).
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In 1993, the centennial of the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai i, President

William Jefferson Clinton signed the historic apology to native Hawaiians on

behalf of the United States. This document, the Apology Resolution (United States,

joint Resolution to Acknowfedge the looth Anniversary of the Januarv 17, 1893,

Overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii, and to Offer an Apology to Native

Hawaiians on Behalf of the United States for the Overthrow of the Kingdom of

Hawaii, signed by President William Jefferson Clinton. Honolulu, 1994; lccn

94234729), IS followed in the same year by the Report on the Reconciliation Process between

the Federal Government and Native Hawaiians of Oct. ZOOO: From Mauka to Makai: Fhe

Rtver ofJustice Must Flow Freely (US. Department of the Interior and US. Depart-

ment of justice; accessible at http://www.doi.gov/nativehawaiians/report/pdf)

Another very important document, recording the evolving doctrine of “blood

quantum” and the prerogative “native,” on which the legal status and important

entitlements of Hawaiians are grounded, is Reconciliation at a Crossroads: Fhe Implica-

tions of the Apology Resolution and Rice v. Cayetanofor the Federal and State Programs Benefiting

Native Hawaiians. Summary Report of the August iggS and September zooo community

forums in Honolulu, Hawai’i. US. Commission on Civil Rights. Hawai’i Advisory

Committee (Los Angeles, 2001; also accessible at http://purl.access.GPO.gov

/LPS13586). The latter two documents demonstrate the problem of restitution to

indigenous peoples for suffered wrongs when the legal outline is based on

ethnicity as a prerogative m a multi-cultural society. All three documents can be

accessed m the Law Library.

Well-researched works on nineteenth- and twentieth-century political and

constitutional history', including the foreign economic endeavors and land deals, are

recommended to be read together with the surviving laws for a better under-

standing of the evolution of Hawai’i from the Kingdom, Republic, and Territory to

the modern US. State. As eyewitness reports could be considered Hawaii’s story by

Hawaii’s Queen, Lili’uokalani (Boston, 1898) by Lihuokalani, Qtieen of Hawaii

(1838—1917); To Steal a Kingdom: Probing Hawaiian History (Waimanalo, Hawai i, 1992) by

Michael Dougherty; A Callfor Hawaiian Sovereignty (^Honolulu, 1993) by Michael

Kioni Dudley; Annexation Hawaii, Fighting American Imperialism (Whimanalo, 1998) by

Thomas
J.

Osborne; Hawaii, America’s Sugar Territory, iSgS— igyg (Lewiston, New'

'fork, 1999) by H. Brett Melendy; The Island Edge fAmerica: A Political History ofHawai’i

(Honolulu, 2003) by Tom Coffman; Islands in Captivity: The International Tribunal on the

Rights of Indigenous Hawaiians (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2004) compiled and edited

by Whrd Churchill and Sharon H. Venne; and In the Name of Hawaiians: Native Identi-

ties and Cultural Politics (Minneapolis, 2002) by Rona Tamiko Halualani.
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T̂A HE COMPLEX PHENOMENON Called European legal culture has its

roots in the Roman Empire, Christianity, and the legal-ethical code of the

corporate Germanic culture. The last contributed new ethical standards to

early Medieval society, culminating in the feudal civilization and territorial-

jurisdictional development m Europe, while the Justinian Roman— or Civil

Law, expounded by the jurists of Bologna and adapted by Medieval canon-

ists— laid the foundation for a universal jurisprudence in Europe.

COMP.XRATIVE AND UNIFORM LAW OF EUROPE

Besides specialized historic source collections, such as those on Roman, Byzan-

tine, and Germanic Law, the Law Library has custody over the oldest and largest

of the regional collections, the law of Europe, comprising comparative works on

the law of two or more jurisdictions of the region Europe. Of course, compara-

tive legal studies in Europe have always included comparisons of systems stem-

ming from different historic periods, since such studies provide the links to

modern comparative law. European philosophy and the theory of law, however,

are not in the European collections but to a large extent in the General Law
Collection because of their broad implications, although most of the works orig-

inated over many centuries in the European region. Mostly works on the tech-

niques and methodology for regional law development, i.e., law integration and

other unification processes, are retained in the regional collection.

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY LAW

The second component of the European collections comprises the record of the

Treaty Law of the Conseil de 1‘Europe and other regional organizations, and the

treaty system of the European Community, and the subsequent European Union

(E.U.). The legislation of the European Union and the then European Commu-
nity, established by two founding Treaties, the Treaty of Paris and the Treaty of

Rome in the 1950s, contributes to the fast growth of the Modern European

Collection. The European Union, brought into existence by the Treaty of

Maestricht in 1992, is a transnational organization with a unique legal system

composed of twenty-five Member States. Each of the four main institutions

within the E.U. is assigned specific tasks by the Treaties. Its entire body of law,

known as acquis commumtam, comprises the Treaties that are considered primary

legislation, along with the general principles of law common to all Members and

Civil Law
Systems

opposite: Codex (^Corpus iiiris civilis'). This

incunabulum of Justinian’s Codex was

printed by Anton Koberger in Nurem-

berg and is dated january 30, 1488. The

text IS surrounded by the glossa in codicem

of Accursius. Woodcuts decorate the be-

ginning of each book. Other incunabula

of the Codex at the Library, printed in

\Lnice in 1478 and 1496 (the latter with

the gloss of the glossator Accursius), may

be found in the Law Library Rare Book

Collection (iccx gz 8 g666j and lccn

'j8q.iq.pzg'). (hiw Library Rare Book Collection;

LCCN zooqy6j8 iy)
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a vast body ot secondary legislation enacted by the institutions in the torm ot

regulations, directives, and decisions. The acijuis Aso includes international agree-

ments entered into by the E.U. institutions and the jurisprudence of the Euro-

pean Courts. The Eaw Eibrarv of Congress includes in its collections the E.U.

body of law in hard copy and also has access to E.U. legal websites, including

CEEEX, Europa, and Eur-lex.

LAWS OF THE INDIVIDUAL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

The third component of the body of Modern European Eaw consists of the large

collections of the national laws of the countries of Europe. These national collec-

tions vary m size, age, and rant\' from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, and they also

contain— to varying degrees— legislation and regulatory material from

governing bodies at the provincial (cantonal, state, land, etc.) level.

The concepts and doctrines of European Civil Eaw have traveled the globe

where they have been widely adopted or superimposed on existing original law

in the Americas as well as in Asia and Africa, as a result of occupation or colo-

nization by the incursion of Civil Eaw powers. European Union (E.U.) Eaw has

set the pattern for international organizations in all regions of the world.

Differences in the world’s legal systems are lessening to some extent, and certain

legal traditions are of mixed heritage— such as those in Israel, Scotland, Sweden,

and Turkey.

The following overviews focus mainly on the body of historic sources m the

Eaw Eibrarv that formed the foundation of the Civil Eaw system, and further, on

the law collections of those two countries which have individually, or together, set

the pattern and course of adoption for Civil Law systems beyond Western

Europe, i.e., Erance and Germany.

ROMAN LAW

Roman Law was a significant component of the original law collection of the

Library of Congress and of Thomas Jefferson’s law books. In the first decades of

the nineteenth century, the books for the Library of Congress were selected by

the Congressional joint Committee on the Library. In 1826, the Honorable

Edward Everett, a member of the Joint Committee and former professor of

Greek at Harvard, discussed purchasing additional works on Roman Law with

Joseph Story, Associate Justice of the US. Supreme Court from 1812 to 1845.
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lusticc Story wrote: “I entirely agree with you respecting the civil-law books to be

placed in the Congress Library. It would be a sad dishonor of a national library

not to contain the works of Cujacius, \"innius, Heineccius . . . etc. They are often

useful for reference and sometimes indispensable for a common lawyer. How
could one be sure of some nice doctrine in the civil law of Louisiana without

possessing and consulting them.”

The Roman Law collection contains more than sixteen thousand volumes,

including manuscripts, and over one hundred twenty-fiv'e incunabula. It includes

extensive holdings of every type of Roman Law source and literature, from the

over tv\’o hundred fifty editions of the most prominent source, Justinian’s Corpus

Iitris Civtlis (the complete work or its constituent parts), published between the

sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, to the most recent publications of scholars, to

such rarities as the first printed edition (1555) of the sixth-century Florentine

parchment manuscript of Justinian’s Digest, the oldest and most valuable manu-

script of the Digest.

Pre-Justmian Law or jus Roinanuni antejustimamim is treated in histones of

Roman Law and in various compilations from the Western Roman Empire.

The first history of Roman Law, Civilis historiae juris, which includes such early

sources as the law of the Twelve Tables, was written by Aymar Du Rivail (ca.

1490—1557). The Law Library has the first edition of this work, printed 1515 in

Valence, as well as five subsequent editions dating from 1527 to 1551. Among the

many editions and reprints of collected sources on early Roman Law are the i860

edition of the Fontes juris Romani antiqui by Carl Georg Bruns (1816— 60) with

several later editions; the three-volume Fontes juris Romani (1968—69) by Salvatore

Riccobono (1864 — 1958); and the three-v'olume Jurisprudentiae antejustinianae

relhjuias. . .

.

(1908 — 27) by Ph. Eduard Huschke (1801 — 86) for which the Law

Library also holds an earlier Leipzig edition (1874).

The elementary textbook of the pre-Justinian period, the Institutes of Gains,

from the second century .\.D„ is represented by numerous editions and transla-

tions. These include the famous edition of the \erona Codex by Wilhelm

Friedrich Adolf Studemund (1845— 89), published six times between 1874 and 1923

with slightly varying titles as Caii institiitionum conimentarii quattuor: codicis leronensis

denvo collati apographum confecit.

Compilations of pre-Justinian Imperial legislation appear in many editions of

the unofficial Codex Gregorianus (a.d. 291) and its continuation, the Codex Herniogeni-

anus. There are also many editions of the Codex Fheodosianus, the official codification

of statutes from a.d. 312 to a.d. 438. The collection includes the valuable 1528
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edition by Johannes Sichardt 1^1499 — 1552 i) and several editions by Jacques Cujas

(1522 — 90) between 1566 and 1586, as well as standard nineteenth-century editions

by Gustav Friedrich Haenel ^^1792
— 1878) and particularly by Theodor Mommsen

(1817— 1905) and Paul Kriiger (1840— 1926); editions ol these codices are often

included in the editions of the Fmomenta \aticana prepared bv Mommsen and

Kriiger. The private library of Kriiger v\'as acquired bv the Lav\' Library in 1950. A
prominent professor of Roman Law at various German universities from 1888 to

his death m 1926, he collaborated with the eminent German Romanist Theodor

Mommsen m editing the texts of the Corpus Iiiris Civilis as well. His library

included forty-seven hundred volumes, pamphlets, and manuscripts, dating from

the early sixteenth century to the 1920s. Apart from Riiiger’s own manuscripts

relating to editing Roman Law texts and his lecture notes in a distinctive micro-

scopic hand, the collection includes the manuscript of Friedrich Ludwig von

Keller (1799— 1860) on the Pandects, which was published posthumouslv in 1861.

It also contains facsimiles of codices and papyri along with Kiiiger’s notes on

them. In 1954 the Law Library prepared a list of all the items m this collection.

This list, although a comprehensive account, needs further arrangement and

cross-referencing to serve as a more convenient finding aid.

At the center of the study of Roman Law is the monumental compilation

made at the order of Justinian, Emperor of the East (485?— 565), which brought

together the results of nearly a thousand years of legal development. The earliest

legislation is the Twelve Ttbles, traditionally dated to 451 to 450 B.c. and surviving

only in fragments included in later texts. Justinian’s comprehensive compilation

consists of five parts: Digestiim vetus, Infortiatiiiiij Digestiun novum, Codex, Volumcn

parvum (or lo/imirn). The I 'olumen includes the Tres lihri codicis, Institutiones, and the

Authenticum. Justinian’s work was lost for centuries in the tides of war, conquest,

and rum. The discovery of a complete copy of Justinian’s Digest in Pisa in the late

twelfth century led to a revival of the study of Roman Eaw m the universities of

Western Europe.

The compilation or its various parts were the subject of scholarly comments

of the jurists of the school of Bologna between the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries and have continued to attract the most erudite minds of Europe. The
ancient texts were supplemented by interlinear or marginal notes, known as

glosses. The scholars, known as glossators, produced a substantial body of work,

which was itself compiled by the great Medieval jurist and glossator Accursius

(ca. 1182— ca. 1260) into a “collection of glosses,’’ the g/ossa ordinaria, which is

regularly included in the editions of the Corpus Juris Civilis. Interpretation, harmo-
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nization, and approximation have become key terms in modern jurisprudence.

They are, however, the basic techniques already applied by the generations of glos-

sators and “post-glossators” (commentators) in the effort to adapt the rules

stemming from different sources, such as Classical and Justinian Roman Law,

local observances, and Canon Law, to contemporary twelfth- to fourteenth-

centurv societies. In this context, the consilia, “or expert opinions,” form a

si^nihcant and rare collection. The Law Library holds over eighty-hve commen-

taries and consilia by Bartolo of Sassoferrato (1313— 57). He is considered the most

important jurist at the height of the legistic jurisprudence towards the end of the

Middle Ages. His broad exegetic works and consilia were a critical influence on

European scholarship for centuries to come. His collected works, the Opera, were

published in a twelve-volume set in 1570 to 1571. The collection also includes

several of the nearly forty editions of this work to be published by 1615.

A contemporary of Bartolo was Baldo degli Ubaldi (1327?— 1400), who was of

equal repute both in his fame and production. The sheer mass of titles by so

many other outstanding authors residing m the Law Library and the Rare Book

and Special Collections Division collections is testimony to the caliber of Euro-

pean scholarship that was to lay the foundation for European Civil Law.

The entire body of Justinian’s compilations was first designated Corpus luris

Civilis by Denis Godefroy (1549— 1621) in his Corpus ivris civilis in llll partes distinctvm

(Erankfurt, 1587), published several times up to 1628. The Law Library holds

many other printed editions of the complete Corpus luris Civilis and of its separate

parts. The Institutiones are of particular interest since they take the place of the

Institutiones of Gains. There are, for instance, nine incunabula of the Institutiones

alone, including the first printing at Mainz in 1468 with the gloss attributed to the

glossator Accursius, followed by more than sixty Institutiones editions from the

sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, among them the sixteenth-century editions

of the Institutiones iiiris civilis, edited and annotated by Silvestro Aldobrandmi

(1499— 1558), printed with the all-around gloss. The earliest Roman Law manu-

script in the collection is a copy of the Institutiones made in Milan in 1482. This text

is surrounded by a gloss attributed to Accursius as well.

In the Byzantine Empire, the Corpus luris Civilis was translated into Greek, and

became the core of a body of abridgments, abstracts, and compilations intended

to make the complex and rather poorly organized text more accessible to legal

practitioners and students. This body of scholarship culminated in 1345 in the

Hexahiblos of Constantinos Harmenopoulos (d. 1380?), a work characterized as “an

epitome of epitomes of epitomes.” In Western Europe, Roman Law survived after

-9

Bartolo of Sassoferrato (1313— 57) is con-

sidered the most important of the com-

mentators. This portrait, along with those

of other funous consilia authors, appears in

Illustriuni iiireconsultorum imagines quae inveniri

poterunt ad vivam effigiem expressae (Rome,

1566). (Liw Library Rare Book Collection; lccn

unk8^zi6l6y'). It is also in the Law Library

in an 1831 Russian edition; and the Law Li-

brary also has his Procheiron nomon in a 1587

edition. The portrait is available from the

Library of Congress Photoduplication

Service. (LC-usz6i-6uej.y)
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rhe collapse of the Empire, but was simplified and adapted to the Customarv' Law

ol the new populations, such as the Visigoths. Three codes— the Lex Ronuiiia Visig-

othorum (Brevianum Alarici, a.d. 506), the Lex Ronuma Bnrgundiomtm (before a.d. 516),

and Edictwn Theoderici (ca. a.d. 512)— are known collectively as the Leges Romanae

Barharonim Roman Law of the Germanic Nations). The Law Library holds

various separate editions and compilations of these texts, most of them done by

eighteenth- and nmeteenth-centurv scholars.

Histories and interpretations ranging from the 1518 edition of Annotationes in

qiiatuor et viginti pandectuni libros (Annotations to the LI\^ books of the Pandects) to

recent publications bv modern scholars are in the Roman Law collection, which

also houses many early and rare works on the Roman process, among them two

editions of Giovanni Crispo de’ Monti's (d. fifteenth century) work Termini omnium

actionum, cum arbore (List of terms for court actions according to civil and praeto-

rian law) that are accompanied bv an “arbor” diagram. The arbor actionum itself

dates back to johannes Bassianus and was printed with commentaries several

times, particularly by Pontius de "^derda (after 1213), La Summa Arboris actionum (ed.

Guido Rossi; Milan, 1951); and Dinus de Mugello (1254— ca. 1300), Lectura super

arbore actionum (Lrankfurt a/Main, 1569). Other sixteenth- and seventeenth-century

treatises on court actions are related works, such as Giasone dal Maino

(1435—1519), De actionibus . . . : locantur insuper in cake libri huius Termini actionum omnium

cum arbore elegantissima . .

.
per . . . loannem Crispum de Montibus (Lyon/Lrance, 1543);

Nicasius de Voerda ( d. 1492), Arbor actionum omnium tarn praetoriarum quam civilium

(with diagrams) (Lyon/Lrance, 1566, and Venice, 1606). Most of the editions,

however, although referring to Crispo de’ Monti’s work, are without the diagram.

GERMANIC LAW AND L.AW OF THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE

XTltaire’s statement that the Holy Roman Empire was “neither holy, Roman, nor

an empire” notwithstanding, the numerous law books in the Library’s collections

commonly associated with its historic period by this term provide researchers

with an insight into the early development of law in Central Europe, particularly

of Germany and Austria, Lrance, Italy, Spam, and other jurisdictions.

The collections related to early Central European law were developed at the

Law Library along a historic divide. Charlemagne’s divisio imperii of a.d. 806 among

his sons had laid the ground for the division of the Lrankish Empire by the

Treaty of Verdun 843 into a West, Middle, and East Empire, which eventually

resulted in the territorial division of Europe. The Eastern Empire (including the

opposite: Reproduced here is the in-

cunabular edition of Giovanni Crispo de’

Monti’s Termini omnium actionum, cum arbore

(\ enice, 1490). The schematic presenta-

tion (arbor diagram) of the praetorian as

well as the civil actions is followed by an

alphabetical index of all terms related to

the actions graphically cast into the arbor

actionum. (Law Library Rare Book Collection;

LccN jyyozyig)
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territories today known as Austria, Switzerland, the northeast departments of

France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Germany) was known

thenceforth as the Holy Roman Empire and was ruled by the German Emperor

until Its dissolution m 1806. It was based on the dogma that the German kings

were the successors of the Roman emperors. Thus, what could be considered

“German Law” consisted not only of “Imperial Law” or the “Emperor’s Written

Law,” but also of justinian’s Corpus Iitris Civilis.

Therefore, all materials on the ancient Germanic period (to ca. a.d. 500) and

on the Frankish period roughly from Chlodowech (481 — 511) to Charles III

(885— 87), including the Feudal Law of Europe, form the historic European collec-

tion. The Library holds the major sources of these periods, mostly m modern

authoritative editions, and a wealth of secondary sources. Modern monographic

literature authored by noted scholars, the critical and comparative evaluation of

legal institutes and institutions as they evolved over the course of historv, has

always been an important part of European legal science. Materials from about the

tenth century on, such as regional or local Customary Law, are to be found m the

collections as “legal history” of a particular European country. Thus, only broad

collections of sources relating to the North Germanic/Scandma\'ian group of

nations are in the European collection, while sources pertaining to the individual

Scandinavian countries are m the classes for those countries.

Among these sources arc the Leges Barharorum (Folk Laws), such as the Leges

Visigothorum (i.e., collections of the laws Hr West Goths and for Roman Gothic

subjects), of which group the Law Library has only the Lex Romana Visigothorum.

The Lex Burgundiomun ( Burgundian Code, or Liber eonstitutwmim sive Lex Gmidohada)

IS represented in the Law Librarv by an English translation (Katherine Fisher,

Philadelphia, 1949/1972). There is more on the Law of the Franks; m the collec-

tion are six nineteenth-century editions of the Lex salica (Law Code of the Salic

Franks), the best by
J.

F. Behrend (Weimar, 1897), as well as analytical studies,

such as the work by Georg Wbitz {L)as alte Recht der Saliscben Franken. Kiel, 1846) and

Die Franken und ihr Recht (Weimar, 1881) by Richard Schroder (1838— 1917). The Law

Library holds numerous translations, e.g., the English translation by
J.

H.

Hessels and H. Kern (Lex salica: the ten texts with the glosses^ and the lex emendata.

London, 1880); further, the Lex Ripuaria (Code of the Salic and Ripiiarian

Franks), translated by Theodore john Rivers (New York, 1986), and a

commented edition of the Lex Francorum Chamavorum (Breslau, 1855) by Ernst

Theodor Gaupp (1796— 1859). Of the Eombard Law, the Law Library holds two

early sixteenth-century editions. Leges Langohardorum sen Capitulare diiti ac sacratissimi
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Carolimagni imperatoris et Francie regis. . . . annotated by Nicolas de Bohier

(1469—1539) (Lyon, 1512?, and \Lnice, 1537). A comprehensive edition of the law's

of the Germanic nations (Latin text and German translation on opposite pages)

was prepared by Karl August Eckhardt [Die Cesetze des Karolingerreiches, —

W'eimar, 1934) and an edition of Saxon Law' [Reck und Verfassung der alten Sachsen.

Breslau, 1837) by Ernst Theodor Gaupp.

FEUDAL LAW

The principles of Eeudal Law have long been understood as a synthesis of

vassalage or clientage and land grants (^precaria or heneficia) by a landlord to his

vassal in return for mihtarv', political, or economic services. One can argue how'

much of the origins of feudalism is rooted in Roman and German antecedents.

Both systems fostered the practice of loyalty and service in exchange for a plot of

land, which practice culminated in the feudal system in the eighth and ninth

centuries. The Ld->rifeudemm, a priyate compilation of diverse Lombard/ Italian

Eeudal Law sources, include the Imperial Eeudal Laws of the Salic Emperor,

Conrad II (^1024— 39; lex of 1034), the Welf Lothair II 1 1125— 37; lex of 1136), and the

Staufer Frederick I “Barbarossa” (1152—90; lex oi 1158). The Medieval manuscripts

or early incunabula present the Lihri feitdontm, often as a supplement or adjunct of

the Corpus Inns Civilis, such as m the 1476 Rome edition of the Vohimen parvum

(^Corpus luris Chilis') in the collection of the Law Library. This explains why the

Lihri joined the fate of the Corpus luris Chilis at the Reception of the Roman Law

—

they became the “Common Lavy” ()Geineines Recht) of the Empire, but w'ere

subsidiary to the Focal Law. The Lihri are at the base of an extensiye source collec-

tion of Feudal Law' at the Library, the line of editions starting w'lth two

incunabula editions by Jacopo Alyarotti (1385— 1453); followed by a German trans-

lation w'ith the title Keyserliche lehenrecht by jodokus Planzmann (Augsburg, 1494);

and a commentary by Giantonio da Sangiorgio (1439—1509) Lectura super usihus

feudorum (Pav'ia, 1490); as w'ell as Francois Hotman (1524— 1590) Tractatus. De verhis

feudalihus commentarius (FrAnkiurt, 1587); an extremely interesting edition of Dejeudis

lihri f' (Eyons, 1566) by Jacques Cujas (1522— 90); and about twenty other

sixteenth-century editions.

Among the numerous w'orks published from the seventeenth to the nine-

teenth centuries on the subject, the w'ork by johann Schilter (1632— 1705), Codexjuris

Aleinannici feudalis (1697), and tw'o works of the German publicist Johann Christian

Ltinig (1662 — 1740) are noteworthy: Corpus jurisJeiidalis Cerinanici (Frankfurt, 1727)
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and the Collectia nova, wornm der mittelhahren/oder landsassigen ntterschajt in Teutschland,

welche untern deni kayser/aiich chur-Jiirsten und herren angesessen, iind von der unmittelhahren

freyen kdyserlichen reichsritterschaft . . . iinterschieden ist, sonderhahre praerogativen und gerecht-

same/auch privilegia und freyheiten, enthalten sind. . . . (Frankfurt und Leipzig, 1730). Of
course, Feudal Law continued to exist as a legal institute until the nineteenth

century, as, for example, in France until the Napoleonic codification, or even

longer, whereas in Germany it existed until the demise of the Empire in 1918.

IMPERIAL LAW AND LEGISLATION

Most important among the extensive imperial legislation were treaties and

concordats which acquired the status of fundamental laws for the Empire, among

them the law licet inns issued at the Diet of Erankfurt 1338, which decreed the inde-

pendence of the Emperors from Rome, followed by the Golden Bull [Bulla aurea)

of 1356, issued by Charles I\^ (1347—78). The bulla laid down the rights of the elec-

torate and rules for the election of the Emperor. The elections— and corona-

tions— were held thenceforth during the Reichstag (Imperial diet) at Erankfurt.

The Eibrarv holds, besides two incunabula, many editions from the seventeenth

to nineteenth centuries, as well as the most recent 1908 edition, including other

pertinent documents, a commentary, and historic introduction by Karl Zeiimer

(1849— 1914). This work was reprinted in 1972.

Two other very important documents in the Eibrarv’s collection belong to

the long line of imperial Landfrieden legislation between the twelfth and sixteenth

centuries: Teiitscher Nation Nottuifft: die Ordnung vnd Reformation aller Stendtym Romischen

Reych (Zwickau, 1523), the so-called Reformatio Frederici, decreed by emperor Ered-

erick III (1440—93); and the Romischer kayserlicher Maiestet Ordmtngen . . . wie allenthalhen

irn Hailigen Reich vnd sunderlich teiitscher Nation wider die . . . des Hayligen Reichs Landtfridens

Versprecher . . .gehandelt werden soil, the decree signed at Nuremberg, February 10, 1522

(and published in Nuremberg, 1522). These laws were to secure or restore peace

(^pax—m modern terms, “law and order”) in the Empire, thus outlawing feuds

and self help, and instituting public prosecution of the breach of peace on the

local level as well as addressing transgressions by territorial powers.

A group of treaties considered early fundamental laws of the Empire were

the Augsburg Religious Peace of 1555 (^Augsburger Religionsfriedetf), which granted the

territorial rulers the tus reformandi and, with this, the power to determine the reli-

gious faith in their territories. The two most important documents, the Treaty

of Osnabriick of July 27 or August 6, 1648 (one of the treaties in the Peace of

opposite: Super Feudis by facopo Alvarotti

(1385—1453), published in Lyons 1478 and

bound with the Corpus iuris civilis (^Vblumen

parvurn^, is an example of an early work on

Feudal Law in the Law Library. {Law Li-

brary Rare Book Collection; lccn A

1477 \ enice edition of the same work is m
the Rare Book and Special Collections

Division. {Rare Book and Special Collections Di-

vision; LCCN 72206247)
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opposite;: Noe Meurcr (sixteenth century),

fag vnd Forstrecht, das ist, Vudericht chur- viid

fiirstlicher Land- aitch Cra_ffvnd Hnrschajftcn . .

.

Ccl'ict . . . wie die nach kcyserlichm vnd fiirstlichcn

gemeinen Reehten . . . in giiter Ordnung zuhalten

. .

.

(Frankhirt, 1582), with its quaint illus-

trations, set forth Imperial Game and

Forestr\' Laws. (Law Library Rare Book Col-

lection; LccN Bginot^S)

Westphalia); and the so-called Friedens-Execntions-Hauht-Rccess of June z6/zy, 1650,

are held by the Law Library.

The fiingste Rcichsahschicd of 1

6

^
/f.
(hnal act of the Imperial Diet 16^4) reco2;nized

the Peace of Westphalia 1648, or the Treaties of Minister and Osnabriick, as

Imperial Constitutional Law, granting sovereignty to the larger territories, such

as Austria, Saxony, Brandenburg, Hanover, and Bavaria. The text of this impor-

tant imperial act is included in the collection of all acts between 1^56 and 1654 of

the Imperial Diet: Aller dcs Heiligen Romis. Rctchs gehaltcncn Rcich-Tage, Ahschiede wid

Satzimgen . . . mmmehr von Neiiem collationiert (Frankfurt, 1720); and in a modern

edition prepared bv Adolf Laufs (Bern and Frankfurt, 1975) m the Librarv’s

collections. Another collection in eighteen volumes (and one index volume) is Dcr

Roniischen Kayserlichen Majestat und dess Hciligen Rotmschen Rcichs geist- tind weltlicher Stcinde

. . . Acta puhlica und schrifftliche Llandlungcn, compiled bv Michael Caspar Ltindorp

(1580— 1629) and published between 1668 and 1721 m Frankfurt.

Eminent collections of Imperial Fundamental Laws arc those of Melchior

Goldast (1578— 16^5), Colicctio constitutiomun imperialiitni . . . ad d. n. imp. caes. Matthiam

(Frankfurt, 167^) and of Johann JacoL^ Schmatiss (1690—1757), Corpusjuris puhlici S. R.

htiperii acadeinicuni, enthaltend dcs Fdeil. Rom. Rcichs Grundgesetze. . . . (Leipzig, 1745). The

Law Librarv holds several editions between 1745 and 1794 of this work. Imperial

substantive legislation had gained momentum under Maximilian 1 ( 1475— 1519) and

Charles (1500—56), attested to in the successive line of the Rcichsahschiedc (final acts

of the Imperial Diets) and retrievable from registers, such as Loci communes: abler dcs

Hciligen Roniischen Rcichs Ordnungen, gehaltcncn Rcichstdge und Ahschied gemeine Titel. . . .

(Mainz, 1578) t^y the noted jurist Noe Meurcr. Of highest importance was the

Rcichskammcrgerichtsordiiung, the constitution and procedure Jicfore the Imperial

Chamlaer
[
Camera Impcrialis Judicii; Rctchskammcrgerichtj, first issued in 1495. During its

several revisions or Reformations yuntil 1605), the Roman-Canonical process w'as

introduced. The Librarv holds copies, either included in the final acts of the Impe-

rial Diets (1532, 1548, and 1555) or separate editions between 1542 and 1584 by Noe
Meurcr. Mint rcg;tilations during the sixteenth centtirv held an important position,

particularly that of Lerdinand I (1558— 64) Keyser’s Ferdinandi Newe Miintzordnung

(Diet of Augsburg, 1559), which was intended as a uniform law for the Empire.

The LiJirary of Congress holds the 1559 Mainz edition and other sixteenth-century

editions. Major legislation dealt with criminal law and ptiJiIic administration (Rcich-

spolizeiordnungen) during the Diets of 1530, 1548, and 1577. The most important law' was

the Constitutio Criminalis Carolina (Code of cnminal procedure of Charles V),

promulgated at the Diet of Regensburg 1532, which eventually would Jaccomc the
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Jusgeorgicum by Chrisnan Gottfried Leiscr

(H. i68o-g8). This late seventecnth-centurv

illustrated treatise on laws pcrtainintj to

agriculture includes hshcry laws in great

detail, although one may wonder at the

accuracy of- the depiction of these hsh

(Leipzig and hVankfurt, 1698). {Liw Library

Rare Rook Collection-, lccn zoo^jyz^oi')
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primary law of the Empire and its territories. The Law Library has numerous

editions and reprints between 1548 and 1978 of this law. Koderich von Stintzing’s

Geschicbte der popularen Literatur des romisch-kanonischen Rcchts in Deutschland (Leipzig, 1876)

is an excellent overview of the period and literature.

Territorial losses and changes of the Empire as a consequence of historical

events—such as the Revolutionary War (Peace of Luneville of 1801) and pending

change of voting rights in the Reichstag—made the creation of the so-called Deputa-

tion necessary. The final act of the Deputation, called the Reichs-Deputationshauptschluss of

1803, and related documents are published in Das Ende des Alten Reiches, edited by Ernst

Wilder (Bern, 1975). It was the basis for territorial restructuring of the Empire and

the first step towards its dissolution, finalized by resignation of Erancis II in 1806.

Partikularrecht is the term referring to the body of regional and local law's and

customs found throughout the realm of the Holy Roman Empire, including Italy.

These legal historical materials from about the year a.d. 1000 on are included in

the collections on the law of individual European countries and municipalities.

They add up to a significant portion of the Law Library’s Foreign Law Collection.

Manuscript document on parchment m
German. Certificate aw'arded 1727 to Jo-

hann Georg Elsas for exemplary service as

assistant game warden in Hanau, Ger-

many. (iaw Library Rare Bock Collection; lccn

2004J7290J)
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GERMAN LAW

The German Collection, with over ninety thousand titles, is not only the lar^rest

in the Forciirn Law Collection, but also one of the best developed. Its breadth and

depth of original sources and learned commentary document a_thousand years of

legal, socio-economic, religious, and constitutional dcyelopments, which culmi-

nated m the centennial eyent of the uniform Ciyil Law for Germany, the Biirger-

licbes Gcsetzlnich (Ciyil Code), entering into force on New Year’s Day, 1900.

Legal History ami Sources. The treatises published by German legal scholars from the

second half of the nineteenth century on, coinciding chiefly with the period of the

Historisehe Selmle, are exhaustiye studies and interpretations of the early sources of law.

These w'orks form significant collections in their own right and should be used as

authoritative reference works to related sources, especialK' Germanic sources. Only

a small sampling of names and works in this collection can be provided here, such

as the two w'orks by Hermann Conring (1606— 81), who was considered by many

the “father ” of German legal history, De origine juris Gertnauici and De Gcrmauorvm

imperio roiuano liber vmts ( Helmstad, 1644 and 1694); Gcsehichte dcr deutsehen Rechtstjuellen

(Leipzig, i860— 64) by Otto Stobbe (18^ — 87); Grumiriss des Geruianiseheii Reehts

(Strassburg, 191G Rnd Rechtsarehaologie (Berlm-Dahlem, 194:5— ) by Karl von Amira

(1848— 19:50), the eminent authority on Germanic law; Deutsche Rcehtsalterthiimer

(Gottingen, 1854) by Jacob Grimm (1785— 186:5); Deutsche Rechtsgesehiehte (Leipzig,

1887— 92) and Forsehttugen zur Gcsehichte dcs deutsehen und franzdsisehen Reehts (Stuttgart,

1840) by Heinrich Brunner (1840— 1915); Urkunden zur Gcsehichte des deutsehen Privatreehts

(Bonn, 1881), edited by Richard Schroder (18:58 — 1917) and Hugo Loersch

(1840— 1907); and Schroder’s I.ehrbueh der deutsehen Reehtsgesehiehte, the seyenth edition

(Leipzig, 19:52), prepared by Eberhard yon Ktinssberg (1881 — 1941). There is an

abundance of older legal historical works with a focus on State— or Constitu-

tional— Law since the mid-eighteenth century, such as the Institvtioncs ivris pvhliei

Gmiui/iin (Goettingen, 1770 and 1792) and iJteratur dcs teutschen Staatsreehts (^vyj6— gij of

lohann Stephan Piitter (1725— 1807); and Hhrbueh der deutsehen Reichs- und Rechtsgesehiehte

by Johann b’riednch von Schulte (1827— 1914) in the Law Library’s collections in

several editions between 1861 and 1892. The dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire

in 1806 and the following federal/constitutional deyelopments in Germany— the

Rheinhund (to 1815), Deutseher Bund (1815—66), and Norddeutseher Bund (1866— 70)

—

contributed a wealth of elegant constructs to the literature on Public Law. Among
the Library’s important monographic collections or scries arc those produced -

under the editorship of Otto Friedrich yon Gierke (1841 — 1921) Untersuehungen zur
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deiitschen Staats- iind Rechtsgeschichte (Breslau, 1878 — 1911), and Konrad Beyerle,

Dciitsckrechtliche (Heidelberg, 1907—11). Two significant periodical publications

out of the many held by the Law Library include the Zeitschrift der Savignystijtimg fiir

Rechtsgeschichte, founded 1861 and published in two separate parts, Romanistische Ahtcdiuig

and Gennamstische Ahtcilmig; and the Deutsche Rechtsworterhueh (Jldrterhuch der alteren

deutsehen Reehtsspraehe), originated and edited by the Preussische Akademie der

Wissenschaften, Berlin, and continued by the Akademie der Wissenschaften,

Heidelberg (Weimar, 1914—), the last an encyclopedic law dictionary based on the

terminology of historic sources that may now be accessed over the Internet.

Another category of legal-historical writing is the history of legal science, or

history of legal theory. On the eve of the national codification, such works are

often re-examinations and analyses of accepted concepts rooted in the Germanic

and particularly Roman Law traditions. The Geschiehte der deutsehen Reehtswissensehaft

^Munich, 1884) of Roderich von Stintzing (1825—8^) and Enzyklopadie und Methologie

der Reehtswissensehaft (Giessen, 1905) by Karl Gareis (1844—1923), translated into

English as the Introduction to the Science ofLaw by Albert Kocourek (Boston, 1911), are

tw'O examples.

The sources component is equally rich. The group of Germanic sources

(Folk Laws) have been discussed earlier in connection with the Holv Roman
Empire. The Medieval Re^jional or Local Law compilations in Germany, the

Reehtshiieher, form a very special collection. They are early systematic works on

Imperial Law prevalent in Statutory Law and in Customs Law. Although private

publications, over time these Reehtshiieher had gained official appeal or authority,

adding largely to the development and furthering of the law. The Sachsenspiegel

stands out as the most significant among the Medieval German custumals. It was

originally written in Latin, probably between 1215 and 1233, by Eike von Repgow

(ca. 1180— ca. 1233). The German translation here of the Latin speculum as “Spiegel,”

a term applied to a particular genre of Medieval legal literature, means “reflec-

tion” or “mirror” of the prevailing law of the (Holv Roman) Empire.

A fabulously illuminated manuscript on vellum of the Sachsenspiegel, the best-

known German law eustumal (Rechtshuch'), is maintained in the Rare Book and

Special Collections Division. This work was probablv executed for an Austrian,

possibly a member of the Hapsburg family (Germany, ca. 1500). The manuscript

contains thirtv'-six coats of arms. An illumination possibly shows the author,

Eike von Repgow, presenting his work to Count Hover von Falkenstem at

whose request the work was translated from its original Latin to Low German

(Rare Book and Special Collections; lccn 73213231).
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A page from the illuminated manuscript

Der Sachsenspiegel (Germany, ca. 1500), one

of the oldest and most influential law

codes written in German during the Holy

ffoman Empire. The original Sachsenspiegel

dates from 1230. (^Rare Book and Special Col-

lections Division-, lccn 7421423/)
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The Sachsenspiegel treats ot a w'ide range of legal topics, including Administra-

tive Law, Penal Law, Property and Inheritance Law, dowries and marriage; and

includes a hook on the Feudal Law of the times. It also includes material on

herding and the keeping and hunting of animals. The Library has four incunables

and many later editions. Among early works in the Law Library, a 1581 Polish trans-

lation of the German Sachsenspiegel (The mirror of Saxon law) contains Fdebrew text

inside the book’s binding. The Schwahenspiegel: Spiegel keyserlieher undgemayner iMiidrecht

(ca. 1274—75), a “mirror” of the Emperor’s and the prevailing Common Law of

Germany that is based on the Sachsenspiegel, is represented by two incunabula, both

printed in Augsburg, 1475 and 1480. Other noteworthy works are the Magdelntrgisch

Weichhild and the Sachsische ]\eichhild (in sixteenth-century editions); several sixteenth-

century editions of the Liyenspiegel by Ulrich Tengler (d. ca. 1511), one of 1509; and

three early editions of the Richterlich Klagspiegel by the illustrious Sebastian Brant

(1485— 1521), a form book for civil, criminal, and canon court procedures.

Another type of cnstnmal, an important collection for historic legal research,

are the law books for medieval towns [Stadtrechtc), such as those for Magdeburg,

Gorlitz, Miihlhausen, and the early laws of Munich, Bamberg, Nuremberg, Augs-

burg, Freiberg, and Zwickau, to name just a few.

The principal bodies of law of sovereign states or iJnder within Germany

make up a significant part of the German law collections, beginning in the sixteenth

century with hmdrechte and Ljndsordnnngen to the present time. The most voluminous

are those of Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, Hesse, and Baden, including many constitu-

tional changes. Examples are the Bavarian Lmdrecht /L/if^ ( Munich, 1616 and 1657—59)

and the Codex juris havarici judiciarii of 1755 (revised edition, Ulm, 1804); Repertoriwn juris

Saxonia copiosissiinuni (Dresden, 1668) and the Codex saxonicus, chronologische Saiwnlung . .

.

vein jahre 12^^ his l82j.O for Saxony, compiled and edited by Wilhelm Michael

Schaffrath (Leipzig, 1842 — 45); the Lmdrecht oi the Duchy of Prussia (1620); and Dcs

Hertzogtbumhs Wiirttemherg ernewert ganein LandtRecht (StuXtgan, 1626).

Among the notable achievements preluding the broad European codification

movement of the nineteenth century is the Allgeincine Lmdrecht fur die Preussischen

Staaten of 1794, which exists in the Eibrary in about twenty editions between 1817

and 1970; and Samuel Cocceji’s (1679— 1755) Project des Codicis Fridericiani marchici, the

code he drafted as High Chancellor of Prussia under Frederick the Great. Of
particular interest are the works relating to the Public and Constitutional Law in

the individual states during the constitutional movement of the nineteenth century.

The literature produced on the eve of the German civil codiheation, in an

atmosphere of the nineteenth-century revival of classical studies and antiquity.
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focused again on the “Modern” Roman Law, the so-called Pandektenwissenschaft.

Names connected with the Historische Schiile, and in particular with Pandektenrecht, are

those of Georg Friedrich Puchta (1798— 1846 ), Friedrich Carl von Savigny

(1779
— 1861 ), Heinrich Dernburg

(
1820— 1907), Bernhard Windscheid

(
1817— 92 ),

and Rudolf von Jhering (1818— 92). The works of these authorities in the company

of other noted jurists form a quite significant collection. Some of those names re-

appear in connection with the drafting of the Civil Code; Bernhard Windscheid, for

example, was a member of the commission involved in drafting the Civil Code.

The political movement uniting German States under the Constitution of

1871 as an Empire w'as also the force for uniform legislation of all branches of law

for the Empire {Keichsjustizgesetze), adding the Biirgerliche Gesetzhuch (Civil Code) as

the crowning event at the fin de siecle. The Law Library has a large collection of

different drafts, including the authoritative criticism of the members of the

profession (such as Otto F^riedrich von Gierke, Der Entwiirf eines hiirgerlicben Gesetz-

biiches litid das deutsche Recht); papers of drafting committees and legislative commis-

sions (e.g.. Die gesammelten Materialkn zu den Reichs-Justizgesetzen, and the Biirgerliche

Gesetzhuch, edited by Carl Hahn and Benno Mugdan, respectively, between 1881 and

1899 ); editions of the Code
{
Biirgerliches Gesetzhuch. BGB). Soon after the

promulgation, the commentaries and another type of criticism followed, the BGB
as the code for the moneyed bourgeoisie— cf. Anton Menger (1841 — 1906), Das

Biirgerliche Recht und die hesitzlosen Volksklassen (Tiibingen, 1908 ).

The legal literature traces the demise of the Weimar Republic and the estab-

lishment of the Third Reich in great detail. While most of the collections on the

Third Reich are in the General Collections under History and Political Science,

or in the Third Reich Collection, the bulk of the Weimar and Third Reich legis-

lation IS m the Law Library. The German government was set on its most disas-

trous course by the pivotal new Marriage Law, which in due time developed into

legislation on marital and hereditary health (^Ehe~ oder Erhgesundheitsrechd) and on

protection of German blood and honor (Schutz des deutschen Blutes und der deutschen

Ehre)— later referred to as Rassegesetzgehung or Judengesetzgehung— that promulgated

the National-Socialist race hygiene and population policies. The Reichshiirgergesetz

(citizenship and alien legislation barring unwanted elements from mixing into

Aryan German society) and the Reichsflaggengesetz (the law concerning rituals and

privileges of the flag) complete the foursome of the Niirnherger Gesetze, often

referred to as the “fundamental Niirnberg laws.” The laws dealing with the peas-

antry, land use, and entail
(
Bodenrecht und Erhhojrechty, the new organization of the

German and annexed territories (Deutscher Rauni und Boden); the National-Socialist
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labor, artisanship, and the intelligentsia (^Arheiter der Stirn iind der Fausty, the

manpower orders for work, and on war or defense of the homeland, complete the

picture. There are also, of course, in-depth holdings of works in the collection on

the “pure blood” theory, and historic studies on the Aryan race .and caste dogma,

laying the foundation for the race policies that permeated the cultural, social, and

economic fabric of the nation and criminalized all inter-racial relations (e.g.,

Entjiiduno or Arisienmg, i.e., Aryanization, were very common terms). The Law
Library also has a collection of inde.xes and guides to the entire legislation

throughout the era of the Weimar Republic and the Third Reich, kept up-to-date

until 1944 [Das Rccht der Neuzeit; cin Fiihrer), and transcripts of the Volksgerichtshof

( Peoples Court, a court of special jurisdiction') of trials of participants in the

attempted Hitler assassination in 1944.

A very good collection on modern constitutional developments m Germany

m general is available for the patrons of the Law Lihrarv, which houses all the

constitutions of Germanv, i.e., the Imperial of 1871, the Constitution of the

Weimar Republic 1919, and the two post—World War II Constitutions of West

and East Germany 1949, then Territory under Allied Occupation (1945— 55).

This IS a particularly arresting component of the constitutional collection. The

political-legal problems following the breakup of Germany into East and West

were almost insurmountable, which is documented m the flood of contemporary

legal literature. There was never a peace treaty with the Allies. In West Germany,

the complex co-existence of German Law and Occupation Law, formulated first

in the Occupation Statute [Besatzungsstatut) of August 6, 1949, together with a control

organ of the three Western Allies, the Allied High Commission, was a seedbed

of competing theories and interests during the evolution of the new Constitu-

tional Law. In the Law Library, there are many annotated and unannotated

editions, foreign-language editions, and commentaries, usually published with the

Occupation Statute, to be found. Of particular interest is the large set of Acts and Proto-

cols of the Parkmentarische Rat (Boppard, 1975— 2002), chronicling the drafting of the

Constitution under the keen eye of the Allies, especially the Americans. One of

the works written on the heels of this process was Deutsches Staatsrecht by Theodor

Maunz, which has since been published twenty-eight times.

There are also decisions of the various Military Government Courts; decisions

of the Supreme Restitution Court (British Zone) pursuant to Law 59 (^Restitutions

of identifiahle property to victims ofNazi oppressiony the fifty volumes of the Monthly report of

the Military Governor of Germany; the Military government gazette (U.S. Zone); and a list of

about seventy-five thousand Nazi Party members in foreign countries on microfilm.
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East Germany— as part of the “Ostblock” (i.e., territories in the sphere of

Soviet influence)— liquidated the federal states (^Lander) beginning in 1952 in a

concerted effort to centralize the power of the state and to create a central state

apparatus. The Law Library holds copies of all East German Constitutions

1^1949, 1968, and 1974) reflecting these changes. During the same period of time,

East Germany completed the phase-by-phase nationalization of natural and

industrial resources and property. These events— evidenced by the rapidly

changing legal concepts, institutions, and nomenclature— are manifest in the

East German codes and legal literature on the shelves of the Law Library.

FRENCH LAW

The Erench Law collection, second in size only to the German collection m the

Law Library, is another stellar collection, in particular in the holdings of the droit

coutumier. The Library’s Coutume collection includes approximately seven hundred

volumes. It is one of the outstanding and extensive collections of historic legal

sources m a given jurisdiction m the Law Library and is of particular interest for

the history of the private law of Lrance.

The coutumes, basically Lrankish law, were unwritten local Customary Law

observed m eastern and northern Lrance, the region of the droit coutumier. Coin-

ciding with the rise of feudalism in thirteenth-century Lrance, coutumes began to

appear in written form and were observed by the provincial parlements, acting as

sovereign bodies independent of each other and claiming independence from the

king. The systematic transcription was started with a decree of Charles MI in

1454, mostly concluded by 1580, and influenced more by observances of the

parlement de Parts than by Roman Law. The Midi, the South of Lrance, was the

region of the droit krit, applied by the parlements— the law here was based on royal

decrees and showed a greater influence from Roman Law.

Overall, the coutumes allow one to trace the development of Erench legal

doctrine as well as influences from other legal systems. The coutumes of

Normandy, for example, provide a window on elements shared between British

Common Law and the customary usages in Northern Lrance. The first written

compilation ofNorman coutumes was the Statuta et consuetiidmes Normannie, produced

in two parts between 1199 to 1204 and 1218 to i22p The Grand Coutumier, a trans-

lation from the Latin work Summa de legihus in curia laicali, was the second compi-

lation ofNorman law, written between 1254 and 1258. Tvv'o incunabula of 1483 of

Coustumes du pais de Normandie include the charter given to the Normans by
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Louis X, other statutes, and Giovanni d’Andrea’s Tmctatus super arhorihus consan-

cuineitatis, necnon sprititalis cogmtionis, with arbor diagrams.

The Coutume de Paris is an especially valuable source as it is a compilation

of French Customarv Law that served as a national model lor the codification of

provincial coutumes, which exerted a major infiuence on the drafters of the

Napoleonic codes as well. One may trace the laws of the French colony of

Louisiana and the Louisiana Digest of l 8o8 to this coutume. Further information

about the Law Librarv’s French Coutumes Collection mav be ascertained from The

Coutumes of France in the Library of Congress: An Annotated Bibliography, by Jean Casewell

and Ivan Sipkov (Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., 1977).

The Legist Era of the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Centuries. France and the Netherlands

were for two centuries (from about mid-sixteenth century on) the leading cen-

ters of the European humanist (or “elegant”) jurisprudence with a superb body

of scholarly literature in both theory and interpretive terminology. The Law

Library holds an outstanding collection of French legal thought. Two names

closelv associated with the coutumes are of primary importance, Charles Du
Moulin (1500—66) and Antoine Loisel (1536—1617). The Calvinist Du Moulm’s

work was probably even more valued as one of the earliest scholarly studies on the

text and gloss of the Decretum Cratiani. Another important figure m this context is

Jean Chappuis (fi. 1500), whose unified edition of the Decretum with the subsequent

decretal collections would become the model for editions of Canon Law, henceforth

to be known as the Corpus duns Canonici. For the histonc-philological approach of

sixteenth-century jurists, the Library’s collections include the works of numerous

scholars, such as Pierre Rebuffi (1487— 1557), with his treatises on royal ordinances,

constitutions, and Feudal Law'; Andrea Alciati (1492— 1550); Francois Hotman

(1524— 90); and Jacques Cujas (1522— 90); all with notable treatises on the

significance and precise meaning of legal terms and phrases. Jean Bodin (1530—96)

is represented in the collections by about fifty titles, among them his Expose du droit

umversel and his Six livres de la Repvbliqve m numerous editions. Francois Douaren

(1509— 69) and Hugues Doneau (1527—91) have many titles in the collections.

Hugues Doneau (1527—91) and Antoine Favre (1557—1624) stand out w'ith system-

atic treatises of Modern Roman Law'. Jean Domat (1625—96) treats “Civil Law”

in Its natural order. Robert Joseph Pothier (1699— 1772), another outstanding

name among jurists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, prepared the

groundwork for the code civil with his systematic Civil Law treatises; the collection

of his works in the Law Librarv numbers over one hundred titles.

opposite: Le grand coustumier de Normandie,

covered in dark green velvet, is a manu-

script on parchment that contains seven il-

luminated miniatures that appear to have

been produced ca. 1450 to 1470. Depicted

here is folio 227, “A King of France giving

a document to an archbishop.” This fab-

ulously illustrated compilation of the Nor-

man coutumes is an extremely well preserved

masterpiece of medieval paleography and

one of the treasures of the Library. (Dw Li-

brary Rare Book Collection; lccn loorfjjzgoo')
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The subject base of the collections grows broader through the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries. Of interest are the works on Maritime Law, including

marine insurance, and Law of the Sea by several authors, among them Jacques

Godefroy (1587— 1652) and Robert Joseph Pothicr, or Rene-Josuc \dlin (1695—

1765). The work of the lexicographer Pierre Jacques Brillon (1671 — 1756) is also

significant to these years, as is the standard legal dictionary of the renowned

French jurist and philologist Barnabe Brisson (^1551 — 91), the Lexicon Ivris or Dc

verhorum ijuae adjus pertinent significatione, m several editions in the Law Lil’irarv. The

Law Librarv also holds the scarce earh’ edition of Collection dc decisions nouvellcs ct dc

notions relatives a jurisprudence actucllc (jParis, 1757) by Jean Baptiste Denisart (1715— 65),

a major reference work (or digest^ arranged as a dictionary of legal issues.

Royal Ijgislation. The French monarchs used legislation to their advantage like no

other power in Medieval Fturope. Fhe laws, called ordonnanccs, were only m force m
the so-called roval domains (Crown good or donianiwn), originallv verv small fin the

twelfth centurv only areas around Pans, Sens, Orleans, and Botirges), while local

custom and legislation rested with the local authorities in the region or province. B\'

end of the fifteenth centurv, however, nearly three quarters of France w'as in the

hands of the king. The Law Librarv holds some chronological or substantive collec-

tions, among them the comprehensive well-knov\'n Ordomumces des roys de France in 21

volumes (Pans, 1725— 1849; reprint edition, Farnborough, 1967—), edited by Eusebe

Jacob Lauriere (1659— 1728), Eouis Guillaume de \hlevault (d. 1786), and others.

The Library holds four interesting incunabula, all published in Pans 1499: Les

ordonnanccs royaitlx, nouvclleinent puhlices a Paris; an interesting manual Lc stillc de

Perlcment, avic instruction et stillc des requestes; Lc stille dc Chastellct; and La nouucllc ordon-

nance faictc par le roy . . . touchant la reformation des privileges des vniuersitez dc ce royaunie. A
collection of royal ordonnanccs deals with the administration of justice and proce-

dure, Ordonnanccs royaux svr le faict de la ivstice . .
. faites par les rois Francois (Roven, 1645).

The Law Library also holds a large number of individual ordonnanccs on particular

subjects, including commentaries.

Court Decisions. Originally known as the Assembly of Provincial Estates, the

Parlenient gradually metamorphosed during the fourteenth century into superior

judicial courts; the legislation, however, remained with the Conscil. In the Eibrary’s

collections, one may study this unique development m France m the interesting

treatise Freize liures des parlcmcns de France, esqvels est anqdanent traicte de levr origine et institv-

tion (Geneva, 1621) by Bernard de la Roche Flavin (1552— 1627). The Eaw Eibrary
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holds several editions ot Jean Papon’s (1505— ca. 1590) work Reeved ’arrestz notables des

covrts sovveraines de France (Lyon, 1557, second edition). The records, cases, and deci-

sions ol these courts, mainly the Parlement de Paris and the provincial sovereign

courts (also under the name of Parlement), constitute another source collection

providing insight into pre-revolutionary court process and procedures. Of partic-

ular interest are the provincial sovereign courts of Normandie, Toulouse,

Grenoble, Bordeaux, Dijon, and Aix-en-Provence.

Examples of some relevant holdings include a collection of treatises by Cardin

Le Bret (^1558—1655), including the decisions of the Parlement de Paris (Pans, 1642);

the Parlement of Grenoble Dccisiones Parlamenti Delphinatus (Lyon, 1562) bv Guy de La

Pape (ca. 1402— ca. 1487); the Novveav reeved des arrests de Bonrgongne. . . . Decidees par

ivgements et arrests de la Cour somteraine dit Parlement de Dijone, by
J.
Bouvot (Cologny,

162^— 28), and the anonymous Recneil des arrets, arretes, remonstrances et autre pieces . . . dii

Parlement de Bretagne (France?, 1765). There are, of course, registers or dictionnaires des

arrets of the Parlements of France; one of the better known is a six-volume w'ork

bv Pierre Jacc]ues Brillon (1671 — 17^6).

The Codification. In an effort to harmonize France’s varied regional laws and to

disseminate the political principles of the French Revolution, the French Code civil,

or Code Napoleon as it became known, was developed at Napoleon’s direction and

promulgated m 1804. Influenced by Roman Law, this seminal work aimed at a

rational Common Law uniformly applied throughout the indivisible nation,

granting equality before the law. At the same time, it brought about a formal

break with the earlier “feudal” particularism or regionalism, so dominant during

the ancien regime. In substance, the Code civil desfranc^ais presented a logical organi-

zation of legal concepts and principles of law and, as such, was a major influence

on the development of Modern Civil Law, leaving the legacy of French rules in

many parts of the world. The term “civil” was to indicate that it was the code of

the “Third Estate,” i.e., the bourgeoisie, regulating the family as the most impor-

tant “cell” of the state, including matters of property, inheritance, contracts, and

obligations m the daily affairs and relations of “men of means
”

The Code civil, the first of the Cine] codes de l’Empirefranc,aise to become known

the world over, became a model for other European codes and was a major

influence on Qiiebec (Nouvelle-France) law and on the law of the U.S. State of

Louisiana, whose original code was also drafted m the French language.

Following the Code Napoleon other codes appeared m rapid sequence, i.e., the

Code de procedure civile (1806), Code de commerce (1807), Code d’instniction criminel (1809), and
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opposite: “We’ll get rhem!” A French sol-

dier’s cry to his compatriots doubles here

as an urging tor the French public to con-

tribute to the war eidort through bonds.

Published in 1916, this image became the

most popular French poster of World

War I. {Prints and Photographs Division; lc-

uszcz-j86^')

Code penal (1810), forming the core of the new French Law. Of course, as in other Civil

Law jurisdictions, most areas of the law were codihed over time; two other early

codes included the Code dcs douanes (1806) and the Code rural, forestier ct feodal (1808).

The Law’ Library’s collection of the French codes is extensive, including the

original and official editions, comparative works on the law of the ancien regime and

the new codifications, as w'ell as comparative works on the French codes and other

early European codifications— e.g.. Concordance entre les codes de commerce etrangers et le

Code de commerce franc/tis (Pans, 1851) by Fortune Anthonie de Saint-Joseph (1794—

1853), a comparison of the French commercial code with different countries’ legislation, including that

of South America; or his Concordance entre les code civils etrangers et le code Napoleon (Paris,

1840), covering the codes of such countries as Sw’eden, the Kingdom of Wiirt-

temberg (Germanv), and the Two Sicilies. In addition, there are collections of

decrees and manifests issued during the Consulate and Empire (1799— 1815), such

as the Recited and Supplement an Recited dcs decrets, manifestes, discours, etc. de Napoleon Bona-

parte et des memhres de son gouvernement (London, 1816).

The Constitutional Law and liistory of France is an equally if not more inter-

esting collection. The Constitution of 1791 (^Constitution franeffse. Pans, 179O was

issued by the Assemhlee nationale constituante (1789—91); the draft was introduced in the

session of the Assemhlee nationale in August 1791 (^Chartre constitutionelle des Francjois. Pans

and Liege, 1791). An authentic copr^’ of the French Constitution (London, 1791) is in the collec-

tions of the Library, followed by the Constitutions de I'Fmpire, 1852, of Napoleon 111 .

Follow'ing suit are the constitutions of the various republics up to the most recent.

The Law Library also holds collections on French overseas departments (JAepaiiements

d’Outre-niery such as French Guiana, Martinique, Guadeloupe, and Reunion, and the

French overseas territories (Ferritoires d’oittre mer'), among them French Polynesia,

Mayotte, and the contested Southern and Antarctic Territories (Ferres australes et

antarctuptesfranc^aises); law collections of New France (Noitvelle-Francey now the Cana-

dian Province of Qtiebec; and collections of laws for the French colonies.

In times of war, when various kinds of financial legislation must be passed to

support the war effort, governments normally engage in various public campaigns.

To carry our its fund-raising aims during the First World War, France created a

series of evocative posters, which form part of the French Poster Collection

accessed through the Prints and Photographs Division. The one shown here

fostered the implementation of wartime legislation and economic regulation.

On the other hand, researchers in the Law Library can find historic legisla-

tion from France and other nations to control w'lndfall profits that were generated

by the war effort.
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OTHER EUROPEAN LAW

Among Other Civil Law jurisdictions, Spain is represented by numerous rare law-

related materials in the Library’s Manuscript Division and Rare Book and Special

Collections Division, but the Law Library has a particularly rich trove of rare

Spanish holdings numbering over twelve hundred volumes. Early editions of

ancient and Medieval Spanish codes, manuscripts (some of which arc signed or

autographed), legal documents relating to the Spanish colonies in the Americas,

and other materials of significance to the history of the legal development of

Spam, Portugal, and other Hispanic-derived jurisdictions are housed in the Law

Library’s Rare Book Collection.

The history of Spanish Law assumes far more than local importance. The

early Spanish codes represent some of the most lasting institutions of Roman
Law, and they were the medium through which Spam carried her law into the

world. The earliest extant Spanish code is the Breviary of Alaric, a.d. 506, also

known as the Lex Ronnma Usigotborum. The Brex'iary contains noXdsigothic elements

but is rather post-classical, pre-Justinian Roman Law. The text is in Latin, and it'

has come down to us m its entirety. Until the revival of Justinian’s Corpus Iiiris

Civilis in thirteenth-century Bologna, the Breviary constituted virtually the only
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A beautiful edition of the Sitmma Iloslicn-

sis of Cardinal Henneus dc Segusio (ca.

1200—71). (Liw Library Rare Book Collection;

LCCN lOO/j.j'jigoS). The 1579 Turin edition

of the Sitmma Hostiensis contains the Arbor

Bigamiae diagram.

Roman Law known in Europe. The earliest edition of this work found in the

Law Library collection was printed in Pans in 1550 by Carolam Buillard by order

of the president of the Parlement of Pans, Cardinal Jean Bertrand. This is believed

to be the first printed edition of the Breviary. The Law Library also possesses Max
Conrats German translation (Leipzig, 1903) and Gustav Haenel’s Latin edition

(Leipzig, 1849).

The Breviary of Alaric was superseded by the late seventh-century Lex \ higoth-

oniiii (Forum judicitm') in the thirteenth century, translated from the original Latin

text into vernacular Spanish as Fiiero juzgo. The Fiiero jiizgo is considered the first

comprehensive Spanish code of laws. Through its amalgamation of Roman
elements with the enactments of \fisigothic kings, a uniform legal system ec]ually

applicable to the Germanic and Roman populations of ancient Spain was formed.

The Fuero jiizgo was incorporated into Las siete partidas and influenced the nineteenth-

century Spanish Civil Code. The earliest Law Library copy of the Fuero juzgo is a

thirteenth-century Spanish manuscript on vellum. It is also the earliest Spanish

legal manuscript in the Library of Congress. In addition to the manuscript copy,

the Law Library contains other important editions of the Fuero juzgo, including

that in Karl Zeumer’s Mouumenta Germaniae historia and the edition prepared in

Madrid in 1815 by the Royal Academy of Spain. Another important code of laws
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opposite;; The Fuero Real, the Ordenamiento

de Alcala, was issued by King ATonso XI

(1^48). In addition to the Ordenamiento dc

Alcala, this manuscript contains laws of

Enrique II, Lc^'cs de la Margarita, dating from

the end of the fourteenth century (139?),

written hy at least two scribes in the aF

cald script, with some later additions in

courtesan. {l.aw Library Rare Rook Collection;

I.CCN 8346/J7/)

was the Fuero Real {^Fuero Castellano; 1252/55, edited in Catalan), which in some

regions replaced the Fuero juzgo. The Library holds a 1491 edition of this code with

the Latin gloss by Alonso Diaz cie Montalvo (1405— 99) and several sixteenth-

century editions of the same work, as w'cll as the Ordenanzas reales (Castile), m
several 1485 eciitions, compiled by Alonso Diaz de Montalvo as well.

The most important Medieval Spanish Code and one of the most important

of the oU European codes is the Lihro del fuero (1256/58). Regarded by many as a

cultural as well as a legal monument in the history of Spam, it was initiated on

lune 23, 1256, by King Alfcanso X (Alfonso the Wise), King of Castile and Leon,

and the work was completed on August 28, 1265. The original compilation under-

went four revisions, each time slightly changing the name (^Lihro del fuero de las leyes;

Lihro de las leyes; Especulo; and finally Siete partidas or the Book of Seven Divisions).

The character of the work changed at the same time, from a compilation of the

law to a scholarly presentation in seven distinct parts of the then known substan-

tive law. To establish the authority of the Siete partidas over the local Fueros and the

Fuero Real, the Ordenamiento de Alcala was issued by King Alfonso XI A348). The

Law Library holds a rare manusenpt of the Ordenamiento, written towards the end

of the fourteenth century.

Siete partidas shows an immense range of Roman, Canon, and Feudal Law in

the formulation of its constitutional, civil, and criminal statutes. Renowned

equally for its style as for its authority, it remained for centuries the pinncipal

instrument m the training of Spanish judges and became the foundation for the

legislation of the Spanish colonies m America. Some of its provisions have been

invoked in modern times by the courts of Texas, Louisiana, California, the

Philippines, and Puerto Rico.

Siete partidas was printed for the first time in 1491, edited by Alonso Diaz de

Montalvo. There are two printed “first editions”: one dated October 25, 1491, and

the other December 24, 1491, both done in Seville. The Law Library copy is the

real first edition, dated October 25, 1491, and printed by Mainardus Ungut and

Stanislaus Polonus. Other editions of the Partidas represented in the Law Library

begin with the 1555 Salamanca edition printed by Andrea de Portonaris in four folio

volumes, which contains the first gloss of Gregerrio Lopez de Tovar. The collection

includes several other sixteenth- and seventeenth-century editions and the schol-

arly editions undertaken by the Royal Academy of Spam beginning in 1807.

An eminent legal source, the Consolat de mar (Consulat of the sea), which

would become one of the most influential sources in the development of modern *

maritime law, was compiled in fifteenth-century Barcelona. The Library holds
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Gdiilario de Puga, published in Mexico City

in 1563, IS the second law book printed in

North America. {^Liw Library Rare Book CoP

leciion; icon o^ooSigj, LC-usiGz-Sii^y)

about twenty editions of the work, including the Libre de Consolat dels fets maritims

(Barcelona, 159a) and reprints of the original 1408 Barcelona version of the Idihre

del Consolat de mar On its early course as the principal Maritime Commercial Law

and Mediterranean Law erf the Sea, it was printed m other pLices in the region.

In addition to these Spanish works, the Library holds six Italian editions.

The early legal development of Portugal was linked to that of Spain, and the

Roman and \dsigothic legislation discussed above applied throughout the Iberian

Peninsula. The first systematic collection of strictly Portuguese Law was the

Ordenaeoes Manuelmas, 1521, and the Ordenaeoes Pilipinas, i6op These were the chief

sources of Portuguese Law before the establishment of the present codes, and

they remained m effect until modern times not only in Portugal itself, but also in

its colonies, including Brazil. The Law Library has editions of each of these three

Portuguese legislative collections. The legislation issued by Alfonso is contained

in a later edition published by the Real Imprensa da Universidade in Coimbra in

1792. ITom a bibliographical point of view, the volume containing the legislation

of Ring Manuel I is perhaps the most noteworthy. The work contains the second

compilation of Manuel's laws, since all copies of the hrst, which appeared between

1512 and 1514, were destroyed after the prohibition of the work in 1521. The various

parts of the second compilation were published m Spam and Portugal between 1521

and 15.59, their production involved three printers, including juan Cromberger

of Seville, who introduced printing into the New World, when in 1559 he organized

a press in Mexico. The Law Library is also fortunate in having a hrst edition of the

1603 Lisbon compilation Ordenaeoes Lilipinas, issued by Philip II.

Among the rarities in the Hispanic Law Collection arc a number of works

that hold a special place in the development of law m the Spanish and Portuguese

possessions m the New World. Among these is the Cediilario de Pnga, compiled by

\Csco de Puga, a judge of the Audiencia— a Spanish colonial court of appeals

—

pursuant to a commission given by Viceroy Luis de Velasco, who m turn was

acting m fulhllment of a royal order (^cedilla) calling for the compilation of all

statutes, decrees, and eedulas relating to the viceroyalty of New Spam. The compi-

lation, covering the period 1525 to 1563 and published 1563 in Mexico City, was

considered the second law hook printed on the continent of North America and

IS often cited as the hrst compilation of laws of America (lccn 09001871 ). It was

actually the second, however, since a compilation prepared by Antonio de

Mendoza— one not present in the collection— antedated the Puga work by

hfteen years. Mendoza’s compilation, however, was conhned to the ordinances

and instructions that could serve as a guide to the officers of the Audiencia and
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thus was more restrictive in scope than that ot Pu£^a. The Cediilario de Piiga was

rejected over the next hundred years in a series of important legal compilations.

The Ceditlario indiano (Madrid, 1596) is another of these early compilations in

the Law Librarv collection. Compiled in four folio volumes by Diego de Encinas,

a clerk of the Royal Council of the Indies, it is considered a monument in

Spanish legislation. The council itself had the work published in response to

demands from officials, lawyers, and the public. It contains the cedillas, capitiilos de

ordenanzas, mstrucciones, and cartas issued at different times by the monarchs

Fernando and Isabella, the Emperor Carlos, his mother Juana, and the Catholic

King Eehpe. The Cedidario indiano covers the years from Columbus’s voyages to

America to 1596.

The Recopilacion de leyes de loys reynos de las Indias, 1680, usuallv referred to as

Recopilacion de Indias, was regarded as the basic collection of the laws and regulations

issued bv the Spanish Crown for the colonies throughout their entire colonial

period. The Recopilacion was ordered printed by a decree of November i, 1680, and

the four-volume work was completed in Madrid in 1681. As the laws were

modified, new' editions were issued in 1756 in four volumes, in 1774 in four

volumes, in 1791 in three volumes, and in 1841 in four volumes, \blume z of the

1841 edition, compiled by Jose Maria Alvarez (1777— 1820), w'as furnished w'lth

materials concerning laws issued for the Indies after 1680, including a chrcmo-

logical index. All five editions of the Recopilacion de Indias are represented in the

Hispanic Law' Collection.

The items cited here are merely representative of the hundreds of rare

volumes in the collection relating to the development of law in Spam, Portugal,

and their colonies and possessions. Spam ceded its two provinces of the Eloridas

to the United States by a treaty concluded in 1819 which was formally ratified

two years later. On March 10, 1821, President Monroe appointed Andrew' Jackson

as Governor of the Eloridas and as commissioner to take over the provinces from

Spain. In the interim, before the establishment of a regular territorial govern-

ment and legislature, Jackson ordered that all previous law's and municipal regu-

lations remain in effect as under the Spanish regime. During that interim period,

Jackson had certain necessary regulations published in a pamphlet entitled Ordi-

nances hy Major-General Andrew Jackson, then governor of the provinces of the Floridas, exer-

cising the powers of the captain-general, and of the intendant of the island of Cuba, over the said

provinces, and of the governors of the said provinces, respectively (St. Augustine, printed by

R.W. Edes, 1821). This tw'entv-eight-page brochure m the Law Library’s collec-

tion IS the only existing copy.
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Cnpituli et ordiuatione di mare [ct] di mercantic

(Coiisolal dc mar) (^Romc, 1519). (L?u> Li-

brary Rare Book Collection; lccn 92/ ^97^/4)

opi'OSITh: An illumination from Statuta ct

leges Venctorum (^Statuta Venetoriim: 12^2 —

I ^46), a manuscript written on fourteenth-

century vellum. The illustration shows

one of the eight miniatures that are placed

within initials. (Law Library Rare Rook Col-

lection; LCCN 9947656^)

In Medieval Italy, alongside Ronaan, Canon, and Germanic Law, emerged the

Local Law of the independent city states. Be'gmning in the twelfth century, these

cities started to collect their Customary Laws in w'ntten form. These collections

were succeeded hv comprehensive codes or statuta, cnactments.of local legislative

bodies, which prevailed until the codification of the eighteenth century. These laws

of the city states on maritime commerce eventually began to have international

application. Of the five hundred volumes of statuta maintained by the Law Library,

the most outstanding item is the manuscript of the Statuta et leges Veuetorum.

Among the early printed statuta in the collection are those of Genoa (Bologna,

1498), bound with a 15^8 edition of the Leges Rotae Genuensis; the Liber statutorum inelite

eiuitatis Medtolani ( Milan, 1480); and the ConsUtutiones doininii inediolanensis (Milan,

1541). The collection also contains contemporaneous regulations on particular

subjects from the major municipalities or city states of Medieval and Renaissance

Italy, as well as numerous statuta from the si.xteenth through the eighteenth

centuries. Such collections include interesting civil and criminal statutes of

Bologna, among them Statvta eriminalis cominvnis Bononiae (Bologna, 1525) and Statuta

eivilia, et criininalia eivitatis Noniae (Bologna, 17^5— fy); the Statvta tnagnifieae eivitatis Veronae

(Venice, 1611); and the Novissinntm statutoruni ac venetanun legum volunien (Venice, 1729).

Throughout the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, \Lnice was a major power

in maritime trade. Together with other Italian cit\' states, it contributed consider-

ably to the formation of the Mediterranean Law' of the Sea. Early editions of several

documents and works that were instrumental in the development of Maritime Law

may be found in the Law Library’s collections, among those two fourteenth-

centurv manuscripts on Venetian Maritime Law. The first, Statuta et ordinamenta super

navibus, contains a maritime statute enacted in Venice by the Doge Rinerio Zeno in

1255. Penned in a good gothic hand, on twenty-five vellum leaves, are one hundred

eighty-six chapters of regulations on all aspects of shipbuilding and on relations

between ship owners and crew's, etc. The second, a fourteenth-century manu-

script, Capitulare offieialium eataveris Venetiarum, contains laws and regulations on

Venetian trade and contraband. The Spanish Consolat de mar (Consular of the sea)

was an important model for the development of Maritime Commercial Law. The

Library holds— besides the Spanish editions discussed earlier— six Italian

editions, the earliest a Rome edition of 1519, Capituli et ordinatione di mare [etj di

mareantie; four Wnetian editions, Libro di Consolato novamente stampato et rieorretto (1539)

and II Consolato del mare (1584, 1612, and 171^); and one Luca edition of 1720.

Many treatises and commentaries have attained the status of classical works

in Maritime and Commercial Law'. Among these is Benvenuto Stracca (1509 — 78)
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Tractatiis de mercatiiria sen mercatore (\'enice, 1555) in the collection with 1556, 1558, 1575,

1595, and many later editions of the same work. His Tractatus is considered one of

the first attempts to construe Commercial Law as a coherent system distinct

from Civil Law.

The Library’s vast law or law-related collections on European Continental

jurisdictions include many items unique for their rarity or other historic attrib-

utes, and the works are far too great m number and scope to summarize

adequately. The illustrations on these pages are thus but a few more examples of

the riches of the Library’s law holdings.

A study of the legal collections of the Nordic countries of Denmark, Finland,

Iceland, Norway, and Sweden reveals readily both the unique aspects of each

particular jurisdiction and their influences from the major Western Civil and

Common Law traditions. Although borders and political power have shifted hack

and forth from earliest time on until as late as the twentieth century, the legal

systems of these small nations were remarkably distinct from each other. Once the

rivalries had been settled and the identity and border of each nation had been

permanently defined, the desire for contact, inspiration, and outside ideas devel-

oped into intense formal and informal cross-border cooperation, under the

auspices of the Nordic Council and the European Union. Many of the present-

day statutes of these five neighboring countries, therefore, often have quite similar

or identical language.

One of the Library’s Scandinavian treasures is the Icelandic manuscript

titled the fonsbok. It contains the code of law that was issued m the thirteenth

century by the Norwegian King Magnus VII to the people of Iceland, many of

whom descended from Norwegian settlers. In the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, manuscripts as well as printed copies of the Jonsbok were m great

demand because of the requirement that all Icelandic boys learn it by heart. The

Jonsbok was an item brought to every courthouse meeting. The Library’s copy is

a manuscript from the seventeenth century, noteworthy for its unusual gothic

script and decoration.

Among the various early European codes held by the Eau' Eibrary are several

Swedish ones that demonstrate Sweden’s continental legal heritage, specifically its

German-Roman roots. The first comprehensive legal codification, the Sveriges

Rikes Lag, enacted in 17^4 and still in force today, is in an original copy in the Eaw

Library’s collections. The systematic arrangement into nine balks (literally

“beams,” i.e., books), covering such areas as Family and Inheritance Law, Land

Law, commerce, judicial procedure, and criminal justice, reveal the strong

opposite: Jonsbok. l.avgbok islendinga hiioria

sanian hejitr sett Magnus Noregs kongur (16^7).

This is actually a facsimile, which was

produced in 16^7, of the lawbook manu-

script of King Magnus \ 'II of Norway. It

is executed in a Gothic script with Ro-

manesque initialing throughout. (^Law Li-

brary Rare Book Collection; Law Ms j6 lirbrJ
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—a.

Portrait of Frederick 111 of Denmark from

the 1709 edition of Lex regia.

opposm;: Inleidiug tot de fdollaudsche reehts-

geleertheyd (s’Graven-hage, 1631). This sys-

tematic explication of Dutch Law is a le-

gal classic by the prominent jurist Hugo

Grotius. (Liw Library Rare Rook Collection;

LCCN ]0010g^i)

influences of the Continental tradition on the Swedish legal system. It has

remained the foundation for mociern Swedish Law and the primary tool for every

Sweciish lawyer. The Cocie has been published annually since 1942, reflecting the

constant changes and amendments to the law.

The voluminous ccdlections on the law of the Netherlands include the

w'orks of a wide range of celebrated humanist legal scholars, such as Johannes

Arnoldiis Corvintis t^ca. 1382 — 1650); Cornells van Bijnkershoek (1673— 1743):

Ulrich Huber (d. 1694); Joannes \bet (1647—1713); and the immense scholarly

production of Hugo Grotius (1583— 1645). The work of this polyhistorian was

devoted not only to the Roman-Dutch Law. A Christian Hebraist like John

SeUen, Grotius wrote tractates on Natural Law, theology and religion in general,

and on the Old Testament m particular, e.g., Aniwtationes in \hiis Testamentnin

(Halle, 1775—76); Aniwtationes in Libros Evangeliorwn (Amsterdam, 1641); and De veri-

tate religionis Christian (Lyons, 1640); all covercci at the Library in several editions.

He wrote also on Roman law, Floriini sparsio ad ins Iiistinianenin fParis, 1642), and

poetry. The Library holds copies of his poetic work, Poeinata (Lyons, 1617 and

1639), eciited bv Willem de Groot (1597— 1662); a 1664 Leiden edition and a

Dutch/Latin translation, De dtchtwcrh.cn van Hugo Grotius i^Assen, 1970); and a five-

volume Greek anthology (^Anthologia Gmeea, cum versione Latina LLngonis Grotii.

Utrecht, 1795— 1822). An interesting work c:m the origins of the American Indians

(De origine gentium americanarnm dissertatio. N.p., 1642, reprinted m Amsterdam and

Pans m the same year) may have been inspired by the excitement of that time

over the reports on the explorations by the Ncdcrlandsche West-lndische Compagnie

(1621—75) Dutch colonization of what was to become New Netherlands

( later New York). An Amsterdam and Paris edition of the same year, as well as

a comment on it, Notae ad disscrtationum LLngonis Grotii De origine Gentium amcrica-

narnm (Amsterdam, 1643) by Johannes de Laet ( 1593
— 1649), and a translation On

the origin of the native races of America by Edmund Goldsmid (Edinburgh, 1884) are in

the collections of the Library.

A notable title of the Czech treasures in the Law Library Rare Book Collec-

tion IS the most important early systematic treatise on Czech Law, O prdwieeh

Zemic Czeskee Ulktorina Ze Wsschrd poezinagij knihy prwnije [-dewaatee] (Nine Books on

the Laws of the Czech Kingdom; lccn 2003558112). Referred to as the “Vsehrd”

and written by \uktorin Kornel ze Vsehrd ( 1460— 1520), a lawyer, professor, and

Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy of the Charles University in Prague, this

manuscript dates to 1504 and demonstrates that the Czech Law of the time .

eschewed Roman Law influence m favor of Customary Law.
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Politia historica. C ) wrchmstcch a sprwcvcb swetskych

knihy palery by Georg Laiiterbcck (Prague,

1S84). Tliis early Czech work concerns the

rules for kings and rulers. (Ljw Library Rare

Rook Collection; lccny6oyyuS). Another ear-

lier related work by Lauterbeck in the Law

Library is his Rcgcntenhiich of 1567, which in-

cludes the author’s translations of various

earlier authors on the duties of kings and

rulers. This is one of only two recorded

copies in the United States. (Lnv Library

Rare Book Collection
;
LCCN dy;j79j7)
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As noted in Poland in the Collections of the Library of Congress: An Overview, by

Kazimierz Grzybowski (^Washington: Library of Congress, 1968), the Law
Library’s Polish Law Collection includes a complete set of the laws and consti-

tutions adopted by the Diets of the Commonwealth since 1550, the original and

modern editions of the Volnmina Legiun, the complete collection of Polish legisla-

tion beginning with the Statutes of the Diet of Wislica of 1:547, early enactments

of the provincial diets and synods, as well as an early edition of the Polish Munic-

ipal Laws governing legal relations in the cities and towns throughout the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth from Silesia to Kyiv. Three consecutive codes of the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania from 1529, 1566, and 1588 likewise may be found in the

Law Library’s Rare Book Collection.

When the Ukrainian provinces of the Grand Duchy were incorporated into

Poland proper, their legal system retained the 1566 version of the Statutes. The

Law Library has the original and modern editions of the Statutes, both in the

official language of the Grand Duchy and in contemporary Polish translations.

Legislative materials pertaining to the enactment of the Constitution of May
1791, are also housed m the Law Library.

RUSSIAN LAW

In their study of the Law Library’s collections. The Law Library of the Library of

CoM^rt55 (Library of Congress, Washington, 1978), Kimberly Dobbs and Kathryn

Harm estimated the entire Russian Collection of the Law Library at approxi-

mately twenty-seven thousand volumes, with the pre-1917 works numbering

about thirteen thousand items and the Soviet materials about fourteen thousand.

Today the number of volumes in the collections from the now defunct Soviet

Union, Russia, and former Soviet-occupied nations is much higher, reflecting the

explosion of publishing from the fifteen jurisdictions that emerged as indepen-

dent nations after the breakup of the Soviet Union in August 1991. The Law

Library’s Russian and Soviet holdings include standard Civil Law materials such

as constitutions, official law gazettes, and annotated codes, as well as treatises,

monographs, collections of decisions, and legal periodicals. Parliamentary debates

and works relating to political infrastructure are not m the custody of the Law

Library but are found in the General Collections of the Library of Congress.

After the Russian Revolution of 1905 and throughout the war years in the

Soviet Union, concfitions were such that the Library of Congress was able to

purchase a variety of important Russian and Soviet collections. In 1906, Siberian
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merchant Gennadii Xdsil’evich Yudin (lUdin), seeking a sate home tor his vast

personal library, ottered the Library ot Congress eighty thousand books at a

nominal cost. These were distributed among the custodial divisions ot the Librarv

according to subject, and a portion ot the law materials, mainly eighteenth-

century, reached the Law Library in 1914. Another great intlux ot important

Russian and Soviet works arrived at the Librarv through book dealer Israel Perl-

stein, who trom 1927 until his death in 1975 purchased large quantities ot books

trom the Soviet authorities that had confiscated them trom the Imperial and other

libraries and sold them to obtain much needed hard currencv. According to one

source, these collections were on occasion sold by the linear yard. The rare Russian

Law Items trom the Imperial collections that tound their way into the Law

Librarv include material trom the Winter Palace Collection, seminal legal sources,

and unique items, including illuminated manuscript charters, patents ot nobility,

manuscript scrolls, and other documentary works.

Printing was introduced in Russia in 1564

—

a comparatively late date—and the

first printed Russian law book did not appear until 1649, when the Ulozhenie Tsaria

Akkseia Mikhailovicha (The Code ot Czar Aleksei Mikhailovich) was promulgated

and published in Moscow. The Ulozhenie was influential in elevating the contempo-

rary Russian vernacular to an official written language and would remain the basic

law ot the land until 1833. The Law Library holds a manuscript copy ot the Ulozhenie,

a copy ot the first and the second printing ot the first edition, as well as copies ot the

1720, 1737, 1759, 1779, 1790, and 1796 editions, some ot these in multiple copies or

variants. The second law book printed in Russia, the Kornichaia K)iiga or “Pilot

Book,” IS a compendium ot ecclesiastical and civil (i.e., Roman) Laws, including

church canons, epistles, sermons, selections trom Byzantine secular legislation,

princely statutes, and commentaries. Atter Kyivan-Rus’ adopted the taith ot Byzan-

tium in 988, the Kortnehaia Kniga, also known by its Greek title Nomocanon, circulated

in Russia tor centuries in manuscript torm. Russian Church authorities under Patri-

arch loseph first printed the text in Moscow in 1630, but in 1651 the Russian Church

Council, refiecting a growing schism in the Church, stopped the book’s distribution,

loseph died the next year, and Czar Aleksei Mikhailovich appointed a new patriarch,

Nikon, investing him with unprecedented authority. Aleksei hoped that Nikon

would help to bring order both to Russia and Russian worship. In 1653, Nikon reis-

sued the 1650 text of the Kornichaia Kniga with some omissions and his own added text.

The Law Library' holds two variant copies of the Kornichaia Kniga, the second variant

showing what is possibly further editing done by Old Believers who owned the -

book. Subsequent editions in the Law Library include the 1787 and 1804 printings.
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Another Russian religious text in the Law

Library’s Rare Book Collection is the

Charter of the litr’ev Monastery in Novgorod,

printed in Moscow in 1830. (Law Library

Rare Book Collection; lccn unk8yoy88zo)





This book gives a first-hand view of Russian life in the capital city as seen

through the eyes of a Polish delegation. It includes a section on the Treaty of An-

drusovo, 1667, that ended the thirteen-year war between Poland-Lithuania and

Russia and resulted in the partitioning of the terntory that today constitutes Ukraine.

A work of great rarity in the collection from an area that today is Ukraine is

that of Innokentii Gizel (ca. 1600— 83), Archimandrite of the Kyiyan Cave

Monastery from 1656 to 1683. A professor of philosophy and the rector of the

Kyivan College (^1645—56), Innokentii was the author of the text Mir s Bogcni chelc-

viekit (^Man’s Peace with Cod, 1669, 1671). Written in Old Church Slavonic, the

book summarizes his views of contemporary ethics and religious standards (Law

Library Rare Book Collection; lccn 2004573228).

Bv the mid-1950s, the Library of Congress had purchased some twenty-six

hundred Russian Imperial volumes, almost exclusively from the Winter Palace

Collection. Eighteenth-century works constitute a rare and valuable part of the

collection. The law component of that collection includes at least one hundred

twentv-four titles in one hundred fifty-five volumes published between 1710 and

1801. A bibliographic project conducted in the 1990s resulted m the microfilming of

the full text of all of the eighteenth-century Russian Law yolumes available at the

time; a copy of the microfilm may be purchased through the Library’s Photo-

duplication Service. Manuscript materials from the Russian Imperial Collection,

mainly charters and other legal documents, may be found in both the Law Library

and the Manuscript Division. Most of the remaining law materials m book form

came into the custody of the Law Library.

A rare work noted by Andrei I. Pliguzoy and Barbara L. Dash in “Russian

Law; 18th Century Russian Books in the Law Library of Congress” (IC Informa-

tion Bulletin, March 2000) is a proof copy of a 1715 Russian translation of the

French Code of Naval Law (Ordonnance de Louis XIV' pour les arniees navales, 1689).

The Librarv’s copv has manuscript corrections and notes throughout made by the

translator and proofreaders. The translation is said to have been published under

Peter the Creat's close supervision. The Law Library’s 1763 and 1764 editions of

the Decrees . . . of Catherine the Great include her Manifesto, which was removed from

manv copies in 1797 by order of Czar Paul 1 . Other possibly unique items are

eight compilations, 1796 to 1800, of the decrees and edicts of the same Paul 1 ,

probably working copies for the Russian Senate.

For the guidance of a legislative commission formed m 1766 to undertake the

preparation of a code to supplant the extant Code (Ulozhenie') of 1649, Empress

Catherine the Creat (1762— 96) wrote a 526-section Instruction (Instruktsiia').

opposite: Statute of Empress Catherine II of

Russia (St. Petersburg, 1780). This book

contains the text of the statute Blagoches-

tivieishiia Samoderzhavnieishiia I 'elikiia Cosudaryni

Imperatritsy Ekateriny I ’toryia Uchrezhdentia dlia

upravleniia guhernii Iserossiiskiia Imperii (Insti-

tutions for the Administration of the

Provinces ol the All-Russian Empire [Ap-

proved] by the Most Pious and Most Au-

tocratic Empress Catherine the Second).

The statute, dared November 7, 1775, laid

the loundations for the organization of

provincial administration that survived,

with changes, until the lall of the Russian

Empire in 1917. The Eavv Library holds the

first edition, printed on November 12, 1775

(icCN 54054007). Shown here is the flam-

boyant copy of the 1780 edition that be-

longed to Catherine II; it is bound in rose

velvet and shows the Imperial coat of

arms, the double-headed eagle, on the

front cover and the embroidered mono-

gram of the Empress on the back. fLaw Li-

brary Rare Book Collection; lccn 6 lo^6ozf)
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opposite: These illustrations are from the

Polnoe sohrauie znkonov Rossiiskoi Imperii (vol-

ume ^6, second senes, S.-Peterburg, 1861;

Russian Imperial Collection). This serial

publication on military regulations in-

cludes detailed instructions for artillery

and cavalry field operations, such as how

to mount one’s horse from various start-

ing positions. (T;w Library Rare Book Col-

lection; LCCN 6j0rf]iz6')

Incorporating the most advanced ideas of the Enlightenment, the Instruction was

published on July 1767, but its circulation was restricted to higher officials and

government agencies, and the Russian legislature never produced Catherine’s code.

The Law Librarv has a manuscript English translation of the Instruction that mav

have been produced for the then British ambassador. Sir George Macartney, whose

bookplate it contains, as well as a printed version of the English translation,

published m London in 1768. Other important volumes from Catherine’s reign

include her laws governing municipal corporations and the nobility, as well as her

rarely found Ustav narodnym itchilishcbivn (Regulations on Public Education), 1786.

The military and naval regulations of the Russian Empire were codified

separately. The military regulations issued from 1716 to 191^ are contained in the

Swd voennykh postanovicnii (Code of military regulations), of which the Law Library

possesses all three ecTtions— 18^8, 1859, and 1869— as w'ell as supplements

containing new regulations and amendments enacted after 1869. The naval regu-

lations, published m 1886 to 1890, were codified m Svod morskikh postanovicnii (Code

of naval regulations). The Law Library has in its collection volumes i — 18 (except

for volumes ii and iz, which w'cre never published). Some of the topics treated in

these volumes are the hierarchy of military and civil ranks, statures on the mili-

tary and civil Order of St. George the \fictorious (established by Catherine II),

compulsory Russian military service, and military education.

Russian books printed during the reign of Peter the Great, 1708 to 1725, are

of special interest to historians of printing because Peter replaced the Old Church

Slavonic characters, which had been used for all printing previously in Russia,

with modern Russian Cyrillic type. The first law book printed with this type, the

Instruktsii t artihdy voennye nadlezhashchi'e k rossnskomuJlotu (Moscow, 1710) is in the Law

Library's collection.

A unique collection in the Law Library is a group of forty-six handwritten

scrolls, the longest of which measures eighty-seven feet. Lashioned of strips of often

inferior paper pasted together w'ith starch, such scrolls were used in Russia mostly

to record petitions to the tsar, questions of judicial procedure, complaints, briefs,

records of testimony, and other matters of a transient nature. The scrolls in the Law'

Library’s possession date from 1628 to the mid-eighteenth century and come from

jurisdictions including Galich, Kazan, Novgorod, the Novotorzhok Monastery,

Pskov, Romanovo, Shatsk, Tomsk, and Vologda. Addressing a variety of judicial

matters—land owTiership, Siberian affairs, tax collection, and the construction of

new churches— they offer a view of daily interactions between the Russian people

and the governing authonties. They also include e.xcerpts from the Ulozhenic.
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The collection of Imperial decrees of Empress Anna (1730—40), Ukazy Imper-

atritsy Anny loanovny, is very rare. This collection of original ukazy— Imperial

decrees having the force of law— covers the period from March 1732 to December

1737 and was issued to the Chief of the Medical Chancellerv. The ukazy were often

given orally and transcribed by a court official for publication by the Senate or

other state printer. Anna’s court officials were German, and so a number of

reports appear m both Russian and German. The Law Library also holds a

collection of more than one hundred individual decrees, acts, and treaties (printed

broadsides and fliers) issued by Catherine the Great and at least three decrees

(also printed broadsides) issued by Peter the Great (1724).

Reforms of the Russian legal system introduced in the nineteenth century are

well represented in the Law Library collection. A successful attempt to supplant

the 1649 Code was a two-volume draft criminal code entitled Proekt ugolovmgo

ulozhemia Rossiiskoi Imperii, prepared by the Council of State in 1813 to 1814 by order

of Tsar Alexander I. Much of this draft was incorporated into the Russian Crim-

inal Code of 1832. In 1830 Tsar Nicholas I ordered the compilation and codification

of Russian law, which resulted in the publication of the Polnoe sohranie zakomv Rossm

iskoi Imperii (Complete collection of the laws of the Russian Empire). The set

began with the Code of 1649 and continued into the reign of Nicholas II up to the

year 1913. One of the complete sets of the Polnoe sohranie zakonov is said to have been

owned by a member of the Romanov family.

An important publication from the reign of Nicholas I is the Ukazy Ego

Imperatorskago Velichestva Samoderzhtsa Vserossiiskago iz Pravitel’stvuiushchago Senata (The

Decrees of H.I.M. Autocrat of All the Rtissias sent from the ruling Senate),

covering, with minor gaps, the period from 1768 to 1866 m ninety-seven volumes.

And an important record of the last year of the reign of Nicholas II is the Zbur-

naly Soveta Ministrov (Minutes of the sessions of the Council of Ministers) of 1914.

This set of journals records meetings held by the Russian Cabinet throughout

1914, including those dealing with the outbreak of war.

In 1938, the Law Library acquired about a hundred fifty publications relating

to the anti-Soviet governments of the Civil War period, 1918 to 1921. These hard-

to-obtain items include the laws and decrees signed by Russian White Army

General Anton Denikin as the head of the anti-Soviet government of southern

Russia and reports of the governmental departments of the Don Cossack region,

presented to the regional legislature that met at the end of the summer of 1918.

They include as well the official gazettes published by the government of Admiral

Aleksandr Kolchak m Siberia.

opposite: Also From the Polnoe sohranie za -

konov Rossiiskoi Imperii of 1861, this plate

shows Regulation No. 37611, “Uniforms

of members of the Cable Corps,” and

Regulation No. 37636, “Uniforms of rail-

road and telegraph personnel.” (Law Li -

brary Rare Book Collection
;
lccn 6jO^],lz6^
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opposite: Ma^im charta. This is a fourteenrh-

centiirv miniarure version of the famous

English charter of 1215 that gave nobles

certain rights which prehgured democratic

institutions m England; still bound in its

original pigskin wrapper, it is a rare item

even among collections m Great Britain.

(Law Library Rare Book Collection; lccn

ioo4y]4JOi)

THE COLLECTIONS ON CoMMON Law, constituting the largest collection in

the Law Library of Congress, are those founded on, or conceptually derived from,

the English legal system: primarily the law's of England, jurisdictions of the former

British Empire (now the Commonw'ealth), American Colonial, and U.S. Law.

Common Law' is best described as a body of law' w'hose historical basis is the

Customarv Law' of England, as developed by the courts. It stands m distinction to

the Continental Civil Law systems that rely on codes covering large areas of the law.

A major portion of the Common Law is stated m court judgments that have

acc]uired binding or persuasive authority under the doctrine of precedent.

Eormerly a distinction w'as made betw'een the Common Law and principles and

rules of equity developed bv separate courts of chancery. The two systems w'ere

mostly fused under the Judicature Act of 1873. In modern times, legislation forms

an increasingly important and even a predominant part m certain subject areas m
stating the principles and rules of law'.

ENGLAND

The Law Library contains an impressive collection of histone English Acts.

Other than that, the Law' Library Rare Book Collection is about evenly divided

between rare Common Law' sources and those of European Continental systems.

One of the treasures of the Eaw Library’s English Law Collection is the first

edition of Tniores noiielli (Littleton’s Tenures) by London printers John Lettou and

William de Machlinia (London, ca. 1482), generally regarded as the first law book

printed m England. The well-preserved copy m the Law Library’s collection is

one of only three know'n in existence. Sir Thomas Littleton (d. 1481) wrote this

book in Law' French, the legal language of the English court, as a teaching aid for

his son who was studying law. Sir Edw'ard Coke (1552— 1634) translated the book

into the English vernacular in the first volume of his Institutes, published in 1628.

Volume I of Coke’s Institutes was, in fact, titled Coke on Littleton. A subsequent

edition of Coke on Littleton in the Law' Library was found to have a handwritten

letter m it drafted by a descendant of Coke to a descendant of Littleton (who

owned the volume m question) discussing whether or not the handwritten

marginalia in the book was the handw'riting of the original Sir Edward Coke. Two
incunabula, several sixteenth-century editions, and some fifty other editions of

Littleton’s Tenures are housed in the Law' Library’s Rare Book Collection.
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In that Remarkable TRYAL, i6ij.
between Robert Earl of Essex, and the

Lady Frances Howard, who, after

Eight Years Marriage, commenc’d a Suit

againft him for Impotency.

CONTAINING
I. The whole Proceedinos and Debates

on both Sides.

II. The Report of the Seven Matrons
appointed to fearch the Countefs.

III. The Intrigue between Her and the

Earl of Somerset, who after the Di-

vorce married her.

IV. A Deteftion of fome Politicks in the

Court of King JAMES the Firft.

Written by George Abbot, D. T>. Lord
Archbilhop of CMterbury.

In Two VOLD M I; S. in

THE

IMPOTENCY,

LONDON't Printed for I*. Corll. at the Dyal Atui

Biblc iaFlectJireet. 171^. [Pnee 5 /.J

As Debated in England,.

ABOVE, left: This book ol English statutes

was published by Robert Redman from

15J0 to 1540 and again by W. Middleton in

the years 1541 to 1^47. (Eaw Library Rare

Bock Collection; lccn trfOO^ooB)

ABOVE, RICH r: The case of impotency. Robert

Devereu.x, the Third Lord Essex, was mar-

ried at age fourteen to Erances Heaward,

one year his junior. The marriage, which

lasted eight years, may nor have been con-

summated. brances claimed Devereux was

impotent with her but not with other

women and sued for divorce in order to

marry the man she loved, Robert Carr, a

favorite at the English Court.
(
The case of

impotency, as ilchatcd in England, in that remark-

able trial. . . . (London, 1719), by George

Abbot (1562— i6jj). (law Library Rare Book

Collection; lccn 4704J247)

Year Book Literature. Among the wealth of sources of early English law in the custody

of the Law Library is a superior collection of hhar Books, the reports of pleadings

in cases decided in English courts from the reign of Edward I ( 1272— 1J07) to that

of Henry VIll (^1509— 47). Unlike the contemporary court records, which furnish

only a formal recitation of the facts of the case and the decision reached by the

court, the hear Books prot’ide an account of the arguments presented by the ser-

geants at law in court and of the responses of the presiding judges to these argu-

ments. It IS thus possible, through close study of the hear Books, to trace the

evolution of the Common Law in England through the development of the system

of pleadings in use in the courts. However, the Year Books are not just a source for

the legal historian but an itwaluable source for the study of the development of the

English language and of English social history.

The earliest Year Book now known to exist is one of the eighteenth year of

Edvv'ard I (1289—90)— 18 Edward I, according to the English system of citation

—

and the Year Book series stops with that of 27 Henry 17// in 15J5. hear Books for

one or more years are available for all intervening reigns although not every year

is available, and for those years that were published, not every term was included.

Year Books have been published in three forms: as manuscripts; in multi-

tudinous, so-called black-letter editions published from the advent of printing in *

England in the late fifteenth century to the late seventeenth century; and, begin-
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ning in the late nineteenth century, in bilingual editions edited by scholars. There

are as w'ell three lamous abridgments of Year Book cases which appeared during

the first century of Year Book publishing.

The Law Library’s collection, which is strongest in black-letter editions and

bilingual editions, does contain the Cell manuscript book I^Liber Antonii Cell); the

book, dating from the mid-sixteenth century, is partly if not wholly in the hand

of Anton Cell. Begun in the 1550s, the collection includes Year Book 1] Richard II,

and iS— ig and 16—11 Henry \ 1II, with slight variations from the printed reports

(Law Library Rare Book Collection; lccn 2004574705).

Black-Letter Editions. Year Book printing in England began with the issuance by

John Lettou and William de Machilina of the Year Books JJ—27 Henry VI during

the years 1482 through 1484. Over the subsequent two centuries. Year Books were

issued randomly by various printers in overlapping black-letter editions whose

diverse composition and abundance have sorely challenged the descriptive powers

of modern bibliographers. In 1678 to 1680, a final black-letter edition appeared in

eleven parts. In this “standard” or “vulgate” edition, Year Books previously

printed in separate editions for the reigns from Edward III to Henry \dll w'ere

brought together with the previously unpublished Year Books of l — ig Edward I.

This edition also includes the Liher Assisariini, the accounts of cases heard by the

assizes commissioners in the counties during the reign of Edward III (1327—77).

With the publication of the standard edition, only the reign of Richard II

(1377—99) was left unrepresented in Year Book printing, although, as noted, the

materials published for Edward I were memoranda cases heard in the Exchequer

and not Year Books proper.

In 1905, the Librarv’ ofCongress purchased en bloc the outstanding Year Book

collection of William Kellen, Esq., of Boston, the numerous volumes of which

constitute the foundation of the Law Library’s Year Book Collection. As described

bv Charles Carroll Soule (1842 — 1913) in his pioneer study of Year Book bibliog-

raphy (14 Harvard Law Rnnew no. 8, April 1901: 559), the Kellen collection was

“especially rich in editions printed during the latter half of the sixteenth century.”

Comparisons of the Law Library’s holdings against Soule’s Year Book bibliography

and A Bibliography of Early English Law Books by Joseph Henry Beale (1861 — 1943)

reveal that there are very few regnal years for which the Law Library does not have

at least one of the available separate black-letter editions. Its holdings include

almost two hundred editions printed by Richard Tottell, the preeminent figure in

’’tear Book printing, who between the years 1553 and 1593 printed over two hundred
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SUKPRISED Iji| tkt SfiRVAKTo

fti-'/rart/t it'lj'ij, Ijy MJom. Hin^tu, Su‘~-

THE

ANNALS OF GALLANTRY;
OR, THE

Cou)usal JHomtor: .

Being a Collection of

CURIOUS AND IMPORTANT

TRIALS FOR DIVORCES,
AND

Actions of Crim. Con.

DURING THE I'RESENT REION;

Accoinponied witli

Uiogvnp6ital ittcmolig aniJ gliictftotcs?,

AND

ILLUSTRATED WITH NOTES.

BY A. MOORE, LL.D.

“ L whispering nothing ?

“ L leaning cheek to chock—kisiing with inside hp—
“ Stopping the career of laughter with a sigh

—

“ Skulking in corners— wishing clocks more swift

;

“ Hours, minutes
; noon, midnight

;
and all eyes

“ Blind but their’s, their’s only, that would, unseen,
“ Be wicked— Is this nothing ?

Why then the world, and all that’s in it,

“ Is nothing !” Shakspeahe
“ Such an act

** That blurs the blush and grace of modesty ;
“ Calls virtue, hypocrite ; takes off the rose
** From the fair forehead of an Innocent love,
“ And sets a blister there; makes marriage vows
“ As false as dicers’ oaths.” Shakspeare.

VOL. I.

LONDON:
TRtNTED FOR THE PROl’RIETORS.

iNU S01.D Dr M JONE., NO. 5, NEWSATE STREET.
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Hhv editions. There are also a number of editions printed by Richard Pynson,

who beginning in 1480 was the first major printer of law books in England. The

collection also includes, of course, all eleven parts of the standard edition

published m 1678 to 1680.

Later Editions. A major obstacle to full use of the Year Books is the difficulty in

reading their texts, both in manuscript form and in the black-letter editions. Not

only do they appear in a little-known and now unused language, i.e., the so-called

Law French, but they also are replete with arbitrary abbreviations and outright

errors made bv reporters, copyists, and printers. Putting the Year Books into

more readable form has been one of the aims of the three series of modern

editions of these early sources of the Common Law. A further aim has been to

put together Year Books from available manuscripts that appeared in a black-

letter edition. Currentlv, Year Books have been published in modern editions in

three series totaling over fiftv volumes, all of which are available m the Law

Library collection. The only continuing Year Book series consists of l — iz and

Edward III, and 49 Henry /I and to Edward VI. All but one of these volumes is

listed in A Centenary Guide to the PiMications of the Selden Society, published in 1987 by the

Society. The Rolls Series, published from 186^ to 1911 under the superintendence

of the Master of the Rolls, covers 20—22 and p—JJ Edward I and is in five

volumes, and ll—io Edward III is in fifteen volumes. The Ames Loundation

published in seven volumes the Year Books for 2 and 6—t] Richard II. The Law

Librarv has the final three volumes of this series, which cover the years 11 through

i^j. All of these volumes contain the Anglo-Norman text of the manuscript, along

with a modern English translation and editorial enhancements, such as historical

commentarv and explanations of terms and abbreviations used m the text. The

volumes of the Rolls Series edited by L. O. Pike and those of the Selden Society

are noted for the fact that they provided additional information about the case at

issue beyond the text available in the manuscript.

Abridgments. Also m the Law Library’s collections are three of four abridgments of

Year Book cases that were published during the hundred-year period following

the appearance of the first published Year Book. These abridgments are valued

not only because they constitute digests of cases or points presented at greater

length in the Year Books themselves, but also because they include abridgments

of cases not appearing in the printed Year Books. In each of the three the cases or

points which are grouped under various titles generally take their names from the

opposite: The annals ofgallantry; or, The conju-

gal monitor: being a collection oj curious and impor-

tant trialsJor divorces (London, 1814— 15). (Law

Library Rare Book Collection; lccn ^yoiz86gj
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opposite: This matjnificenr specimen ot

the Magna Carta on cream-colored vellum

IS the hrsr book to have been printed in

England entirely m letters of gold. John

Whittaker, a Westminster printer and

bookbinder, published this book m i8i6 to

display his gold typography. (Ltw Library

Rare Book Collection- lccn zoo^yjzgoj). Some

other editions of the Magna Carta with sub-

sequent statutes may also be found m the

Roscnwald Collection in the Rare Book

and Special Collections Division.

type of writ that initiated the actions giving rise to the abridged reports. The

earliest of the three, known as Abridgment of Cases by Nicholas Statham (d. 1472),

digests over thirtv-seven hundred cases or points under two hundred hftv-eight

titles; most modern bibliographers place its publication date in the 1490s. Statham’s

Abridgment is included in the Law Library collection both in its rare original

edition and in a 191s translation by Margaret Center Khngelsmith. Possibly the

hnest of the hear Book abridgments, Sir Anthony Fitzherbert’s Lt Graitnde Abridge-

ment was hrst published m ii^ib. The Law Librarv has this original edition along

with editions printed m 1565 and 1577 and finding tables for these editions. The

later abridgment by Robert Brooke, which rivals Fitzherbert’s work in repute

among scholars, digests some twenty thousand cases under four hundred and

four titles. The Law Librarv has copies of the 157^, 1576, and 1586 editions of this

work. The collection also includes multiple si.xtecnth-centurv editions of selected

cases compiled bv Richard Bellewe (^tl. 1585) from Brooke’s Abridgement, which was

first published in 1578. In addition to the abridgments of the Year Books, the Law

Librarv also has a collection of the Abridgement of the Booke of Assises. Although tech-

nically not considered to be a part of the Year Books, the Boke of the Assises or Liber

Assisariim, provides accounts of cases from the Assize courts of Edward III. The

Law Librarv has a 1555 edition of the abridgment printed bv Tottell. The Law

Librarv also holds several editions of the Abridgments of the law and Abridgments of cases

m equity of Matthew Bacon (tl. 17^0).

A folio volume bv Francis Sandford presents to the modern reader an inter-

esting depiction of judges, court officials, and leading lawvers that is an exquisitely

detailed source for seventeenth-centurv English costume as w'ell. Among the

legal luminaries of court shown here, the officials of the Court of Chancerv were

at one time allegedly honest and upright, but were later implicated m various

abuses. Courts of chancerv still exist in some U.S. states todav-

A pillar of the de\'elopment of the Common Eaw, the numerous works of Sir

William Blackstone (1723— 80) in the Eaw Eibrary include multiple editions of

this English jurist’s Commentaries on the Laws of England from British, Irish, and

American sources. The Eaw Eibrarv has close to fortv English and Irish editions

of the Commentaries, including the Oxford first edition of 1765— 69, and approxi-

mately fifty American editions, including the first American edition, published in

1771 — 72. Other Blackstone materials include abridgments and extracts of the

Commentaries, as well as many editions of An Analysis of the Laws of England, the Reports

of Cases Determined in the Several Courts of Westminster-Hall, from to Ijjg, and*

various other legal tractates, essavs, and treatises.
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ifin numfcrj .

of'iie Bencit . offile SjccAequer.

iTancis Sandford (1630— 94), The history of

the coronation of the most hifh, most mighty, and

most excellent monarch, James II . . . in the City

of Westminster, on Thursday the 23 of April . . .

168^ (London, 1687). This folio volume is

an excellent depiction of judges, court

officials, and leading lawyers, m addition

to being an exquisitely detailed source for

sevcnteenth-ccntury English costumes.

(Law Library Rare Book Collection; lccn

04003138)
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William John Loftie (1839— 1911), The Inns

of court and chancery (London, 1893). Herbert

Railton’s picturesque, well-known illus-

trations grace this historical account of

the Inns of Court, England’s ancient

“rookeries of lawyers”— Lincoln’s Inn,

Inner Temple, Middle Temple, and Gray’s

Inn. Lincoln’s Inn, whose Hall and Li-

brary are depicted here, has been occupied

by law students and lawyers since 1311.

The Honorable Society of Lincoln’s Inn

has called to the bar many who rose to

fame m the law and other fields, includ-

ing Sir Thomas More, the poet John

Donne, William Penn, Horace Walpole,

Lord Denning, and from the United

States, President Du'ight D. Eisenhower

and Dean Acheson. (Law Library Rare Book

Collection; i.ccn 030/2; /j)

Topolski’s Ixgal London, with te.xt by ITancis

Cowper (published for "The Lawyer,” by

Stevens and Sons, Ltd., 1961), contains

wonderfullv gestural drawings of British

justices by beliks Topolski, a famous “mas-

ter alike of giant murals and small ‘scrib-

bles,’ as he calls them. ” Among the inter-

esting facts this delightful book teaches is

the answer to why British lawyers wear

wigs. The practice dates to the early sev-

enteenth century when the brench King

Louis XIII, balded at thirty, began the

fashion of long-haired wigs. The exiled

British Royalists who returned home to

England after the Cromwell period

brought the habit with them, and though

styles of men’s clothing changed over rime,

the habit of wigs continues. (Law Library

Rare Book Collection; lccn 6zoot8l6)



COLONIAL AMERICAN AND U.S. LAW

The Law Library of Congress possesses today the world’s largest and most

comprehensive collection of Anglo-American Law, although larger collections in

specialized subject areas may be found in other research libraries. As the first

priority for the Lavi' Library was always to serve Congress, it aimed at a record as

complete as possible of American Federal and State Law'. Thus, the American

materials include original editions of Colonial, State, and Territorial Session

Law's, Codes and other compilations of statutes and administrative regulations,

and most of all, court reports. The holdings of congressional documents are

surpassed only by those of the House of Representatives and the Senate them-

selves. They begin with the September 5, 1774, issue of the Journals of the Continental

Congress. Law' Librar\' policy is to keep tw'o copies of almost all commercial legal

publications at the federal and state level. Lhitil the late nineteenth century,

monographic literature on specihc topics, though, w'as almost unknow'n. Earlier

studies often consisted of sporadically published comparative treatises on English

and contemporary American jurisprudence and law', m particular on criminal law',

process, and execution— cf. John Milton Goodenow' (^1782 — 18^8), Historical sketches

of the principles and maxims of American jurisprudence, in contrast with the doctrines of English

Common Law on the subject of crimes and punishment (Steubenville, Ohio, 1819); or

w'orks such as those of the Continental jurisprudent Carl J. A. Mittermaier

A787— 1867) on comparative criminal procedure of Great Britain seen against the

moral, political, and social background of contemporary American legal practice:

Das englisehc, schottischc und nordamcrikanisehc Strafverfahren im Zusammenhange mit den poli-

tischcn, sittlichen und sozialcn Ziistaenden. . .

.

(Erlangen, 1851 ). But today, judging by the

depth and breadth of the monographic American collections, no other research

library will easily measure up to the holdings of the Law' Library.

Court Reports and Statutes. American Law'— during its early formation— traced

Itself back to a number of European legal systems that were brought to shore

w'lth the settlers of the New' World. Common Law' of the English strain w'as

one of the major systems breaking ground. But already during the colonial

period and the initial years of the Republic, the notion w'as adopted that

English Law, although recognized as a richly developed system with constructs

of concepts, seemed not to ht the situation or needs of the young society. Above

all. It seemed desirable to have an uncomplicated administration of justice and

a process of speedy adjudication. Over time it became apparent that without a

record of decisions and the legal reasoning upon w'hich the decisions w'ere
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based, legal uncertainty was inevitable. The main lasting contribution that the

English Common Law system made to American Law was its established

reporting system.

Among the Law Library acquisitions in the late 1930s is a rare collection of

approximately one hundred cases on appeal to the Privy Council in England

from the colonies of Antigua, Barbados, Jamaica, and St. Christopher, as well as

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and \hrginia. These colonial

appeals of the second half of the eighteenth century, including all types of liti-

gation, are the only accounts, aside from some fragmentary ones, of early colo-

nial cases because of absence of a regular law reporting system at that time.

American court reports, initially a private endeavor, did not appear before

1789. The first court reports were published in Connecticut (one year earlier than

the first U.S. Supreme Court report), “because of uncertainty and contradiction

attending the judicial decisions in this state”— Kirhy’s Reports oj Cases Adjudicated

in the Superior Court [of ConnectieutJfrom the year lj8j, to May iy88; cf. Morris L.

Cohen, A Cutde to the Early Reports of the Supreme Court of the United States (Littleton,

Colorado, 1995). It was also maintained that the “reporting of decisions of

important cases, their histones, grounds and principles of the decisions would

in time produce a permanent system of common law.”

The U.S. Supreme Court Reports were published beginning m 1790 by the seven

first reporters: Alexander fi Dallas (1759 — 1817, 4 volumes); William Cranch

(1769— 1855, 9 volumes); Henry Wheaton (1785— 1848, 12 volumes); Richard Peters

(1779— 1848, 17 volumes); Benjamin C. Howard (1791 — 1872, 24 volumes); Jere-

miah S. Black (1810— 1883, - volumes), and John W. Wallace (1815— 1884, 23 vol-

umes). Lor more on the evolving reporting process, biographical sketches, and a

bibliography of the early reports, see Cohen’s Cuide to the Early Reports. The impor-

tant and up-to-date collection of Supreme Court Reports in the Law Library,

including the early reports, counts five hundred and forty volumes. The Law

Library has one of the most complete sets of both the records (going hack to

1832) and briefs (going back to 1854) of the U.S. Supreme Court. The Law

Library also holds a partial collection of the records and briefs of the Thirteen

Circuit Courts.

The largest collections, of course, consist of the complete sets of all Eederal

Reports (ca. 10,000 v'olumes), the State and regional court reports, and reporter

systems, with related digests, inde.xes, and other bibliographic aids.

An interesting early collection relating to the judicial branch in the Library

IS the record of the trial of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase, as well as
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his personal law library ot two hundred forty-seven volumes. The Law Library

Annual Report of 19^1 notes that Chase, born in Somerset County, Maryland,

in 1741, “distint^uished himself early in life as one of the boldest opponents of the

royal £;overnor and later as the most active adversary of the British Government

m his State.” He was appointed by George Washington m 1796 to the U.S.

Supreme Court. His impeachment trial before the Senate was noteworthy for

manv reasons, “but chiefly,” as Law Librarian John \dnce wrote, “for the ability

with which he defended himself and the nature of his acquittal.”

An engaging sixty-page manuscript journal of another gifted judicial

mind— that of Justice James Iredell (1751 — 99)— is found m the Law Library

Rare Book Collection. Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter descriJsed Iredell

as “one of the brilliant minds of his time, and, m fact, of the nation’s entire

historv.” The journal (^lccn 95256494) covers a section of Iredell’s cases heard on

circuit in the spring of 1795. Generally speaking, the papers of most other justices,

both early and modern, may be found most often in the Manuscript Division.

Easy access to the early American statutory law is provided in the Micro-

form Reading Room, located within the General Reading Room of the Law

Library. It is a microfiche collection arranged by colony, territory and/or state,

and session. This collection also includes earlv U.S. Session Laws, the Session

Laws of the Confederate States of America, and the constitutions and laws of

various American Indian nations.

The New Plvmouth Colony, founded by the Pilgrims who arrived on the

Mayflower m December 1620, made several contributions to the held of law,

including the hrst code of laws in North America. In all, the Colony’s subse-

quent codes, published in 1658, 1672, and 1684, expressed the fundamental values

of the rule of law rather than the personal authority of leaders and of the need

for the laws to be known to all members of the community. The punishment for

adultery, which was set out m the 1658 Code and the 1694 laws of the Massa-

chusetts Bay Colony, provided the title and background for Nathaniel Haw-
thorne’s novel The Scarlet Letter.

Probably the largest individual collections arc the Session Laws (statutes at

large), the compilations of federal statutes, U.S. Code (containing all general and

permanent laws of the United States in force), and the Code of Federal (admin-

istrative) Regulations. Important hnding aids arc the digests, indexes, and cita-

tors. The broad-based Bibliography of Early American Law by Morris L. Cohen

i
Buflalo, 1998) IS an excellent reference work, organized m six volumes by type .

of legal materials.
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Known as Dunlap’s Declaration of Independence

(Philadelphia, John Dunlap, [1776])- this

copy of the Declaration was the copy circu-

lated by George Washington on July 4,

1776. (f^arr Book and Special Collections Divi-

sion; LccN zoo^jy6j^6)



Fast-Day Proclamation. For sriidents of the re-

lationship between religion and state in

the formative years of the American ex-

periment, the collection of presidential and

congressional proclamations ofters a rich

resource. This proclamation, printed in

Philadelphia m 1779 by the Continental

Congress, for instance, is one of the many

so-called fast-day proclamations by the

Founding Fathers appealing for such days

of prayer and “humiliation” in penance to

a Supreme Being.
[
Rare Book and Special Col-

lections Division; LCCN podpd/Oj)

. V", *
.

PROCLAMATION.
W H E 5^ E A S, m juft Punilhmciit of our miviilbU rnnts»nflions, if haih pkafi.’d fi'.c

Soyirc'iiK !5iipo)cr <jf af! Evrsus to vific theJe t’oited Siau:-; w«5\ a cat.viv.ious War,
flit'otigh which his Divaie ProvidciKc hadi hirherfo m a wondcrhil Manner ctmtUtClul tiifhat

tre ttiinhl seliiowInJjjc tiist the Race w nor to the Swift, nof !.he Hattie to the Sfronc* AN'I>

\VHF.RIC.'\S, notvi'ithftandino the Ch.iftifenstms foecived soil Benefits !ti-fh>ss c<S, too few'

i'.avc Ekco futhdentiy aw'akem'd to a Scitfc of their (Juiit, v.t uanned w i<h t.JratitiuJe, it tais«h<:

ro aaHiiii thtir Lues and t«m from their .Sins, iJtat (o he might titm fioir, his Wrath: .-XN'D

W'HLRE AS, from a Confcioufhtrs of what we have merited at his I fatiiL, atid .irt Appreht-ii-

fiofi ifiat tile Males fihaux of our dilappoisiKd Knemics, !ife tbi; Incredu'ity of rhifao.h, mty U?

tiAa! stA th.c Scourge of Omnijwjttncc to vindicate hi.s flighted Mateii.y, thete is Kealb's to (e.ir

tfi.t; iic tnay permit mucfi of our l.and to Jxjconic the I’icy <>) the Spoiler, out iforders to !>c

tav.i;jws), and oar Habitations deftroyed ;

A* a: -V o L /
' a; />.

T 11 A T it It teco4»nu:.'sded to the Jetctal Sams to appoint, the Full Thmjihi'f i.a May
nest to l>e a r).:y of Kallifig, Hvimiha'Kvn, and (•’laytt to .Almighty fJtxi. that be evi'l be

]«c.:f<.-d to avert titole imfH-nding Calartiibes which we: have but too well dderved : That he

will gran? tts his Ciraee to repent of our Skis, ,ind amemi wt f.ivcs accotding to his Holy

Word: Tltai he wit! cootimif ifeit ss'arulcrlui Proteefioo which hath led us through the Katbs

of Daifgcf and Dsdti.-iS; 'Fhat he will be a Hufband to the Witlow, .and a Father to the ta-

thedefs Chi(dten,»w!Ki weep over tltc B.arbariuc»,of a Savage Enemy: 'Fh-at he will grant tss

ILticnte it) SufTcfiog, and Fortittulc in .Advertitx’: That he will inrptre us with Hutaiiity, Mo-
dciavon, as<f Gratiiude ir. {.rorpetous Circuniftancti; That he will give AV'ildnm to out Cemn-
V;! -, Firameii; so out RdbSutton:^, and Viefoty to our Amis; That be svill hlefs the t.alxnirs of

rliv f lulV'.ndtt'. tri, and t»our forth Abundance, l,i that «e may enjoy' the Frtiifs of the Earth in

due St , foil; riwc he vviSi t.Rilt! Union, Harmony, and mutual Ctintkfencc to prev-.a! through-

t ut ihclv S'f-ifcs.; 'Miat he will hdfow' on out great Ally all thole Blcilings whfdi may ef:aM«

brii t:' i.Hs g'iwiouily infirumeatal in pn,>te6Fing the Rights of Mankind, and promoting the

Happiuvi* 0 ! bis Suhjcelx; That he will {jountifully continue his |«tcmal (!.«c to (fur Co-*’>

nuade'- iii tiiiief, and th-. fftlicer.s and Soldicfs of the United States; Tlwt he will grant the

Bicfij!'.!!, of Peace to all e<>n(cndii*o Natiims, Fteedoiri to (hole wiio i»fv; m Bceidage, atui Cwiv-
ft)!' I to the ,AlflicU-if' Fhat he. will dift'ufe Ufefot Know ledge, cretead the Inthience of True Re-
ligion, arei give us that Peace of Mind which the World cannot give: That be will he out

i;» fhe Day of Brittle, our faattifcrter ()) the Ho'ar of Death, and cair kind P.ateJtt and
merciful Judge ihroitgb Time and through Etetniiv.

Dr.Ht' in OasGKSiss, tbis 'Tuentktb Day />f Manh, iu the Tear of Our Lord One
Tlmifauil Scfea I/uH/(t e4 and ktt fniy-Niirc, erfid in tho Third Tear of sa/r

Independene e.

I
O H N J A Y, Prdident.

dr.’f/i. Cfj.sat.ns TitO-Usotc, Sccreiafy.

Pini..cs«t?ais i PmxriiS' ni HAL 1- aisp S E 1. 1. E R, S,



Constitutional Law. One ot the greatest treasures in the Library of Congress is

Thomas Jefferson’s Rough Draft of the Declaration of Independence. The draft, written on

four separate pages in Jefferson’s small, precise handwriting, is the form in which

Jefferson submitted the Declaration, together with all corrections, additions, and

deletions made bv John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, the Committee of Five, and

the Congress. In the text, Jefferson enclosed in brackets those parts stricken out

bv Congress sitting as the committee of the whole. Some time later, perhaps after

1800, Jefferson indicated m the margins some, but not all, of the corrections

suggested by Adams and Franklin.

Documents from the years of the Continental Congress (1774— 89') may be

found m the Library’s Continental Congress Broadside Collection, http:

//memory.loc.gov./ammem/bdsds/contcong.html (253 titles), and the Consti-

tutional Convention Broadside Collection, http;//memory.loc.gov/ammem

/bdsds/consconv.html (21 titles); these two hundred seventy-four documents

cover the work of Congress and the drafting and ratification of the Constitution.

Items include extracts of the journals of Congress, resolutions, proclamations,

committee reports, treaties, and early printed versions of the U. S. Constitution

(http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.rbc/bdsdcc.co8oi), and the Declaration of Independence (http:

//hdl.I0c.gov/l0c.rbc/bdsdcc.02101). Most Broadsides (http://memory.loc.gov

/ammem/bdsds/broadsd.html) arc one page in length; others range from one to

twenty-eight pages. A number of these items contain manuscript annotations not

recorded elsewhere that offer insight into the delicate process of creating con-

sensus. In many cases, multiple copies bearing manuscript annotations are avail-

able for comparison and contrast.

The major objection to the new Constitution had been the absence of a Bill of

Rights, and only after both houses of Congress approved the Bill of Rights on

September 25 did the last two holdout states. North Carolina and Rhode Island,

join the Union. This collection includes the texts of laws, appropriations, and the

proposed amendments to the Constitution that formed the Bill of Rights.

A very interesting work by the noted German publicist Johann Jacob Moser

(1701 — 85) may also be found in the collections. It offers students of American

history a contemporary glimpse of the New World: Nord-America nach den

Friedensschliissen win Jahr Ij8^. Nehst l. einem Vorhericht von America iiherhaupt, 1. einigen

Charten, und j. einem hinlanglichen Register, Leipzig, 1784 — 85 (North-America after

the peace treaties of 1783, including an introduction to America, accompanied

by several maps and a register).
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opposn'>: ' ^ legal writ, in

Abranain ^ i:
• ^MnJ, dates from his

Illinois !j.,- 1 1! -I. lie e. Although not the

mosi un;

e

Lincoln item m the Li-

brary o) Congress, this simple document

represents Lincoln the lawyer, and as such,

it is a poignant reminder of his words to

his law partner William Herndon before

Lincoln left for Washington: “If I live

I’m coming hack sometime, and then we’ll

go right on practicing law as if nothing

ever happened.” (Lnv Library Rare Book Col-

leetion; lccn 2004J72909)

OPPOSITE, bottom: Abraham Lincoln’s law

office next to an old grocery store. Lincoln

rented various offices with his partners

Stephen Trigg Logan and later William

Henry Herndon. (^Prints and Photographs Di-

vision; LC-USF^rfl-TOt-Olo')

State Law. The collection of pre— Civil War Session Laws of the American states and

territories contains approximately sixteen thousand volumes, which in some cases

date back to the earliest available issuances of the Session Laws in the initial colo-

nial or territorial period. Among the rare items in the collection are E. Stout’s 1804

printing of the Laws for the Goverwnent of the District of Louisiana, Passed by the Governor

and Judges of the Indiana Territory, at Their First Session, Uegun [sic] and Held at Vincennes, on

Monday the First Day of October, 180^ (lccn 77:5520^50). This is the earliest holding in

the Library of an Indiana imprint from the present boundaries of that state.

Many of the Law Library’s extensive holdings of state codes and compilations

appear in a standard reference work, Grace E. Macdonald’s Gheck-list of Statutes of

States of the United States of Anieriea. Included is a rare edition of the Gode noir; on, Loi

inunicipale . . . & le coniinerce des eselaves negres, dans la provinee de la Louisiana (New Orleans,

1778; LCCN 54057508), a Louisiana code based on the hrst Gode noir, decreed by

Louis XIV in 1685 “for the government ... erf the Erench islands of America, and

for the discipline and ctrmmerce in negroes and slaves in the said countries.”

All but one editiern erf the Session Laws erf berth the Prtrvisional government

anel the Confederate government erf the Confeeierate States of America listed in

Grace E. Macdonald’s Gheck-list of Session Laws are maintained in the Law Library

collection. The collectiern alser mclueles the sole eehtkrn erf The Statutes at Large of the

Provisional Government of the Gonfederate States of America. . .

.

(RichmoneE R. M. Smith,

1864), listed in Macdonalel’s Gheck-list of Statutes of States of the United States of America.

The Law Library’s separate editions of State Laws include an especially rare

eleven-page pamphlet, A Gatalogue of Fees Established by the Governour and Gouncil at the

Humble Request of the Assembly, printed in New York by William Bradferrd in 1695. It

is the Library of Congress’s earliest imprint that names New York as the place of

publication. It is bounef in the back of Bradford’s printing of The Laws & Acts of the

General Assembly. . . . (New-h'trrk, 1694), which is the next earliest imprint and the

hrst compilation of the laws printed in the state.

Many other items m the collection of early state materials are also of great

bibliographic interest. Printed by Lewis Timothy in 1756, The Laws of the Provinee of

South-Garolina is one of the hnest examples of early American printing, with its

title page printed in red and black and signed by William Bull, Jr., acting

governor of South Carolina, 1760 to 1775 (lccn 52007970). Other items of special

note are A Gollection of Gharters and Other Publick Acts Relating to the Province of Pennsyl-

vania, printed and sold by Benjamin Eranklin in 1740 (lccn 66058825), and a

Gomplete Body of the hnvs of Maryland, the oldest Maryland imprint in the Library of •

Congress, printed in Annapolis by Thomas Reading in 1700.
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Lincoln biographer and investigative jour-

nalist Ida Minerva Tarbell's (1S57— 1944)

expose ol [ohn D. Rockefeller's illegal ac-

tivities in the early days of the oil indus-

try inspired this cartoon, entitled “Next!”

by Udo Keppler in 1904, shoviung a Stan-

dard Oil tank as an octopus with tenta-

cles grasping the steel, copper, and ship-

ping industries, as well as a state house

and the U.S. Capitol, and reaching for

the White House. (^Prints and Photographs

Division; LC-uscz^-^]j')

The Laws of the territory of Illinois, puhlished in 1815, is another first state

compilation and is of especial interest in that it includes a topical-alphabetical

arrangement and contains the laws of i8ia to 1814, which were not published m
any other source until igio. This is also the earliest Illinois imprint m the

Library of Congress.

Lineolniana. The Library of Congress has a wealth of Lmcolniana, including two

manuscript copies of the Gettysburg Address, Lincoln’s letters, presidential

papers and other papers, as well as the contents of his pockets the night he was

assassinated m Ford’s Theater. Lincoln scholarship has been given an added

impetus by the founding m 1997 of the Abraham Lincoln Institute, which holds

symposia anci various research presentations at the Library of Congress. A vast

amount of Lincoln-related material has been uncovered in recent years, much of

It having to do with his law practice.



Political Cartoons. Topical drawings have had a powerful contributing effect on devel-

opments in the held of law. The Librarv has voluminous historic and contempo-

rary cartoon collections, found especially in the Prints and Photographs Division,

Manuscript Division, and the Rare Book and Special Collections Division.

Civil Rights. Slavery in the United States was governed by an extensive body of law

developed between the i66os and the i86os. Every slave state had its slave code and

body of court decisions. Slavery was dehned as a permanent condition, inherited

through the mother, and slaves were dehned as property, usually in terms similar

to real estate. Slaves could not own propertv or enter into contracts; thus no slave

marriage had any legal standing. Under the slave codes, free blacks were also regu-

lated, often with controls on their movements and employment and a requirement

to leave the state after emancipation.

When the District of Columbia was established in 1800, the laws of Marv-

land, including its Slave Laws, remained in force. Additional laws were then made

by the cities of Washington and Georgetown and the unincorporated rural section

of the District. By southern standards, the District’s slave codes were moderate.

Slaves were permitted to hire out their services and to live apart from their

masters. Free blacks were permitted to live in the city and to operate private

schools. On the other hand. Chapter 94 in the printed edition of the Black Code of

the District of Columbia (New York, 1848) reads as follows:

Chapter XCIV

PUNISHMENT OE SLAVES EOR BAiHTNG LN CERTATN WATERS If any slave shall, before the hour of nine

o’clock, P.M., and after the houroffve o’clock, a.m., bathe in the Potomac or Rock Creek, within the

jurisdiction of this Corporation, he shall be publicly whipped, not exceeding twenty stripes.

Ordinances of the Corporation of Georgetown, iSlcf, April id, Sect. 2.

If any slave bathe in the Canal, within the jurisdiction of this Corporation, he shall be publicly

whipped, not exceeding twenty-one stripes.

Ordinances of the Corporation of Georgetown, 18/f.o, May l6th.

Chapter 98 of the same Code lists a provision dating from 1827 that anv slave

caught flying “any kite or kites” within the same jurisdiction v\To cannot pay a

fine of two dollars (the fine to be split between the informant and the corpora-

tion ) may be punished by whipping at the mavor’s discretion. By i860 the Dis-

trict of Columbia was home to 11,131 free blacks and 3,185 slaves. Slavery in the

District of Columbia ended on April 16, 1862.
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The Law Library Rare Book Collection also contains the printed slavery code

The Slavery code of the District of Columbia together with notes and judicial decisions explanatory

of the same. By a Member of the Washington 5(ir (Washington, L. Towers). The code was

published on March 17, 1862, one month before slavery in the District ended, when

President Lincoln signed a law that provided for compensation to slave owners. An

Emancipation Claims Commission hired a Baltimore slave trader to assess the

value of each freed slave and awarded compensation for 2,989 slaves.

Some informative research sources m the Library’s collection on the subject

of slavery include |. Clay Smith, Jr., Emancipation: The Making of the Black luiwyer

18/f^—ig/jrj. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 199^, lccn kF299.a^5

S65 1993): Helen Tunnichff Catterall, editor, Judicial Cases Concerning American Slavery

and the Negro (jWashington, DC.: Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1926— 19^7,

LCCN KF4545.S5 C3 1926); and Paul Finkelman, Slavery in the Courtroom: An Annotated

Bibliography of American Cases (Washington, DC.: Library of Congress, 1985, lccn

KF4545.S5 A123 1985).

Legislation that is passed during wartime can be an especially absorbing

study when it concerns the treatment of human and civil rights. The United

States sent Japanese-American citizens born in the United States as well as

Japanese aliens residing in the United States to such isolated locations as the

Manzanar War Relocation Camp in California. Despite having his parents in a

U.S. relocation center, one U.S. citizen of Japanese ancestry. Private Mitchie M.

Miyamoto of the U.S. Army’s Ninth Armored Division, was assigned to special

duty as a cartoonist in the public relations section of his division. The numerous

World War II— era cartoons drawn by this young San Francisco-born soldier may

be viewed in the collection of the Prints and Photographs Division.

Accounts of trials provide interesting reading. The Law Library has an exten-

sive collection of trials from various countries, although the majority are American

and British, dating from the 1500s to the present. Many tabloid-hke accounts, while

in some instances exaggerated and sensational, nevertheless provide important

source material for social historians. Although official and quasi-official tran-

scripts are included, the major portion of the volumes on trials arc in the form of

monographic publications, pamphlets, and serialized accounts of trials. Graphic

materials from famous trials also exist in the Prints and Photographs Collection.

The civil rights movement in the United States has been fought on many

fronts and for many different individuals and groups, for American Indians, for

African Americans, for women, for non-citizens of various nationalities, and for

others. The Library’s historic photographic and poster collections as well as

opposite: Slavery code of the District of Co-

lumbia, Manuscript, i860. This manu-

script, almost certainly a “practice book”

produced by a law firm for its attorneys

for drafting contracts and legal briefs, in-

dicates something of the volume and rou-

tine character of legal work surrounding

transactions in human property. (Law Li-

brary Rare Book Collection; lccn If g6ooi‘)^gj
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opposite: Thurgood Marshall (1908—93)

artended Howard University Law School

after having been denied admission to the

University of Maryland Law School in

1930. Marshall went on to win twenty-nine

cases before the US. Supreme Court and

eventually become the first African Amer-

ican to become a Justice on the Court

(1967—91 ). In this photograph, the twenty-

scven-year-old lawyer Marshall and an-

other lawyer, probably Charles Houston,

are shown during the court proceedings

with law client Donald Gaines Murray,

who had also been denied entry into the

University of Maryland Law School. (^Prints

and Photographs Division; lc-uszc^-^6 ]^')

book collections on a wide range of human and civil rights issues provide

haunting documentation of these many struggles, \dctories, however, have almost

always been won in the form of a case before one or more courts of law.

One of the most famous U.S. court cases is Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka,

Kansas, 3^7 US. zfSj (1954), which restilted when the parents of Linda Carol

Brown, African Americans, hied a suit m 1950 in a Topeka, Kansas, court so that

their daughter could attend a local elementary school. When the case eventually

reached the Supreme Court, Thurgood Marshall, Director of the Legal Defense

and Education Fund, Inc., of the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People, gave the oral argument. In the Library’s juvenile literature collec-

tion, an informative source for children learning about this landmark case is

Brown V. Board of Education: Epual Schooling for All
{
Hillside, New Jersey: Enslow, 1994;

LCCN KF228.B76 F57 1994).

IVonicn’s Issues. Resources concerning the efiorts of women m the United States to

achieve legal parity with men may be found scattered throughout the Library. An
excellent introduction to legal research on women and law m the United States

may be found m American Women: A Eihrary of Congress Guide for the Study of IVomen’s

History and Culture in the United States (Library of Congress, 2001). Researchers

interested in gender studies may also hnd additional relevant material on the

history of the status of women among Native Americans, the slave population,

African Americans, and other minorities in colonial times and in U.S. history.

The Federal Law, State Law, and Rare Law Book Collections m the Law

Library all contain significant material for legal research concerning women,

although as the Ameriean Women Eihrary of Congress Guide points out, index terms

related specihcally to women often do not exist m earlier sources and call for an

imaginative approach. Property, Succession, and Marriage Laws are often the

exception. In addition to being generally subject to their spouses and unable to

vote, women at various times m American history could not be witnesses in trials,

could not enter into certain professions or trades, could not go to law school or

become lawyers or judges, could not run for public office, could not enter into

contracts, and did not receive equal pay for equal work.

On the other hand, the history of matriarchal regimes may be studied m the

sources of the Law Library’s Rare Book Collection in such works as those from

the Hawaiian Islands before 1896 during the reign of Queen Liliuokalani or

from certain Native American tiibes living m matrilineal societies. The Law'

Library possesses a copy of the Wyoming Territory’s act in its original format
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The American women’s suffrage move-

ment used dramatic means to call atten-

tion to the quest for voting rights. Lawyer

Inez Boissevain, clad in white and seated

on a white horse, took part in the Na-

tional American Woman Suffrage Asso-

ciation parade on March 3, 1913, Wash-

ington, D.C. (Prints and Photographs Division;

Lc-uszSz-yyjjg)

opposite: The Law Library’s copy of the

first volume of the Chicago Law Journal (ed.

Myra Bradwell; October 1868), contains an

inscription by political activist Susan B.

Anthony that reads: Thefirst legal paper [i.e.,

journal] edited by a woman— Myra Brad-

well— This file is from 1868— i86g— It was

Mrs. Bradwell whose right to he admitted to the Bar

of Illinois was carried up to the United States

Supreme Court— Senator Matthew Carpenter

made the argument for her— Congressional Li-

brary Washington— D.C.— Susan B. Anthony

Rochester z.8— fan. l. igoj. Qmw Library Rare

Book Collection; lccn g8 \y8zyP)

granting female suffrage in 1869, the hrst of all the terntones and states to do so,

well before the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution m
1920 that finally granted women the right to vote.

Myra Bradwell, the first woman lawyer in the United States, passed the Illi-

nois Bar Exam with honors, but her application for admission to the Illinois Bar

was rejected because she was a woman. The US. Supreme Court upiheld the

state’s rejection of her application in Bradwell V5. Illinois, but Mrs. Bradwell was

finally admitted m 1890 when Illinois changed its rules; she received a license to

practice before the US. Supreme Court in 1892, two years before her death.

Another famous and engaging legal personality who championed women’s

rights was Belva Lockwood. Educator, lawyer, reformer, and political activist,

Lockwood IS remembered for many firsts, including being the first woman to run

for president of the United States, the first woman to be admitted to the bar m
Washington, D.C. (1873), the first woman lawyer to be admitted to practice

before the Supreme Court, and the first woman to ride a tricycle through the

streets of Washington, D.C., for the purpose of practical transportation. Her

most outstanding legal case was to win an award totaling five million dollars m
damages for the Cherokee Nation arising from encroachment on their territory.

The legal status of women throughout history and around the world, 'in some

instances superior or much worse than that ofUS. women, may also be traced in

the collections of the Law Library. Works by and about women leaders, both

modern and historic, may of course be found in the General Collections, such as

m Women Who Led Nations by Joan Axelrod-Contrada (Minneapolis, 1999).
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JAPANESE COLLECTION

Asian and

African Law
The largest single Asian collection is lapanese. Although a comprehensive collec-

tion on all aspects ot Modern Law, it offers a rich core of historic interest. The
very extensive collection of legal periodicals, including gazettes, is a special strength

of the lapanese holdings.

Historic Japanese society is characterized by its strict organization in “estates”

or “classes” (warriors, peasants, artisans, and merchants); early administration of

the country shows the influence of China (to about the mid-seyenteenth century),

and legal norms appear to reflect the Chinese model. Special collections include

works on all historic periods of Japanese Constitutional and Feudal Law, in which

the shoganate (ca. 1185— 1868) occupies a special place.

Among the important histone Japanese laws are several editions of the

Goseihai shikimokii, the Formulary for Adjudications, a compendium of prece-

dents of mostly civil cases that was employed for the samurai of the Kamakura

shogunate (1185— 1555) to give them an overview of substantive and procedural

rules of the period. The Asian Division’s collections hold several important

Japanese law sources, including a manuscript produced m the second half of

the eighteenth century regarding Criminal Law, the Kiijikata osadaniegaki, and two

manuscripts concerning the history of Feudal Law in Japan— one written

about lygo and entitled Buden sosho, and the other written about 1801, entitled

Bitke gohatto oyohi jiin ojiiregaki.

When U.S. President Fillmore’s administration negotiated Japan’s opening

up to the West beginning m 1855, the island nation gradually began accepting

certain Western ideas and influences. Especially since the 1868 Meiji Restoration,

social organization and institutions were dramatically changed. Legislation and

codifications follow m the footsteps of the Continental European codification

moyement of the mid-nmeteenth century. Japan leaned initially strongly towards

the Erench codes; a translation of the Civil Code was undertaken between 1869

and 1874. Supported by Erench, German, and English jurists, the first Japanese

codes were drafted. A Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code of 1882

followed the French model; the court organization and Civil Procedure Code of

1890 were based on the German codes.

The draft of Japanese Civil Codes of 1891, initially a mirror of French Law,

was never promulgated. The new draft code in its final version, promulgated m
1898, IS based on the German Civil Code, although it incorporated patterns of

other European civil systems. The researcher will find the various drafts of all

codes, also translated in various European languages, and many editions of the six

opposite: This 1861 Japanese color wood-

cut shows a Dutch man and a German

writing up a contract in a Yokohama mer-

cantile house. It is demonstrative of the

opening up of Japan to foreign trade. (^Prints

and Photographs Division; LC-uszc/f-gg86)
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I lydchu ryd no £i^e kohou, or Code of Ethics

for Japanese Nobles, is a seventeenth-

century edition of the original, initially

prepared by Sanuki chief Kiyohara no

Natsuno (782— 8^7) and others. The vol-

ume includes writing in kanhun with read-

ing marks and okitrigana. Q.iiw Library Rare

Book Collection: lccn

mam codes w'ith supplementary legislation and commentaries m the collections.

The numerous treatises on legal philosophical a.xioms and jurisprudence are

basically evaluations of Western concepts and rarely present comparative aspects.

A unie]ue Japanese item from the modern period is a largely handwritten

compilation of notes on lectures on Constitutional Law, taken m 19^5 by special

agents from the Ministry of Irducation’s Thought Bureau, Kakit Daigakit ni Okcrii

Kenpo Gakusetsu Chosa ni Kaiisurit Ritnsho. In a straightforward exercise in thought

control, the lectures of professors of Constitutional Law' at Japan’s major univer-

sities were monitored by special agents.

bor the reader interested in modern trends of law and society, collections on

the post— World War 11 period provide an insight m shifting patterns of law and

fluctuating societal patterns m the tension betw’een modern capitalist-corporate

standards and historically predestined social norms. The study of Japan’s consti-

tutional developments during the period of Allied Occupation (1945 — 52) invites

the comparative evaluation of the state-religion complex under the new' order,

disestablishment of the State Shinto, and renunciation of the divinity of the

Tenno, all documented in the collection. A Law Library volume bearing promi-

nent “Secret” and “Top Secret ” stamps w'as probably seized from the Ministry of

Education Archives during the American Occupation of Japan 1)1945— 52) and

eventually made its w'ay to the Library of Congress.

CHINESE LAW

The Chinese collection of the Law Library includes some four hundred titles of

traditional legal material, many of which arc multi-volume compilations. Most

of these date from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The various editions of

the Code of the Qi^ng Dynasty ( 1644— 1911 ) (
Da Qntg hui dian), w'hich each consist

of sets of up to eighty volumes of Chinese w'oodblock editions, are comple-

mented by collections of cases and precedents. The collection also contains

numerous regulations of the ministries of the Imperial government and of the

provinces. There are many volumes of the administrative regulations and activ-

ities of the provincial branches of the Imperial Salt Monopoly.

The codes of various Chinese dynasties from the Timg 1)618— 907) through

the Qyng (1644 — 1911) were transmitted to and used as models for Korea, Japan,

and Vietnam. Although the social and political structures of these countries dif-

fered considerably from those of Imperial China, Chinese law provided the basic*

framework and categories for indigenous systems. The Chinese codes and legal
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system can be seen as a matching counterpart to the Roman Law that dominated

the western end of the Eurasian continent.

The Law Library holds several editions of the Great Qing Code promulgated by

the Qianlong Emperor in 1740 that remained substantially unchanged until the

end of the dynasty in 1911. It incorporated much material from the Code of the Ming

Dxnasty (1368 to 1644), and there is clear continuity back to at least the Tang

Hynasty. Probably the first translation into a European language was the Russian

version, published at St. Petersburg in 1778. Its title page identifies it as a transla-

tion from “Manchurian” into Russian, which may indicate that the original was

the Manchu rather than the Chinese version of the Code.

The English translation of the Da Qil>g li was originally published m 1810.

Thi s was produced by Sir George Staunton ( Ta-Tsing-Lcu-Lee; Being the Fundamental

Laws ... of the Penal Code of China'), who served as an interpreter and later head of

the East India Company's office at Canton between 1798 and 1817. A Erench

translation of Staunton was published in Pans in i8iz. The Law Library has a

copy of Staunton’s book translated into Italian and published in Milan in 1812. In

1862, a Spanish translation of Staunton appeared in Havana. This slightly ante-

dates the abolition of slavery in Cuba (1865) and may be related to the large-scale

recruitment of Chinese labor for the Cuban sugar plantations. The 1812 Lrench

translation was in turn translated into Spanish and published m Madrid in 1884.

By the time the Chinese text had been translated first into English, then into

Erench, and then into Spanish, the questionable accuracy of these successive trans-

lations was further diminished. To compound the problems of understanding

what was to Europeans a very alien legal tradition, Staunton’s translation has been

dismissed by William T. Jones, author of The Great Quig Code, who, in the most

recent translation of the Code (Oxford, 1994, p-v.), describes Staunton’s work as

“essentially useless since it was so free as to be inaccurate.” According to Professor

Jones, the best previous translation into a European language was P.L.E Philastre’s

translation of the Annamite Code into French, which was published m Pans in 1876.

Annam was in central \detnam, where a French-dominated Emperor held court at

Hue. What the French called the Yih king was the 1815 Gia Long Code, m which the

\fietnamese Emperor Gia Long took the entire Qing Code, in Chinese, as the basic

code for his state. One problem with the French translation, however, was

Philastre’s decision to employ French legal and administrative terminology, which

made China and X^ietnam appear much more like nineteenth-century France than

was ever the case. Jones notes that a Confucian district magistrate becomes “in

effect, a jitge d’instniction who was instructing himself on the case.”
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opposite: While the Law Library does

nor have such early editions as the origi-

nal 1247 publication of the X; Yuati hi xi-

augy i, a Chinese compilation of regula-

tions and instructions for carrying out

forensic examinations on corpses in crim-

inal cases, It docs have many later editions

of this work, such as the 1892 title m which

these graphics appear, as well as a 1982

English translation, (^Law Library Collection;

LCCN 7J599J90

The Qing Code Collection includes a large number of handbooks for magis-

trates or their specialized legal or taxation secretaries, w'hich provide brief sum-

maries of the code, arranged by topic. Examples mclucie the Bo An Xlii Bian

(^How to Decicde a Case) (nineteenth century?) by Qtian Shizjrao, and 18^5 and

1882 editions of Xu Lian’s Zhe yu qiii jian (^How to Decide a Criminal Case). A
specialty of traditional Chinese murder cases was detailed forensic examinations

of corpses, and the Law' Library holds many editions of the classic text on the

subject, Xi Yuan ji hi, first published m 1247. Later editions include cases and

supplementary notes. Books that reduce the Criminal Code to easily grasped

charts w'ere also popular in the nineteenth century. In one format, illustrated by

the 1836 Du Fa Cun (Learning Law' Through Charts), each article of the code is

represented by a one-page chart or diagram w'lth brief text in as many as forty-

five subordinate boxes or “window's,” bearing such information as “Principle,”

“Accessories,” “Penalty,” or “Penalties tor Those Under the Age of 12.”

These “how-to-be-a-mandarin” books are of great interest to historians, as

they provide evidence for the w'ay the Imperial government actually operated. The

complete editions of the codes and the relatively brief handbooks and treatises on

such topics as instructions to coroners mean that it would be possible to replicate

the contents of the bookshelves of a representative late Imperial magistrate. The

depth of the collection means that it frequently has multiple editions of the

same titles, sometimes produced over the course of more than a century. These,

too, can be used by historians to trace changes in all the matters that have been

regulated or touched by law— commerce, population growth and migration,

variation in harvests, irrigation disputes, and so on. They also illustrate a general

principle. Although the Chinese and the Western legal traditions differ in many

ways, both illustrate the tendency for statutes, regulations, interpretations, and

precedents to grow over time, with each successive edition of the general code or

the regulations of such specialized bodies as the Imperial Salt Monopoly being

longer than its predecessor. The tendency to expansion and elaboration has

elicited a need for digests, epitomes, outlines, and how-to books, in this instance,

for the practical Mandarin.

The greatest strength of the Modern Chinese collection is probably the

extensive set of official gazettes. The several thousand bound volumes range

from the very last years of the Qmg Dynasty to the present, and include material

from both the Nationalist Government (1927 — ), which moved to Taiwan in

1949, and the People’s Republic of China (1949— ). Besides the central govern-

ment, the holdings include less complete sets of gazettes from some provincial
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and major municipal governments, as w'ell as from such major ministries as those

ot Transportation, Taxation, the Railroads, the Trademark Bureau, and so on. The

post-1950 holdings trom the Republic of China on Taiw'an are especially extensive

and include the proceedings of the National Legislature (I; Fa Yiiatiy These are

primary sources for the study of the country’s history and administration.

Apart from the official gazettes and recent compilations of laws and regula-

tions from the People’s Republic of China, the Law Library holds some relatively

rare materials from the several regional governments established by the Commu-
nist Party of China during the 1940s, before its victory in the 1946 to 1949 Civil

Whr and the establishment of the People’s Republic of China on October i, 1949.

These include copies of documents held by the Ministry of justice of the Nation-

alist Government on Tnwan, as well as such published material as the 1945

Proceedings of the First Session of the People’s Political Convention of the Shanxi-Zhaha-Hehei

Border District (^Jin Cha Ji Biaiupi Diyijie Canyilnti). The extensive collection of

contemporary provincial-level legal newspapers and such publications as Reninin

Conganhao (China Police News) permits a more finely grained understanding of

the operation of China’s legal and police systems than does the national-level legal

newspaper, Fazhi Ribao (Legal Daily). The Law Library receives some dozens of
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legal periodicals from China, ranging from the scholarly to the popular, as well as

English-language periodicals detailing and sometimes translating Chinese Law,

with most of these directed at companies doing business in or investing in China.

The policy of the Law Library is to collect primary sources whenever

possible, but it is not always feasible to do so, especially from some isolated,

belligerent, or no longer extant jurisdictions. In such cases the collections are

enriched by copies, facsimiles, or even, as with some rare Chinese Communist

legislation, handwritten photocopies. Individual items in the Law collections

thus range from sumptuously printed and decorated tomes to mimeograph

copies or various types of facsimiles. Certain items have been reproduced in

facsimile by the Library in order to allow researchers access to texts without

threatening the fragile condition of the originals.

K.ORE.A.N L.XW

Twentv-nme volumes of legal material from Korea’s dh Dynasty (1392— 1910) are

considered rare books, the most noteworthy of which is the six-volume title

Kyon^itk Taejon, the first comprehensive set of legal codes of the Dynasty. The

codification project was begun in 1460 and completed under King Songjong in

1485. The Library has a copy of the 1630 edition, which includes much supple-

mental material. Researchers interested m modern, Lnglish-langtiagc Korean

legislation make much use of the twenty loose-leaf volumes of The Statutes of the

Republic of Korea, a twentieth-century English translation of some eight hundred

important Acts and Presidential Decrees. Similar loose-leaf services on modern

law exist in the Law Library for most other major jurisdictions, both m Asia and

throughout the world.

Although legal material from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

(North Korea) is scarce and very difficult to obtain, the Law Library’s collection

is one of the most complete outside of Korea or Japan. A bibliography of this

material. Taw and Tegal Titerature of North Korea: A Guide, was published by the Law

Library m 1988 and features an annotated list of 1,015 items published between

1945 and 1987. The collection includes a copy of the very rare 790-page legal

dictionary Pophak Sajon. Originally published in Pyongyang in 1971, the dictionary

m the LibrarvA collection is a photocopy of the original, donated by a visiting

South Korean scholar from Beijing.

The Asian collections also include those on Cambodia, Indonesia (previously

Dutch East Indies), Thailand (previously Siam), and the Philippines. All these

opposite: The work pictured, entitled Sup-

plemented Collection of Categories ofLaw Cases,

is an eighteenth-century block-printed

edition of an earlier manuscript, with

some additional material. The manuscript

version is a copy of another manuscript

work, with the simpler title “Collection of

Categories of Law Cases.” This first work

was hand copied in Korea but based on a

Ming Dynasty Chinese text describing

the various types of legal proceedings, in-

cluding what would today be classed as

criminal matters, such as assassinations

and burglaries, and civil matters, such as

issues related to property holdings and

sales. It also includes a table of Ming Im-

perial reigns and their Korean Imperial

reigns for the same tune periods. The

handwritten supplemented version in-

cludes a preface, describing the necessity

of having a collection of these types of

cases and the fact that it was borrowed

from China. The supplemental material

consists of sub-categories of types of cases

based on Korean laws and situations. The

block-print version includes the material

in the second manuscript version, with an

addendum showing the added later Im-

perial chronology, plus a table on the bve

kinds of punishments, including beating,

beating with sticks, two forms of exile,

and the death sentence, flaw Library Col-

lection; LCCN yy&iyigi and lccn 2004597299)
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Among the V^iernamese Lw holdings in

rhe Law Library this “Popular Hand-

book,” titled Phii-Nir Viet-Nam (Viet-

namese Women Before the Law), con-

cerns the law as it was in South Vietnam.

The contents lists the following categories:

i) Unmarried, 2) Married,
5)

Divorced or

Widowed, and 4) Succession of Property.

(Hw Library Collection; lccn 759^4777)

collections have a Customary Law component." The \detnam collection is devel-

oped along its historic divides: before 1945, including Annam, Tonkin, and

Cochin-China before 1883/ 1899, when these entities were absorbed into French

Indo-China; the Democratic Republic of \detnam (North Vietnam, 1945—75);

the Republic of Vietnam (South \detnam, ca. 1956—75); and the collection of the

reunihed Vietnam (Socialist Republic of Vietnam, since 1975). All collections

contain official gazettes and— however limited— law compilations. An inter-

esting overview of Vietnam’s dynastic and legal history is IJ Code. Law in traditional

Vietnam: a comparative Sino-Victnamese legal study with historical-juridical analysis, by Nguyan

Ngoc Huy and T \Lan Tai (translated into English; Athens/Ohio, 1986).

INDIAN LAW

Indian Law was formed over the course of centuries under many cultural, ethnic,

and foreign legal influences. The historic periods of India— the ancient and

Medieval to the tenth century, the period of Muslim rule (997— 1761), the

British/European colonial period (1761 — 1949), and India of today— translate as

the periods of Hindu Law, Islamic Law, and Common Law of England. It is

speculated that invading Aryans from Central Asia brought their language and

caste, or social class system, to the northern part of the Indian subcontinent

between 1500 and 500 B.c. In the course of history, Sanskrit became the language

of the educated castes throughout India. Between 500 B.c. and the beginning of

the Muslim period, Hinduism, or Hindu civilization, propagated in a number of

Hindu kingdoms, has evolved from this contact of indigenous people with Aryan

culture, and is one of the oldest religious, legal, and social systems, originating

from the Veda (compilations of prayers and liturgy) and m the Manava-dharma-

sdstra, the code of the First Patriarch Manu, the Lawgiver, who compiled the code

sometime during the hrst and second centuries a.d.

Thus, the legal literature of ancient and Medieval India, referred to as dharma

literature, is a large body constituted of primary and secondary sources, and

includes the siitras, smpis, sdstras, and nihandhas: the primary sources are Sanskrit

texts; the secondary literature in the collection represents itself in many languages

such as Hindi, Bengali, Burmese, Indonesian, Malayalam, Arabic, and European

languages, often presented parallel with the original Sanskrit text. The texts can

be broken down m the three chronological periods: the sittra period (eighth

century B.c. to a.d. o); the smpis period (a.d. o to eighth century); and the-

commentary period (eighth to eighteenth century), overlapping with the Muslim



rule in India and ending with the emergence ot British rule. The literature

reflects the literary style of the period as well. The siitras are epigrammatical prose

compositions which require for their understanding exegesis or commentary.

The sm^tis (also called sdstras) are compositions in metric verse, the usual verse

being the doka (comprising thirty-two syllables). The commentary literature is

constituted of two types, commentaries on particular works and digests

(jiihandhas). Siitras and sniftis/sdstras form the canonical literature. One should bear

in mind that sni]iis and sdstras are not clearly distinguished, even the Code of Manu
IS sometimes called sm^ti and sometimes sdstra. The Library has a modest collec-

tion of Hindu Law, including digests, treatises, and other types of legal reference

books; works in Sanskrit add up to approximately six hundred. The most impor-

tant works in this group are the over fifty editions of the Manava-dharma-sdstra, the

Code of Manu and some on its chapters, mostly published in Sanskrit, with or

without translations, independent translations, and commentaries. In the

following centuries, legal texts were elaborations on the Manava-dharma-sdstra.

The Law Library holds collections, translations, and studies on the siitras and

smpis/sdstras, e.g., Dharma sdstrasaiigrahah: Atri, Vipiii^ Hdrita . . . etc. (Kahkata, 1876).
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This first edition of the English transla-

tion and bilingual edition of the Centoo

Code was published in 1776. The term Gen-

too was an anglicization of Hindu. One of

the stated purposes of the book was to in-

crease Westerners’ understanding of Hin-

dus and thus foster better treatment for

them under British rule. (Law Library Rare

Book Collection; lccn gzoi 8jj6)
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This volume contains Islamic inheritance

law. Published in Cawnpore in the North-

western Provinces of India m 1887, it is ev-

idence of the historic extent of Islamic law

m Asia. (Law Library Rare Book Collection)

Nibhanelas (Digests) are also in the collection, e.g., S.S. \ddva-Bhushan, Vyavastha-

Darpana; A digest of Hiitdit Lnv^ as current in Bengal (Calcutta, 188^).

The colonial introduction of British legal institutions, including a heavy

reliance on precedents and collections of judicial decisions,, to South Asia,

combined with the post-independence publication of legal materials of all sorts

in India and their purchase with US PL 480 funds, has resulted in very substan-

tial holdings from India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka. Let us pause and look at the

historical background of some of the collections. In 1857 and 1858—m response

to the British takeover of India
f
India Act, 1858)— uprisings erupted and led to

the “First War of Independence.” When the Indian forces surrendered, the

Moghul
i
Muslim) Empire formally came to an end. The rule of the East India

Company passed over to Britain. A \aceroy was nominated by Qiieen \dctoria,

and British India w’as subdivided in provinces, each with a governor. But most

important, in 1861, a judicial system of independent High Courts was moved m
place, subject to the Privy Council in Eondon. The collection of Indian Law

reports from the National courts, the Presidencies’ courts. Princely States’ Law

reports, the Privy Council Law reports, and law reports of provinces, territories,

and areas before 1947, could be matched only m New Delhi, and perhaps m
London, but nowhere else.

Collections on the modern constitutional development of India are just as

interesting. Since the end of the nineteenth century, India was pushing for inde-

pendence from colonial rule. The Library holds the Government of India Acts of

1Q15, 1919, 1935, the draft Constitution of 1948 signaling independence, and the 1950

Constitution. The Law Library holds A critical survey and in-depth commentary on consti-

tutional law and history of Government of India,from the grant of thefrst charter to East India

Company in the year 1600 to Government of India Act, /pjj . . . culminating in the present

constitution, by C. L. Anand (sixth edition, Allahabad, 1990).

A rare acquisition by the Law Library in zooz details an important episode

m current Indian history; the assassination on Januarv 30, 1948, of the legendary

advocate of nonviolence, Mahatma Gandhi, who led the way to freedom. The
eight-volume set of the Gandhi Murder Trial had originally belonged to the mam
assassin, Nathuram \dnayak Godse, before he was executed in November 1949. In

the margins this set contains the handwritten notes of the defendant. and his

counsel during the trial. The police investigation implicated twelve men as having

been involved in the plot. The first volume of the Gandhi trial set contains the

verbatim testimony of the hundred forty-nine prosecution witnesses; the second*

volume, the written statements of several of the twelve defendants; and the third.
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Title page from the Constitution of India

(calligraphed by Prem Behari Naram
Raizda; illuminated by Nandalal Bose and

other artists; Dehra Dun: Photolitho-

graphed at the Survey (Tthe India Offices,

1955?; reprinted by National Printers, New
Delhi, 1990?). The original of’ this elabo-

rate edition of the Constitution of India took

nearly five years to produce. Signed by its

framers, most of whom are regarded as the

founders of the Republic of India, the

original is kept in a special helium-filled

case in the Library of the Parliament of In-

dia. The illustrations represent styles from

the various civilizations of the subconti-

nent, ranging from the prehistoric Indus

valley Mohenjodaro to the present. (Law

Library Rare Book Collection; lccn gogoz8
/j.f)



the judgment ot the trial court, \blumes 4 through 6 contain a printed record of

the trial and all the associated trial documents and exhibits, \blumes 7 and 8

reprint the record used in appeal and the judgment of the High Court m appeal.

Other works related to the trial and assassination m the Library’s collection

include Jeevan Lai Kapur, Report of Commission of Iiujuiry into Conspiracy to Murder

Mahatma Candhi (New Delhi, Ministry of Home Affairs, 1970; lccn 72905^62);

V. T. Rajshekar Shettv, Why Codse Killed CandhiP: A Philosophical Interpretation of

Indian History (third revised edition. Bangalore, Dalit Sahitya Academy, 1997;

LCCN 98901498), and Khahd Latif Gauba, The Assassination of Mahatma Candhi

(Bombay, Jaico, 1969; lccn 709121).

AFRICAN COLLECTIONS

The collection on Africa in the Law Library is a large and multi-faceted collection

telling the African story by what it contains and wiiat is missing. Works on early

and Customary Law of peoples of Africa arc sparse. There arc many reasons for

this. Much of the continent’s early history, including its legal history, went

unrecorded or was destroyed in the vagaries of hostile times. The researcher must

therefore resort to histones from Roman times, or records and histones from

councils of early Christianity and from the early periods of the spread of Islam

(
between the eighth and tenth centuries) throughout North African regions. For

later eras, histones and records of expanding Ottoman rule (in the early 1500s)

over much of North Africa may he consulted. General histones of explorations

and travelogues as well as records and diaries of missionaries and Christian settlers

are other resources that ofter some information on the heritages of the peoples on

the African continent. Research, thus, has to negotiate sources of disciplines

e]uite different from the held of law, such as archaeology, theocratic studies, legal,

social, and cultural anthropology, and folk life studies, all of which are available

m the General Collections of the Library. General and political history collections

on Africa contain a wealth of works coyermg histone kingdoms, empires, chief-

doms, and states, as well as individual ethnic peoples of the pre-colonial periods

up to the present day. Those general works often include in passing features of

legal archaeology and indigenous law. Records of official diplomatic missions,

maps, and treatises on foreign relations are another source for the researcher, such

as L’Ethiopie an point dc vue du droit international (fkms, 1928), found m the Library’s

General Collections. Early treaties of friendship, commerce, anef amity between-

African and other nations in the Library’s collection arc very important sources for
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legal research. One such is the Treaty oj peace and amity, concluded September Ijgj,

between Hassan Bashaw, Dey of Algiers, his Divan and subjects, and George Washington, presi-

dent of the United States of North America, and the citizens of the said United States: with the pres-

ident’s proclamation announcing its ratification, as published in the Philadelphia gazette, March g,

iyg6 (Rare Book and Special Collections; lccn 120^4934).

Nineteenth-century African law collections document the full impact of

European colonialism: dominance over vast historic empires and peoples, arbi-

trary imposition of boundaries disrupting societal continuity and shredding the

socio-economic fabric of indigenous populations. The Berlin West Africa Conference

of 1884 to 1885, attended by the major European powers, was a key event in

settling contentious questions of colonial expansion between the attending

nations. The Library holds editions of the Final Act of the Conference (^Actegeneral

de la Conference de Berlin. Berlin, 1885; lccn 05018407) and related reports, diplomatic

documents, correspondence, etc. (lccn 10016487). Although publishing in some

of the colonial regions started earlier, e.g., in South Africa, most of the Law

Library’s early African collections fall within this period. The holdings, for

example, are very strong m official gazettes or journals, law reports, collections of

acts and statutes for all the major colonial jurisdictions, such as the (British) Last

African Protectorate and Kenya Colony (to 1965; today Kenya and Tanzania);

British Central Africa Protectorate (today Rhodesia and Malawi); Anglo-

Egyptian Sudan (to 1956; today Sudan); French Equatorial Africa (today Central

African Republic, Congo/Brazzaville, Chad, and Gabon); French West Africa

(today Benin, Burkina Faso, French Guinea, Cote d’lyoir, Mali, Mauritania,

Niger, and Senegal); Italian East Africa (today Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Somalia);

Portuguese West Africa (today Angola); and Portuguese East Africa (today

Mozambique) to name only a few. The nine-yolume work in the Law Library

entitled Lx tribune des colonies & des protectorats: Journal de Jurisprudence, de Doctrine, et de

Legislation Coloniales et Maritimes (first edition. Pans, 1891 — 99; lccn 2200120808)

affords a significant insight into the laws applied in the regions affected fiy the

spread of French colonialism, \blume i, for example, includes judgments, excerpts

of French law and applicable Islamic law, and le^al writings lay yarious jurists,

relating to French Indochina, Algeria, Tunisia, Martinique, and French Guyana,

among other places.

The collections of modern legal materials from various jurisdictions on the

African continent vary greatly. The acquisition of legal titles from many nations

has presented a challenge because of the paucity of legal publishing due to

internal or external factors, such as the two World Whrs, eruptions of civil
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unrest, and the drawn out, ohen violent breakup of the colonial me^a-regions. In

the collections, among the most important documents of political changes from

about i960 on are the constitutions adopting, country-by-country, Western-style

democratic principles and legal institutions. The reader interested in a quick

overview may start with Constitutions of African States (New hdrk, 1972), a collection

of all original constitutions up to the year of publication, together with other

works on current law developments, such as Traditional Authority and Democracy in

Southern Africa (F. M. d’Engelbronner-Kolff, et ah, editors, Windhoek/Namibia,

1995); or the periodical publications Annual Survey of African Imw (London, 1967—);

the African Law Digest (New York, 1965?— ); the African Law Reports: Commercial Lmw

Series (fdew York, 1965—): and for commercial law of Francophone Africa the Droit

des a_ffaires en Afrique (semi-monthly; Pans, 1997—).

Of interest for constitutional historic research arc the increasing references to

indigenous rights and institutes in the context of human rights and questions

of indigenous ancestrv rule couched in terms of “decolonization” and indepen-

dence of states. In a slow process, in many African countries, modern legislation

has set out to preserve residual customs and institutions and to remedy situations

where European Continental or British legal acts superceded or restricted the

operation of Customary Law, especially in the area of propertv, i.c.. Land Rights,

Marriage, and Succession Laws (e.g., Malawi’s Wills and Lnheritance Act of /qhy). The

1986 African Charter on LLiiman and Peoples Rights (adopted by the Organization of

African Unitv), which aligns itself w'lth the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

(1948) and other international covenants and conventions, attests to “the virtues

of historical tradition and values of African civilization . . . which should inspire

their reflection on the concept of human and peoples rights,” together with

elimination of “colonialism, neo-colonialism, apartheid and Zionism.” The Inter-

national Lmw of Human Rights in Africa: Basic Ldocuments and Annotated Bibliography,

compiled by M. Hamalengwa et al. (Dordrecht/Netherlands, 1988) provides a

good overview on de-colonization, territorial independence, and human rights.

The steadily growing collection on Customary Law m the Library includes

standard works on the subject, such as The principles of African Customary Law

(Ogbomoso/Nigeria, 1997) by Akintunde Emiola; the basic text. The Nature of

African Customary liiw (Manchester, 1956) by Taslim Olawale Elias, a prolific writer

on all aspects of Nigerian Law and International Law; and a collection of essays on

African Lmw and Legal Theory (Gordon R. Woodman and A. O. Obilade, editors.

New York, 1995). This work is volume 8 m the series International L.ihrary of Essays

in Lmw and Ijgal Theory. Besides such works of general nature, there are also works

OPPOSiTi;: Newsfrom Africa. A Collection of

Facts, Relating to the Colony in Liberia, for the

Information of the Free People of Colour in Mary-

land (Baltimore, 18^2). This booklet’s de-

scription ot life in the newly established

State of Liberia was intended to entice “free

people of colour in the United States” to

emigrate there. It contains an “abstract of

the examination of Mr. francis Devany,

High Sheriff of the Colony of Liberia, be-

fore a Committee ofCongress, on the z6th

and 27th of May, 1830.” After being freed

by his master, Devany, a former South

Carolina slave, became a wealthy sailmakcr

and emigrated to Liberia. fRare Book and

Special Collections Division; lccn iiooByif)
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on particular jurisdictions, e.g., Report of the Native Courts (Nigeria. Northern

Provinces. London, 1952); and A Report on the Administration of Justice in the Magistrates

and Customary Courts of Southern Nigeria (Lagos, Nigeria, 1996); as well as works on

various indit’idual ethnic groups, such as The Judicial Process Ajnong the Barotsc of

Northern Rhodesia by Ma.x Gluckman (Manchester, 1967); Fanti Customary Laws

(London, 1968) bv John Mensah Sarbah; the Justice and Judgment Among the Tiv

(Prospects Heights, Illinois, 1989) by Paul Bohannan; and Beduin Justice: Laws and

Customs Ajnong the Egyptian Bedouin bv Austin Kennett (^London, 1000). The reader

will hnd works on Customary Law ol many more African countries m the

Librarv’s online catalog, e.g., Chad, Cote d’Ivoire, Botswana, Eritrea, Belgian

Congo, the [democratic Republic of the Congo, Rvt’anda, and others. A very valu-

able v'ork is Droit eoutiumer africain: proverbs jiidteiaires kongo [Zaire) by Andre Ryck-

mans (Pans, 1992); it is of humanistic importance as well since the legal ma.xims

capture oral folk traditions which might get lost m “modern” civil life.

A host of comparative literature and works on a multiplicity of law conflicts

and issues of the harmonization of laws, arising in multicultural countries with

two or more co-existing legal systems in operation (such as Civil and Customary

or Religious Law), can be of a general nature, such as hiw, Society, and National Iden-

tity in Africa (Jamil M. Abun-Nasr ct al., editors; Hamburg, 1990); Afnkanisehes

Ccwohnheitsrecht und “modernes” staatlichcs Reeht (Frankfurt, 1999) by Peter Hazdra; and

Harmonisation ofLaws in Africa (Ikeja/Nigcria, 1999) by Adcmola hakubti. However,

comparative works specifically on Civil and Religious Law are found mostly in the

collection of such countries where ( British) Common Law intersects with both

Customary and Religious Law, i.e., Hindu or Islamic Law, or where European

Civil Eaw has a strong presence beside Islamic Eaw. The focus here is on the tradi-

tional areas of Family Eaw (marriage and multiple marriage, consanguinity, and

kinship), the status of women, inheritance, and succession. An instructive work on

Family Law in the Arabic stares of North Africa is Le leggi del diritto di famiglia negli stati

arahi del Nord-Africa (ed. Roberta Alufh Beck-Peccoz; Torino, 1997). Probably the

most complex legal issues for many jurisdictions arise from real property and land

laws (with native/customary land rights, customary co-ownership, grazing and

hunting rights, etc.) and modern public land legislation. Post-colonial national

legislation often welds concepts stemming from indigenous land rights and public

land-system policies together in an attempt to re-structure the system of land

holding, land use, and land resettlement— e.g., Rhodesia Customary hmd (^Development)

Act, 1967, and Tribal Lrustland Act, 1967, w'hich restores chiefs’ control of occupation

and use of tribal trust land; or the Kenya hmd Control Act, 1967. Recent comparative-
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historic research on Customar\- and Colonial Law has taken issue with the super-

imposition ol Colonial Law on Customary Law — e.^., Lcs conventions indigenes et la

legislation eoloniale: l8g^ — igef6: essai d’anthropologie juridiqite (^Abidjan/R. I. C., 1994) by

Henri Legre Okou— and court and procedure rules that provided tools for the

colonizers to safeguard and stabilize colonial rule. The laws in force, for example

French and British Procedure Law, recognize Customary/Indigenous Law m
principle—when presented m court— as a valid source of law'. How'ever, the

Civil Law limits application of Customary Law if “certainty” is an issue: is

unwritten law certain enough to be recognized bv a colonial court, and how cred-

ible IS the party? English rule, in contrast, tests the general compatibility of

Customary Law' with the concept of European ethics and morality by the intro-

duction of the highly selective repugnancy clause into procedure that conditionally

limits the application of Customary Law in a colonial court if found “repugnant”

to “natural,” i.e., British, justice.

The collections on African regional integration and organizations contain

official gazettes, the establishing treaties or literature on such bodies as the Or-

ganization of African Unity (^Organisation de I’Unite Africaine. 1963); the Economic

Community of West African States (Connnnnaute konomique des Etats de I’Afriqite de

rOiiest. 1993); East African Community (1967— 77); Common Market for Eastern

and Southern Africa (1993); Economic Community of Central African States

(^Commimaute Eeonomique des Etats de I’Afriqite Centrale. 1983); and the Arab Maghreb

Union (1989).

Eor the literature on conflicts in current history, such as civil w'ars, inter-tnbal

hostilities, and ethnic cleansing, accompanied by the mass refugee movements,

forced migration and displacement of w'hole populations, and a host of other

humanitarian problems in certain regions of the continent, several collections have

to be consulted. Some will be in the African Regional Collection; the majority,

how'ever, are housed in the collection on International Eaw (Law' of Nations).

The documents of intergovernmental organizations, e.g., the League of Nations

and the United Nations and their organs concerned with these subjects, arc part

of the International Relations Document Collection.

Among the individual national collections in the Law Library, the collections

of Egypt, Morocco, Nigeria, and South Africa arc the largest, v\ ith long runs of

official gazettes and court reports, but also codes and modern secondary literature.

Much of the literature of countries with a strong presence of Islam and Islamic Law

is in the Arabic language. South African collections, consisting to a large extent of

older materials of the different provinces and regions, arc mostly in Afrikaans.
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International

Law

OPPOSITI-: I.’arhre dcs bcUaillcs: autrnne[n]l dil

I.’arbrc de doiileur, Honorc Bonct (H. 1578—
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tree of sadness). This fourteenth-century

manuscript is one of the imrst important

early treatises on the lavi' of war; it in-

cludes rules of military ethics, honor, and

chivalry, and was probably produced in

brance by the hand of a single profes-

sional scribe, (/.aw Library Rare Book Collec-

lioii; i.ccN 9yi25’94j)

LAW OF NATIONS

Tlie term “International Law” was coined by the English philosopher Jeremy

Bentham m 1780 m his An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and legislation. Before

then, jurists commonly referred to “the law of nations,” a term echoing the

Roman category of jus gentium, a uniyersal law' that could be applied to foreigners

by Roman courts w'hen Roman Law was not appropriate. By the seventeenth

century that meaning had become secondary to a focus on the relations between

stwereign nation stares, as expressed m treaties. The distinction survives m the

common term “Public International Law,” referring to state-to-state relations

and obligations.

The Library’s collection on the subject International Law'— or the Law of

Nations, w'ith approximately eighty thousand titles— is the largest of specialized

law collections. It is also one of the oldest and most arresting collections for both

the historic intellectual content of v\'hat w'as written m the field and of w’hat w'as

collected. Both reflect in an interesting way hew contemporary political orienta-

tion of the times formed the Library’s collection policies.

Chancellor James Rent (176^— 1847), author of the first great U.S. legal trea-

tise, the four-volume Commentaries on Ameriean Law (1826— :5o), began his work

with two hundred pages on the law of nations. There he noted that:

A comprehensive and scientific knowledge of international law is highly necessary, not only to lawyers

practicing in our commercial ports, hut to every [one] who is animated hy liberal views, and a gen-

erous ambition to assume stations of high public trust. It would be exceedingly to the discredit of

any person who should be called to take a share in the councils of the nation, if [that person] should

be found defeient in the great leading principles of this law.

The first and subsequent editions of the Commentaries are also m the Law
Library collection. Chancellor Rent’s opinion was shared by those who selected

the books for the Library of Congress in its first decade. Law' books, primarily

British, constituted some 20 percent of the two hundred forty-three volumes

listed in the 1802 catalog. International law was represented by George

Chalmers’s A Collection of Treaties Between Great Britain and Other Powers (London,

1790) and the standard eighteenth-century treatise written hy the Swiss jurist

Enter de Vattel (1714— 67), Droit des Con (London, 1758), with an English. edition

(London, 1760) and the first American edition (New 'f ork, 1796 ). In that period

It was probably the most commonly read and cited authority on International

Law. On March 10, 1794, before the 1800 establishment of the Library of

Congress, the U.S. Senate ordered the Secretary to purchase Mittel’s Law of
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Nature ami Nations tor the use of the Senate. The Library holds over thirty-hve

titles of this work in several European languages.

Thomas Jefferson’s library, since i8is parr of the Library of Congress collec-

tions, contained five hundred ten law titles. His category The Law of Nature

and Nations included forty-seven titles, twenty-nine of which were written in

Lrench. Reflecting Jeffersean’s e.xpenence as Secretary of State and President, this

section included collections of treaties and many works of diplomatic historv

and accounts of negotiations. His category labeled Law-Maritime included

si.xteen titles, most of which would now be regarded as belonging to Interna-

tional Law (Law of the Sea). The numerous titles on the rights of neutral ship-

ping may retJect the tribulations of the American merchant marine during the

Napoleonic Wars.

\Ariotis accounts, such as annual reports, memoranda, etc., allow insight into

the Librarv of Congress’s early collecting m this held. Lrom 1808 on, the focus was

mainly on treaties, ofhcial/diplonaatic correspondence, and congressional papers;

between 1867 and 1875, the exchange of foreign government documents was

formalized. In the latter part of the nineteenth-century, the cultural and scholarly

exchange between the United States and Europe kindled and deepened the

interest in sciences, philosophy, and above all, in antiquitv and history. The

same held true for the held of International Law. Thus, the pre—World War I

collections of treaties and treatises reach far back into history and antiquity,

tracing the roots of International Law for the modern reader. Comparative works

analyze the development of this branch of law on both continents, such as the

Histoire des proores dii droit des gens cn Europe et en Amhiepte depuis la paix de Westphalie juspu’

a nos jours [i.e., to the Treaty of Whshington in 1871], avee une introduction sur les progres

du droit des gens cn Europe avant la paix de Westphalie bv Henry Wheaton (1785— 1848).

This work is represented in the Law Library in several languages. All in all, the

original collection was a hybrid of nineteenth-centurv comprehension of Inter-

national Law and international relations and slipped in and out of political and

diplomatic historv.

Eontes juris gentium, the source collection and the core of any collection on Inter-

national Law, holds thus m descending order of authority; treaties (international

legislation) and other international agreements on a broad spectrum of topics;

international arbitral awards by arbitration commissions, and decisions by inter-

national tribunals or courts; official documents and proceedings generated by

intergovernmental congresses; and the various codiheations of International Law,*

mostly private works, e.g., David Dudley Lield (1805— 94), Draft outline of an Inter-
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national Code (1872); or Altons Emnch von Domin-Petrushevecz (18:55—71), Praise

d’lin code dii droit international (i86i\

One traditional source of International Law is Customary Law and the prin-

ciph ghmaiix, which guide the interpretation of treaties or serve as general rules

in the absence of an explicit treaty. A frequently cited source on the determina-

tion of Customary International Law is the Paijuete Hahana Case, decided by the

U.S. Supreme Court in 1900 (175 U.S. 677). This concerned the legality of the U.S.

Navv’s capture of Cuban fishing boats and their subsequent sale as prizes of war

during the Spanish-American War of i8g8. Justice Gray, after noting that “inter-

national law is part of our law and must be ascertained and administered by the

courts of justice,” stated that, where there is no treaty, “resort must be had to the

customs and usages of civilized nations . . . and to the works of jurists and

commentators.” On a side note. Justice Gray and his clerks resorted to the collec-

tion of the Law Library of Congress, which in 1900 was housed m the Capitol

Building, one floor directly below the Supreme Court chamber. (The books

cited in the decision are still in the collection and may still be consulted by readers

today.) Justice Gray began his decision by citing four nineteenth-century treatises

on International and Maritime Law, three written in Lrench and published in

Paris and one bv an American scholar: Jean-Lelicite Theodore Ortolan (1808— 74),

Regies Internationales et Diplomatic de la Mer (1845); Carlos Calvo (1822— 1906), Le droit

international theorique et pratique (Pans, 1896); Charles de Boeck (b. 1856), De la propriete

privee ennemie sous pavilion ennemi (Paris, 1882); and William Ldward Hall (^1856—94),

A treatise on international law (Oxford, 1880). The earliest precedent cited was a set

of orders that the English King Henry I\^ had issued to his admirals m 1405 and

1406. These prohibited them from interfering with Lrench fishing boats. The

texts, one in Latin and one in Norman Lrench, are contained in Thomas Rvmer’s

(1641 — 1713) Foedera, conventiones, literae . . . inter reges Angliae et alios quosvis imperatores

(London, 1704—17), the first collection of the diplomatic correspondence and

treaties of the English kings from the year iioi to the late 1600s. The Law Library

has two original editions of this work, the first published in London in seventeen

volumes between 1704 and 1717, and the second m twenty volumes from 1727 to

1735. It also holds a Lrench translation from 1745; a modern reprint in ten volumes

(1967); a digest of the work by the Lrench historian Paul Rapin de Thoyras

(1661 — 1725), Acta regia; or, An account of the treaties, letters and instruments between the

monarchs ofEngland andforeign powers (London, 1726— 27); and an English translation

of that digest by Stephen Whatley published in London under the same title in

1727. Equivalent publications for other major European states, historic and
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current, as well as named treaty collections and prestigious compilations are in the

extremely rich collection of the Law Library.

Some examples of such compilations include: Rccueil international des traites du

We sieele (Paris, 1904— 21) by Eduard Eugene Francois Descamps (1847— 1933);

Georg Friedrich von Martens (1736— 1821), Recneil des traites d’alliance, de paix, de

treve . . . , updated and printed several times between 1817 and 1908; Fred L. Israel,

Major Peace Treaties of Modern History, 16^8—lOOl (Philadelphia, 2002); and the

treatv sets of the two universal international organizations— the League of

Nations and the United Nations— and Parry’s Consolidated Treaty series; all of the

above supported by histone and modern bibliographic aids.

Though multi-national cooperation m the held of law is seen as an ideal, the

use of treaties oftentimes in history has been used to coerce a weaker party into

signing an unfavorable treaty m the name, but not m the spirit, of the law or as

merely a pro forma act to give a legal veneer to imperialist designs. The resulting

provisions of such treaties can have long-lasting, disastrous political and social

effects. One such treaty was the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact signed on the eve of

World War II between Germany and Russia. Secret protocols to the treaty

divided territories and spheres of influence between the two powers, resulting in

Soviet domination over Latvia, Estonia, and Finland; German domination over

Lithuania and Danzig, as well as the partition of Poland with the partitions

divided between the two powers; and the mass displacement of peoples from their

homelands. On September i, 1939, Ffitler invaded Poland from the west and on

September 17, the Soviets invaded Poland from the east, taking over lands that

were predominantly populated by Ukrainians. Ignoring the treaty, Ff itler invaded

the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941.

The Ffagtie Peace System, the twentieth-century European War theaters,

the Geneva Law, and the decisions of a line of international courts, such as the

Permanent Court of Arbitration (1900— ), Permanent Court of justice (PCIJ,

1920—46), and International Court of Justice (ICJ, 1946—), have contributed over

the years to the enormous volume of the source collection. Tied to international

conflicts are the tribunals instituted on an ad hoc basis to deal with war crimes,

mostly crimes against humanity. The Law Library has a complete collection (on

microfllm) of the Nuremberg trials, as well as materials on the Tokyo and

Manila trials. The collections— reflecting current conflicts— are growing at a

steady rate.

The monographic collection on International Law, an exhaustive list of illus- *

trioLis philosophers and thinkers, the publicists, and their theoretical-authoritative
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works on all things public and international, is not less remarkable. Over the

course ol lour centuries, they explored the wide held ol religion and Natural Law,

sovereiijntv over land and sea, war and peace, folding in Humanitarian Law

—

viewed all together up until the twentieth century by many as inseparable subjects.

From the large number of w'riters and subjects, only those can be quoted here

who have signihcantly contributed to the development of the science of Interna-

tional Law'. Francisco de Vitoria (c. 1486— 1546), the most outstanding among a

group of noted Dominican theologians educated at the University of Salamanca,

Spain, had specialized m international law, and is now commonly invoked as

“The Father of International Law.” His statue stands today outside the United

Nations building m New York City. Most noteworthy are Samuel Pufendorf

(1632 — 94) with his De jure naturae et gentium (Law of Nature and Nations; hrst

published in Latin in 1672 w'ith several French and English translations); Chris-

tian Thomasius (1655 — 1728), Fundamenta juris naturae et gentium (Halle, 1718);

Cornells van Bijnkershoek (1673— 1743), Quaestionum juris puhlici lihri duo (Leiden,

1737); Giovanni Maria Lampredi — Juris publiei universalis, sive juris naturae et

gentium theoremata (1776—78); and Gabriel Bonnot de Mably (1709—85), It droit public

de I’Europe (Geneva, 1748). And on the subject of w'ar and peace, the following

names stand out: Alberico Gentili (1552— 1608), De jure belli libri tres (Hanau, 1598);

and Charles Molloy (1646—90), De jure rnaritimo et navali, or, A treatise of a_ffairs

maritime (London, 1676). Not even the most thoughtful selection can do justice to

the steadily growing pool of the “noted and famous” in the field of International

Law' of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; thus, three names w'ill stand for

the manv: Johann Kaspar Bluntschli (1808— 81), Lassa Oppenheim (1858— 1919),

and Hans Kelsen (1881 — 1973).

One man, though, stands out among all: Hugo Grotius (1583— 1645) of the

Netherlands. His work is represented in the Librarv’s collections by over two

hundred twentv-five titles in all, including first and subsequent editions, as well as

translations and commentaries on his work, past and present. Dejuri belli ac pads libri

tres (Of W'ar and peace) is considered the first modern statement of International

Law, including the doctrine of the “just war” which recurs in many conflicts in the

name of religion over the centuries. Numerous earlier and subsequent editions

(including translations) are housed in the Law Librarv’s Rare Book Collection. A
very important commentarv on Grotius’s work, Grotius illustratus: sen, eommentarii ad

Hugonis Grotii De jure belli ac pads . . . in quibiis jus naturae et gentium . . . explicantur, w'as

w'ritten bv Heinrich von Cocceji (1644— 1719), with extensive annotations of

Samuel von Cocceji (1679—1755), published in 1744 to 1752.
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Grotius’s writings were not limited, though, to International Law. He wrote

extensively on the Civil Law of the Netherlands, and just as his contempearary

john Selcien, Grotius wrote tractates on Natural Law, theology, and Roman

Law. The cardinal work of this Continental humanist, however, with long-lasting

effect on the cfevelopment of legal doctrine was the celebrated Dc Man lihero (On

the freedom of the High Seas. Leiden, 1633). If nothing else, it challenged

England’s claim at that time to the high seas south and east of the British Isles.

The response by the Englishman John Selden (1584— 1654), Mare clausum, sen, Dc

dominio maris (National claim to marine areas, or Ownership of the sea.

Eund/Amsterdam?, 1636), representing British seafaring imperialism, became

equally famous. In this treatise, SeLfen established the theory that the sea, by the

law of nature or of nations, is not common to all men “but capable of private

cfominion or proprietie as well as the land. Liirther, that the dominion of the

British sea was always a part or appendant of the empire of that island.”— citecf

from the English translation of Marchamont Nedham (1620— 178), Of the dominion,

or, Ownership of the sea (London, 1652 and 1663. Rare Book and Special Collections;

LCCN 33025130).

These two works surface again m contemporary history as the two hinges

on which the contentious deliberations swung back and forth during the three

UN Conferences on the Law of the Sea between 1958 and 1982. The Law Library

holds many editions of Grotius’s ancf Selden’s works side by side with numerous

eefitions of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982) and the documents of the

preceding conferences. The High Seas, in moefern doctrine one of the global

commons, are free and exempt from the jurisdiction of any single state m the

interest of all. However, the impact areas of the dominium maris doctrine remain

the territorial sea, with exclusive fishery and economic zones, and the continental

and outer-continental shelf, all delimited sea areas under the sovereignty

(authority) of coastal and port states.

The fallout from the Law of the Sea deliberations— in addition to subse-

quent treaties and an enormous volume of monographic literature now in the

Law Library— was a host of new complex doctrines that had been developed and

shaped over time by political and ideological forces in the international commu-
nity. One led to the recognition of the global commons, i.e., resources or areas of

the world shared by all nations commonly, which include the High Seas, Space,

the Moon, and other Celestial Bodies under highly politicized administrative

regimes for access, exploration, and resources exploitation. Another category oE

global commons with yet broader political implications for the international
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communitv were those recognized as the common heritage of mankind. They are

certain areas ot the world, beyond any jurisdiction, protected and preserved as the

patrimony of future generations. The ocean bottom, its subsoil, and, most impor-

tantly, the pristine Antarctica fall within this categorv'.

In the Library’s collections, the conflicting claims surrounding Antarctica are

reflected in titles which are among some of the best that were ever derived from

legal thought. The terms Territorial Division (Sectors') and Territorial Claims throw the

complex issues open. Seven nations (Great Britain, Chile, France, New Zealand,

Norway, Argentina, and Australia) out of the twelve original signatories of the

Antarctic Treaty (1959) have laid claims to the continent, none of which is recognized

by the others (Belgium, japan, Russia, South Africa, and the United States). At

least two parties have based their claims on geographical contiguity, proximity, or

territorial extension from the national territory into the Antarctic; others base

their claim on the “sector theory,’’ on occupation, or simply on some historic

facts seasoned by the passage of time. Elegant legal constructs seem to aim at

establishing sovereignty over a piece (sector) of Antarctica, with rights to exploit

resources locked m the lands under the ice, in the Continental Shelf, and m the

surrounding seas.

Still, the political and legal acts contesting the sole jurisdiction of the seven

claimant nations, and the maneuvers of the international entrepreneurdom,

preserved m the Library of Congress’s collections, do not appear much different

from those international quests mounted on ideologies m pursuit of treasure and

real estate at other times in history. So far, by virtue of treaties of accession and as-

sociation, twenty-seven nations have been added to the original “club,” making

up the thirty-nine treaty parties.

The growing human impact on the Antarctic ecosystem did not drop from

the international agenda for years and led to a number of interesting treaties and

conventions supplementing the Antarctic Treaty. Grave concerns focused on pollu-

tion of the pristine environment, after twentieth-century science established

evidence of Antarctica’s importance for the geo-climatic health. This brought

forth a Code of Environmental Conduct concerned with pollution and wilderness

preservation in an Antarctic Protected Area System and two major treaties targeting

fishers and hunters whose killings and massive commercial harvesting threatened

the fragile Antarctic marine ecosystem (Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Seals,

1972, and Convention of the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Tiving Resources, 1980).

The “Antarctic mineral resources” competition in the wake of energy short-

ages provoked widespread protest against Antarctic exploitation and pollution in

opposite: Antarctica. This modern map of

Antarctica produced by the Central In-

telligence Agency shows the Sectors,

based on competing legal claims to

Antarctic territory. By researching maps

from the rare map collection of the Li-

brary’s Geography and Map Division, one

can trace the history of various countries’

explorations and mapping of the regions

that support their claims, such as the

southern polar region shown here. (Geog-

raphy and Map Division; lccn 200j6zgi8l)



an atmosphere of rising global anxiety over ecological implications. Beginning in

198^, a number of high-profile environmental pressure groups mounted their

political campaigns in defense of Antarctica under the slogan “World Park

Antarctica,” which ended up at the United Nations. As do^cumented m the

collections of the Library, this call eventually lead m 1991 to the Protocol to the

Antarctic Treaty, which designated Antarctica as Heritage of Mankind, a natural

reserve devoted to peace and science, with its resources as commons for gener-

ations to come.

THE UNITED NATIONS AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Law touches on most aspects of social life, and International Law and war are no

exception. The scope of contemporary International Law had broadened dramat-

ically over the past century, mostly as a consequence of wars. Both the need to

understand the legal systems of allied or opposed nations and the long-standing

attempts to mitigate some of the horrors of war through international conven-

tions began to be explored more systematically m the nineteenth century.

Humanitarian Law had its start in 1859, when, viewing the helpless wounded

lying on an open held after the battle of Solfermo, Italy, a merchant named

Henry Dunant solicited the help of local villagers to assist the combatants of both

sides in the conflict. He later wrote a book, Un Souvenir de Solferino (Memory of

Solfermo), which started a movement that eventually resulted m the founding of

a committee that was to become the International Red Cross. Responding to the

appeals of Dunant and his supporters, the Swiss government agreed to convene

the flrst Geneva Convention m 1864. The multi-national body of participants at

that meeting prepared and adopted a document known as the Geneva Conven-

tion for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded in Armies in the

Field. Subsequent conventions and protocols have expanded coverage of the

initial protection to include prisoners of war, refugees, and other non-combatants.

The inhuman force of the two World Wars had also brought about a line of

mter-governmental organizations for cooperation and dialogue among nations,

the most important of all being the League of Nations (1925—45) and the United

Nations (1945—), followed by scores of regional inter-governmental organizations

m Europe, Africa, Asia, and in the Pacific Area. The Law Library holds the full

set of documents and publications of the League of Nations and the United

Nations (including the treaty set) as well as of regional bodies, in particular the *

European Community/European Union. Researchers will find an intriguing
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collection of works on the genesis of the UN. Among them are the papers of the

so-called Dumbarton Oaks Conversations, the conference held 194=5 at Dumbarton

Oaks in Washington, DC. The principles for the new international organization

formulated during the Dumbarton Oaks Conference were introduced into the

charter of the UN later that year during the San Francisco conference.

Since its inception, the United Nations has become a major publisher not

onl\' of the large document sets produced by its individual organs, but of mono-

graphic literature relating to its many functions and missions, in particular in the

area of human rights (with special focus on women, children, international ethnic

rights, right to food, and famine relief). The Humanitarian Law which has its

roots in the nineteenth-centurv Hague Peace System, followed by the twentieth-

century Geneva Law, has been recently expanded to encompass the concerns of

refugees and mass displacement of peoples, environmental protection, and, of great

current urgency, the UN disarmament and peace enforcement machinery.

One of the UN commissions is the International Law Commission, which is

continuing the work begun under the League of Nations on the codification of

International Law. The Law Library houses its multi-volume, continuing publi-

cation (from 1948 forward). The organization is the subject of a watershed of

literature as well, including analyses such as Hans Kelsen’s work The Law of the

United Nations: A Critical Analysis of Its Fundamental Problems (New York, 1950) and

International Law on the Eve of the Twenty-first Century: Viewsfrom the International Ijiw

Commission (1997).

Although there are multitudinous topics in the collections of the Library that

intersect with law, it seems fitting to conclude this overview with a mention of the

subject of justice. From such earlier works as De iiire et aeejuitate forensis dispiitatio

written in 1541 (lccn ^6024009) by Johann Oldendorp (ca. 1480— 1567), to recent

works on “organizational justice,” the Library contains substantial collections of

analytical and comparative treatises on the many facets of justice. Cartoons,

posters, and photographs also explore, and in many cases deplore, the vagaries of

humankind’s pursuit of this most elusive goal.
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Generally speaking, the Law Library ot Congress is the principal contact

point tor the study ot law materials in the Library of Congress. Researchers are

asked to hrst consult their local, university, county, and state law libraries before

using the Law Library’s facilities. Remote access is available through the Law

Library’s home page and reading room sites;

http://www.loc.goy/law/public and http://www.loc.gov/rr/law

The Law Library is located in the James Madison Memorial Building. The Law

Library Reading Room is located in room 201 and is open, e.xcept for holidays,

from Monday through Saturday from 8:50 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Researchers needing

to consult rare law' books are invited to call the Law' Library at (202) 707— 8249

to make an appointment.

Jus cst ars boni ct aapti.

(Law' is the art of the good and the just. Celsus, quoted in Justinian’s Digest.)

Cotitemplation oj Justice is one of a pair of

heroic statues sculpted by James Earle

I raser in 1935 that flank the main steps of

tlie U.S. Supreme Court (photograph by

Hirst Dillow Milhollcn, 1940s). (^Prints

and I^bolographs Division; LC-uszSl-lO/pioi)
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